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Application Status of Carbon
Nanotubes in Fire Detection Sensors
Guoqing Xiao1,2,3, Hengxiang Weng1,2, Liang Ge1,2* and Qi Huang1,2

1Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Department, Southwest Petroleum University, Chengdu, China, 2Oil and Gas Fire
Protection Key Laboratory of Sichuan Province, Chengdu, China, 3Chemistry and Chemical Engineering Department, Southwest
Petroleum University, Chengdu, China

With the rapid development of the city, all kinds of high-rise buildings, large shopping malls
and entertainment places have been built one after another. There are some hidden
dangers of fire accidents. Effective prevention and monitoring of fire is the focus of fire
prevention and control field. As the information source of fire prevention and control, the
preparation of fire detection sensor with high sensitivity and short response time is of great
significance for fire prevention and monitoring. At present, the commonly used fire
detection sensors mainly include CO sensor, temperature sensor and flame sensor.
The sensors detect the characteristic parameters in the fire environment and converts
non-electric signals such as gas, temperature, and flame light into electric signals to
achieve the purpose of fire warning. With the development of material technology in recent
years, especially the development of Carbon Nanotube (CNT) technology, a new fire
detection sensor represented by CNT materials has emerged. In this paper, the research
progress of CNTs in fire detection sensors is reviewed. The applications of CNTs in CO
detection, flame light detection and temperature detection are discussed in detail. Finally,
the development trend of fire detection sensors based on CNTs is proposed, and the
development direction of fire detection sensors in the Internet of things is prospected.

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, fire detection sensors, internet of things, application status, development trend

INTRODUCTION

The Internet of things was first proposed by Kevin Ashton in 1999 (Cardenas et al., 2020), then it was
widely used in various fields. The core of the Internet of things is sensor, which can detect the changes
of various physical and chemical quantities in the environment, convert these changes into electrical
signals, and transmit them to various platforms for information sharing through wireless
transmission. The essential requirement of internet of things (IoT) is that sensors and devices
can operate for a long time without excessive offset or degradation (Gaur et al., 2019). Therefore, the
key factor to promote the development of IoT in the future is to develop low-power and low-cost
electronic sensors (Marinov, 2015). Nowadays, a variety of sensors have been developed for the
Internet of things, such as temperature sensor (Chad et al., 2013), gas sensor (Sharma et al., 2014; Ge
et al., 2019), pressure sensor (Takei et al., 2014), photoelectric sensor, etc. Now, with the continuous
development of the Internet of things, it has been widely used in medical, public utilities,
manufacturing, transportation, safety prevention and other fields (Sundmaeker et al., 2010).
Especially in the safety prevention, the monitoring of the Internet of things plays a crucial role
in preventing accidents. In recent years, accidents occur frequently in various places, of which fire
accident is one of the disasters with the highest frequency at present. Using the Internet of Things to
monitor fires has become a hot spot. The main causes of fire can be divided into smoldering fire and
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open fire. For the fire caused by smoldering fire, the concentration
of smoke and co increased significantly in the early stage, and
decreased significantly in the later stage; when the fire was caused
by open fire, the CO concentration increased significantly in the
early stage, but the smoke concentration decreased significantly,
and the flame produced light radiation, and the smoke
concentration increased rapidly in the later stage (Ding et al.,
2018). Gas is one of the early characteristics of fire. The main
gases used to detect fire include CO, CO2, NOx, methane, H2,
H2O, amine (−NH2) (Xue et al., 2005; Wasisto et al., 2014). When
a fire occurs, the temperature rises significantly, and the change of
temperature can be detected by temperature sensor; the
photoelectric detection for fire warning generates radiation
light through flame combustion, and the sensor responds to
the detection of light to detect the fire (Kwangjae et al., 2017).
At present, gas sensors, temperature sensors and flame sensors
are widely used in fire early warning system (Bogue, 2013;
Fonollosa et al., 2018).

With the development of science and technology, more and
more researchers study the preparationmaterials of sensors. Carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) are one of the most popular electronic materials,
which can improve the accuracy and response speed of sensors, thus
promoting the development of IoT sensors (Chen et al., 2016). In

1991, Iijima first discovered CNTs, and then began to carry out a
large number of studies on this material around the world (Iijima,
1991). It was found that CNTs have good electrical, physical,
chemical and mechanical properties, for example, CNTs have
good chemical stability, high carrier mobility, flexibility, etc.,
which greatly improve the performance of the sensor (Barcarolle
et al., 2013). CNTs are hollow structures composed of graphene
sheets. According to the number of graphene layers, CNTs are
divided into single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs) and multi-walled
CNTs (MWCNTs). MWCNTs are formed by crimping graphene
(Wang et al., 2018); according to the spiral shape of graphene sheets,
CNTs can be divided into two types (asymmetric type) and chiral
type (symmetric type) (Tang, 2019). CNTs can be synthesized by a
variety of methods, such as arc discharge (Iijima, 1991), laser
ablation (Guo et al., 1995), chemical vapor deposition (Jose-
Yacaman et al., 1993). At present, arc discharge has become the
most widely used synthesis technology, which can produce
SWCNTs and MWCNTs at the same time. Chemical vapor
deposition is a common method for commercial production of
CNTs. Among the three common methods, laser ablation has the
highest cost, arc discharge has the lowest benefit, and chemical
vapor deposition is the most effective method for commercial
production of CNTs. In addition to CNT materials, CNT

FIGURE 1 | (A) Adsorption of CO gas molecule on the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) functionalized with hydroxyl group. (B) Schematic diagram of the CNTs infrared
photoconductive detector. (C) SEM images of the CNT based temperature sensor. (D) (a) The triple-electrodeCNT-based sensor, (b) sectional view of the sensor, and (c)
FE-SEM image of CNT film. Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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composites have also become a research hotspot in sensormaterials.
The addition ofmetal oxides and polymers to CNT can change their
structure and produce quantum tunneling effects, which improves
the sensor materials. The electronic transportation capability of the
sensor significantly improves the selectivity and sensitivity of the
sensor.

This paper reviews the research progress of CNTs and their
composites in three kinds of fire detection sensors: CO gas sensor,
temperature sensor and flame sensor. It also introduces the
improvement of the sensing characteristics of CNTs for fire
detection sensors, which provides a favorable reference for the
further application of CNTs in fire detection sensors.

CO GAS SENSOR BASED ON CARBON
NANOTUBES

In the early stage of fire, the main products are the smoke from
pyrolysis, including complete combustion products (such as CO2

and H2O) and incomplete combustion products, such as CO,
gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons, carbon particles, alcohols,
aldehydes, ketones, and other chemical substances. The main
components of gas products are CO2, CO, and water vapor.
Because the humidity of air has a great influence on the water
vapor content, and the content of CO2 in the air is also high, they
are generally not taken as the object of fire detection. Therefore,
CO is regarded as the characteristic gas for early fire detection.

Gas Sensing Mechanism of Sensor
The traditional semiconductor CO sensor uses the principle of
semiconductor conductivity change caused by the adsorption and
desorption of gas molecules on the surface of semiconductor
materials to detect the gas concentration. However, this kind of
sensor has poor gas selectivity and poor stability, so more reliable
materials are needed to prepare the sensor. It has been found that
the gas sensing mechanism of SWCNTs is due to the formation of
three carbon atoms on the surface of SWCNTs σ bond, one
electron forms delocalized π bond between carbon and carbon.
When detecting gas, the π electron cloud will change, which will
lead to the change of sensor conductivity (Yuan et al., 2004). For
MWCNTs, MWCNTs can form more winding structure, which
makes the sensor have better conductivity (Sayago et al., 2008).
The response of gas sensor based on CNTs to gas is greatly
dependent on the effective active number of gas adsorbed on the

sensor surface (Zhang et al., 2009). When the sensor detects the
gas, the gas molecules will be adsorbed on the active sites on the
surface of CNTs, and the space charge layer between the
electrodes will form a new polarization (Snow, 2005). The
sensor can detect the concentration change of the gas to be
measured in the environment. However, due to the limitation of
their own properties, the adsorption capacity of CNTs is very
limited, limited to several strong reducing and oxidizing gases,
such as O2, NO2, NH3, SO2, and so on. Many toxic gases and
greenhouse gases cannot be adsorbed by intrinsic CNTs, such as
CO and CO2. Therefore, in order to detect more kinds of gases, it
is necessary to improve the functionalization of intrinsic CNTs.
The main improvement methods include nonmetallic element
doping, inorganic metal doping and metal oxide doping. In 2014,
Mittal reviewed the interaction between CO and hydroxyl-
modified CNTs. This is due to the formation of hydrogen
bonds between CNTs and the hydroxyl groups of CO
molecules. The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1A
(Mittal and Kumar, 2014).

Research Status of Carbon Nanotube
Based CO Sensors
In 2000, Kong and others found that CNT has good sensing
properties for gas, so there are more and more researches on
CNTs and their composites in gas sensors (Kong et al., 2000). In
2008, Wu et al. added 0.1% CNTs to the Co3O4–SnO2 materials,
which greatly improved the sensing characteristics of the sensor.
The lowest detection limit for CO concentration was 20 ppm, the
optimal working temperature was 25°C, the response value was
23 mV, and the relative signal-to-noise ratio was 2.3 (Wu et al.,
2008). In 2009, Pearce prepared modified MWCNTs gas sensors
by electrophoretic deposition, which improved the speed and
reliability of fire gas detectors (Pearce, 2009). In 2010, Leghrib
et al. synthesized SnO2/CNTs gas sensor by precipitation of SnO2

colloidal suspension in CNTs. The sensitivity of SnO2/CNTs gas
sensor to CO was tested at 150°C. The results show that SnO2/
CNTs composite has good sensitivity to 2 ppm CO at this
temperature, and the response time is 5 min (Leghrib et al.,
2010). In 2013, Iqbal et al. modified ultrasonic spray with
Nano-structure ZnO by ultrasonic spray pyrolysis method, and
conducted gas sensitivity test. The experimental results showed
that the sensitivity of the composite to CO with volume fraction
of 100 ppm at 250°C was 85%, the response time was 5 min, and

TABLE 1 | Sensing properties of carbon nanotube complexes for CO.

Minimum
detection limit (ppm)

Optimum operating temperature (°C) Response time Literature

SnO2/CNT — 150 5 min Leghrib et al. (2010)
Pd2+/SnO2/CNT 5 100 2 s Hu et al. (2014)
SWCNT surface with Au NPs 1 25 125 s Choi et al. (2016)
Polyaniline-MWCNT 500 25 76 s Roy et al. (2018)
Pt-CNT — 100 30 s Han et al. (2019)
CNT/Co3O4–SnO2 20 25 — Wu et al. (2008)

CNT, carbon nanotube.
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the recovery time was 20 min (Iqbal et al., 2013). In 2014, Hu et al.
prepared Pd2+ doped SnO2 nanoparticle coated CNTs by sol-gel
method. The minimum detection limit of the sensor for CO is
5 ppm, the best working temperature is 100°C, and the response
time is 2 s (Hu et al., 2014). In 2016, Choi et al. synthesized a
network of Au nanoparticles functionalized SWCNT by
impregnation method and self-agglomeration of Au film. The
sensor made of this material has high sensitivity and selectivity to
low ppm CO at room temperature, and the detection limit for CO
is as low as 1 ppm, achieving good selectivity for 2 ppm CO for
the first time (Choi et al., 2016). In 2018, Loghin et al. used a
handwriting technique to create a gas sensor based on CNTs. The
sensor has a sensitivity of 0.06% ppm for CO and a measurement
range of 5–45 ppm (Loghin et al., 2018). In 2019, Kim et al.
fabricated a Pt CNTs flake CO gas sensor by depositing Pt
nanoparticles on CNTs. The maximum response time of the
sensor is 30 s and it has good sensitivity to 80 ppmCO (Han et al.,
2019). In 2018, Roy et al. synthesized polyaniline coated
MWCNTs and spin coated them on the interdigital electrode
of the sensor. The experimental study found that the sensor has
good response and repeatability for 500–1,000 ppm CO at room
temperature, with a response time of 76 s and a recovery time of
210 s (Roy et al., 2018). Table 1 is the sensing properties of carbon
nanotube complexes for CO. CNTs gas sensors have attracted
much attention due to their low operating temperature and
minimum detection limit. Semiconductor CNTs gas sensors
doped with oxides have the advantages of both oxide
semiconductor gas sensors and CNTs gas sensors, and have
the characteristics of high sensitivity, minimum detection limit
and low working temperature (Zhang et al., 2013).

FLAME SENSOR BASED ON CARBON
NANOTUBES

In addition to gas and smoke, light will also be produced when the
fire happens. The flame has both radiation characteristics and
chromaticity characteristics. The flame can radiate in the three
parts of the spectrum, namely, ultraviolet, infrared and visible
light. Ten percentage of the flame radiates in the ultraviolet light
region, and the remaining 90% of the flame radiates in the
infrared and visible light regions (Shekhar et al., 2012; Liu Y.
et al., 2017; Gaur et al., 2019), most visible light areas are red and
yellow caused by carbon in fire, so infrared and ultraviolet light
are generally detected. According to research, CNTs react to
radiation, which means that this response can be used to detect
various radiation sources, such as those from flames.

Sensing Mechanism of Flame Sensor
The basic light response mechanism of general photodetectors is to
convert the absorbed photons into electrical signals. The light
response mechanisms include photoelectric effect,
photoconductivity effect, optical gating effect and thermometric
effect (Liu P. et al., 2020). CNTs infrared photodetectors are
developed on the basis of thermal effect and optical effect. The
sensing principle based on thermal effect is that the temperature
change caused by light irradiation produces electrical signals

(resistance, current or voltage). For the principle of optical effect,
excitons are generated through the photon absorption of CNTs, and
the electron hole pairs are generated by excitons. It is released by
dissociation, thus producing photocurrent or photovoltage in the
device (Avouris et al., 2008). Figure 1B is the schematic diagram of
theCNT infrared detector (Saleh andWasan, 2015).When ultraviolet
light appears, oxygen molecules on the surface of CNTs are desorbed
by the energy of photoinduced plasma polaritons, resulting in a
significant decrease in hole concentration, which correspondingly
increases the resistance of CNTs. The change of resistance of CNTs
under ultraviolet light makes them able to be used for ultraviolet light
monitoring (Pyo et al., 2018).

Research Status of Flame Sensors Based
on Carbon Nanotubes
When a fire occurs, the radiation light produced by flame
combustion includes ultraviolet light and infrared light. The
flame sensor responds to the flame light immediately to judge
whether the fire occurs. CNTs are promising materials for the
fabrication of high-performance nanooptoelectronic devices due
to their unique one-dimensional structure. In 2012, Shao et al.
developed a kind of ultraviolet electric detector. The sensor uses
CNTs film as coating material. The response of the detector to
light frequency of 14 Hz and wavelength of 365 nm is about
0.123 A/W (Shao et al., 2012). In 2020, Pathak et al. prepared a
kind of nanocomposite material based on CNTs and zinc oxide for
ultraviolet sensor. The sensitivity of the device to ultraviolet light
at 365 nm is 0.011 A/W (Pathak et al., 2020). In 2012, Zeng et al.
designed a high-performance infrared detector based on SWCNT
array, and its responsivity was 9.87 × 10−5 A/W (Zeng et al., 2012).
In 2013, Lu et al. self-assembled a heterojunction at the graphene/
MWCNT interface. This nanocomposite material made the
detection rate of the infrared detector as high as 1.5 ×
107 cmHz1/2W−1 (Lu et al., 2013). In 2017, Huang et al.
transferred the CNTs/SiO2 structure to the PMMA substrate
and designed an infrared detector that has the advantages of
fast response speed and high sensitivity (Huang et al., 2017). In
2018, Pavelyev et al. proposed an infrared radiation photodetector
based on MWCNT grown on silicon substrate by chemical vapor
deposition. The response speed and resistance recovery time of the
detector are 3 min and have obvious hysteresis characteristics
(Pavelyev et al., 2018). The traditional flame sensor mainly uses
ultraviolet detection and ultraviolet/infrared joint detection. In
2014, Mohanty et al. prepared MWCNTs by chemical vapor
deposition method, and designed a functional flame sensor.
The response characteristics and sensitivity of the sensor in the
transverse and longitudinal direction of the flame were
experimentally studied. It has a good working range, and this
kind of flame sensor can also be used. Estimation of working
distance from flame (Mohanty and Misra, 2014).

TEMPERATURE SENSOR BASED ON
CARBON NANOTUBES

Temperature is one of the most obvious characteristics of a fire.
When a fire occurs, a lot of heat is generated by material
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combustion, which makes the surrounding temperature change.
The temperature sensor responds to the change of the
temperature in the environment immediately to achieve the
purpose of fire warning. This section mainly summarizes the
research status and sensing principle of temperature sensor based
on CNTs.

SensingMechanism of Temperature Sensor
CNTs have the characteristics of low power consumption, high
sensitivity, high stability, and wide operating temperature range,
which can improve the performance of temperature sensors. The
temperature measurement of the sensor is not directly expressed,
but based on the characteristics of a series of physical phenomena,
such as volume expansion, gas pressure change, magnetic
susceptibility change, diode junction voltage and resistance
exchange, thermocouple generation, and so on. CNTs based
sensors use these physical phenomena to detect environmental
temperature changes. For example, thermometers can be realized by
measuring the thermal expansion of CNTs, because the height of
one-dimensional column of continuous liquid in CNTs varies from
50 to 500°C. In addition, the temperature sensor based on CNTs can
also measure the temperature of CNTs caused by thermal
interaction. Temperature measurement is realized by changing
the conductivity (Pan et al., 2017). Figure 1C shows the SEM
image of a temperature sensor based on CNT (Monea et al., 2019).

Research Status of Temperature Sensors
Based on Crabon Nanotubes
CNTs have become an important candidate material for
temperature sensors because of their excellent electrical
response to temperature changes. In 2011, Karimov et al.
designed a thin-film temperature sensor. By depositing a layer
of glue and CNTs powder on the paper substrate, the temperature
measurement range of the sensor is 20–75°C, and its sensitivity
reaches −0.24%/°C (Karimov et al., 2011). In 2013, Ali et al.
synthesized the yttrium iron catalyst film on silicon substrate by
wet chemical method, and prepared CNTs by chemical
deposition method, and made it into a temperature sensor. Its
temperature measurement range is 20–150°C, and the sensitivity
is 4.21 × 10−4/°C (Ali and Hafez, 2013). In 2015, Karimov et al.
proposed a temperature sensor based on VO2 (3-fL) and CNT
composite film. The silver electrode was deposited on the glass
substrate, and the VO2 (3-fL) and CNTs composite film materials
were wrapped on the top of the silver electrode. The temperature
measurement range of the sensor was 25–80°C, and the sensitivity
was −(0.9–1.3)% (Karimov et al., 2015). In 2017, Pan et al.
successfully developed an ionization temperature sensor based
on CNTs. The sensor has a temperature range of 20–100°C and a
sensitivity of 4 × 10−2 (Pan et al., 2017). In 2017, Song et al. used
chemical vapor deposition method to grow vertically aligned
CNT arrays on SiO2/Si substrates to prepare a temperature sensor
with a temperature measurement range of 20–110°C and a
sensitivity of 4.74 μA/°C (Song et al., 2017). The structure of
the sensor is shown in Figure 1D. In the same year, Zuo et al.
prepared a CNT-carbon fiber cement-based material, when 0.5%
CNTs were added, the temperature measurement range was

30–60°C, and the sensitivity was 5.35 × 10−4/°C (Zuo et al.,
2017). In 2018, Sarma et al. studied the method of preparing
high-efficiency thin-film temperature sensor using layered
MWCNT. He prepared a thin-film temperature sensor on Si
substrate by chemical vapor deposition of CNTs film with Ni as
catalyst. The temperature measurement range of the sensor was
22–200°C, and the sensitivity was 1.03 × 10−3/°C (Sarma and Lee,
2018).

DEVELOPMENT PROSPECT OF CARBON
NANOTUBE FIRE DETECTION SENSOR

With the development of fire detection technology, novel sensing
materials have always been an important research field of fire
detection sensors, which have an extremely important impact on
CO sensors, temperature sensors and flame sensors. The huge
aspect ratio and specific surface area of CNTs make them become
highly sensitive sensing material layer and efficient sensing
channel, but the sensors based on CNTs are still in the
primary stage, there are still some problems to be solved: 1)
Further research on synthesis methods is needed to improve
the uniformity of noble metals and semiconductor metal oxides
on the wall of CNTs, so as to improve the response time and
sensitivity of the sensor. 2) How to reduce the recovery time of the
sensor to achieve the purpose of repeated use. 3) The sensing
mechanism of the sensor is not clear, for example, whether the
adsorption and desorption model of CO occurs on the surface of
CNTs ormetal oxides or on the interface between CNTs andmetal
oxides, so it is necessary to further study the sensor mechanism of
the sensor. 4) Improving the sensor’s anti-interference ability is of
great significance to the improvement of sensor performance. In
order to solve these problems, we should optimize the preparation
process in the future, make metal oxides and other dopants more
evenly distributed on the wall of CNTs; clarify the sensing
mechanism of the sensor, explore the electrochemical reaction
between CO gas molecules and which dopants, and use these
dopants as the recognition layer of CNTs, which can greatly
improve the selectivity of the sensor. Appropriate addition of
CNTs, for example, metal oxides, inorganic metals, non-metallic
elements, etc., can reduce the recovery time of the sensor. In the
future, CNTs can be covered with materials that do not interact
with interference sources to reduce interference and enhance the
stability of the sensor.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the fire detection sensors based on CNTs are
reviewed. Firstly, the important role of sensors in the Internet
of things is briefly described. The basic structure and preparation
methods of CNTs are introduced. The three most commonly used
fire detection sensors (CO sensor, temperature sensor and flame
sensor) in the fire monitoring system of the Internet of things are
analyzed. The current researches of the three kinds of sensors
based on CNTs and CNT composites is briefly reviewed. Finally,
the problems such as the uniform distribution of dopants, the
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long recovery time and the unclear sensing mechanism of CNT
sensors are prospected, improving the anti-interference ability of
the sensor, which provide a favorable reference for the further
application of CNTs fire detection sensors.
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Morphological Characteristics of
Molybdenum Disulfide and Current
Application on Detecting SF6
Decomposing Products
Guochao Qian*, Qingjun Peng, Haozhou Wang, Shan Wang and Weiju Dai

Electric Power Science Research Institute of Yunnan Power Grid Co., Ltd., Kunming, China

MoS2 has been considered a potential novel material in various fields due to its large
specific surface area, high carrier mobility, and tunable electronic properties. However,
with the increasing demand for sensor substrates, different strategies have been made
to achieve its high performance, usually by adopting the method of controlling the
microstructure. SF6 gas-insulated electrical equipment has gained considerable
attention in electric systems with the advantages of small volume, high security,
strong breaking performance, and high-pressure fracture tolerance. Nevertheless,
in the process of equipment operation, the SF6 gas will occur inevitably decompose
due to partial discharge, resulting in the deterioration of the insulation performance of
the equipment. Therefore, detecting SF6 decomposition products is significant for the
safe and stable operation of power systems. In this mini review, we start from the
synthesis of various MoS2 morphological structures. Then, the beneficial
characteristics of the unique synthesized nanostructures at present are analyzed.
Besides, we focus on the gas-sensing mechanisms and applications of MoS2-based
sensors for detecting SF6 decomposition products. Finally, the future development in
this field is proposed.

Keywords: molybdenum disulfide, morphological characteristics, SF6 decomposing products, sensing application,
gas insulated switchgear

INTRODUCTION

Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) is a non-color, tasteless, and non-flammable insulating gas, which is
widely known for applications in gas insulated switchgear (GIS) (Lu et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2019).
Although GIS has advantage of high stability, insulation faults such as partial discharge,
breakdown discharge, and spark discharge inevitably occur during a long running process
(Zeng et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017), which will lead to the decomposition of the SF6 gas into
various sulfur fluorides, including H2S, SO2, SO2F2, and SOF2 etc. (Wei et al., 2020). Previous
research has indicated that these characteristic gases can accelerate the corrosion rate of facilities
and increase the probability of system paralysis (Zhang X. X. et al., 2017a; Zhou et al., 2018b).
Therefore, it is of great necessity to evaluate the operational status of GIS equipment by effectively
detecting these typically decomposed products of SF6 (Zhang X. X. et al., 2017b; Zhou et al.,
2018d). In this respect, bidimensional nanomaterials have captured widespread attention for its
multiple physical and chemical properties in the detection of SF6 decomposed gas (Zhou et al.,
2018a; Chen et al., 2018).
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Given this, various 2-D nanomaterials such as carbon
nanotube (CNT), graphene, and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)
have been synthesized by different methods (Zhou et al., 2018e;
Choi et al., 2020). As an n-type semiconductor material with wide
band gap, MoS2 receives the most interest because of its high
surface activity and chemical stability (Fan et al., 2017; Zhang
et al., 2019). Up to now, a large number of studies have been
carried out on the various nanostructures of MoS2, including
nanoflakes (Johari et al., 2020), nanotubes (Zhong et al., 2020),
nanospheres (Li Y. X. et al., 2019) and other complex hierarchical
nanostructures (Zhang et al., 2018b; Agrawal et al., 2020), to
realize more effective methods of detecting SF6 decomposed
products. Besides, the evident correlation has been confirmed
between unique structures and performances (Barzegar et al.,
2019; Wang et al., 2020). Therefore, the morphology synthesis
and analysis of MoS2 nanostructures are of great significant to
discuss. This mini review summarizes the morphological features
and sensing applications of MoS2, especially for detecting SF6
decomposed products.

Morphology and analysis of MoS2
MoS2 is deemed as a viable and effective material owing to its
stable semiconducting property and high thermal stability (Sahoo
et al., 2016; Sangeetha and Madhan, 2020). Until now, the diverse
morphology of MoS2 nanostructures have been designed by
investigators through various methods to achieve excellent
sensing properties in the aspects of chemical, optical, and gas

sensors (Zhang et al., 2018a; Bhakhar et al., 2019). Kang et al.
demonstrated vertical MoS2 nanoflakes (shown in Figure 1A)
fabricated on SiO2/Si substrates by the deposition and thermal
evaporation. They found the vertical flakes supplied an effective
surface area and sufficient oxygen vacancies for the adsorption of
NO2 gas. The minimum concentration of the NO2 detection was
0.15 ppm at room temperature (Kang et al., 2017). Tu et al.
synthesized hierarchical MoS2 spheres with flower-like
structures (shown in Figure 1B) presented efficient aluminum
storage properties. These flower-like microstructures for
aluminum storage possessed open and well-defined
hierarchical structures, leading to a higher specific capacity
and prominent cycling stability. The as-prepared MoS2
electrodes delivered reversible capacities of 112.2 mAh g−1 at
153.6 mAh g−1 after 100 cycles (Tu et al., 2019).

Sun et al. developed MoS2 nanorods (shown in Figure 1C) by
the hydrothermal and ammonia annealing approach and found
that the fabricated nanorods exhibited excellent catalytic
performances due to a more specific surface area and a
sufficient ion transportation channel (Sun et al., 2018). Li
et al. fabricated a three-dimensional porous MoS2 film of
surface-grown Pt nanocrystals (shown in Figure 1D) via the
CVD-TA method, and found that higher Pt loading yields
improved the performances of the hydrogen evolution reaction
with a smaller specific surface area. Besides, these special porous
constructions could effectively solve the stacking and
agglomeration problems owing to the electrochemical reaction,

FIGURE 1 | MoS2 with different hierarchical structures: (A) Vertical nanoflakes. Reprinted with permission from Kang et al. (2017). Copyright (2017) American
Chemical Society. (B) Flower-like spheres. Reprinted with permission from Tu et al. (2019). Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society. (C) Nanorods. Reprinted with
permission from Sun et al. (2018). Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society. (D) Porous film. Reprinted with permission from Li et al. (2019). Copyright (2019)
American Chemical Society. (E) Porous hollow rhomboids. Reprinted with permission from Han et al. (2020). Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society.
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guarding remarkable cycling stability (Li et al., 2019). Han et al.
reported electrode material performance of hierarchically porous
MoS2-Carbon hollow rhomboids (shown in Figure 1E) prepared
by a self-templated solvothermal reaction. The as-prepared
electrodes delivered reversible capacities of 506 mAh g−1 at
0.1 A g−1 after 3,000 cycles. The authors ascribed the excellent
storage energy properties of MoS2-C rhomboids structures to the
distinct internal void structure (Han et al., 2020).

MOS2 SENSOR FOR SF6 DECOMPOSING
PRODUCTS

Theoretical calculations about MoS2-based
sensors
In order to analyze and investigate the adsorption process
between SF6 decomposed gases and MoS2-based material,
corresponding adsorbing factors containing total adsorption
energies (Eads), the value of charge transfer (Qt), and projected
or total density of state can be attained (Azofra et al., 2017). The
calculation formula is as follows:

Eads � EMoS2/gasmolecule − EMoS2 − Egasmolecule (1)

EMoS2/gas molecule is the systemic energy after reaction, Egas molecule

and EMoS2, signify the energy of gas molecule and the full energies
of the MoS2 before the reaction, respectively (Wang et al., 2019c).
The negative value of Ead illustrates the exothermic procedure of
gas adsorption and the spontaneity of reaction. Moreover, the
charge transfer Qt before and after the gas molecule adsorbed on
the MoS2 system is defined by Eq. 2:

Qt � Qa − Qb (2)

where Qa and Qb present the number of charge after adsorption
carried by the gas and the net carried charge of isolated gas
molecules, respectively (Zhao et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019b).
The negative value of Qt presents the electrons transfer from the
MoS2-based system to gas molecules.

The adsorption procedures between gas sensingmaterials and SF6
decomposing products were studied based on the density functional
theory (DFT) (Singh et al., 2018; Cui et al., 2019). For instance, Abbasi
et al. studied the adsorptions properties of SO2 molecules on MoS2
monolayers in the aspects of charge transfer, band structures,
adsorption energy, and charge density differences. They found
that SO2 gas molecules were adsorbed on the surface monolayer
by physisorption. The S-O bonds of the adsorption gas molecules
were lengthened after the adsorbed process. Furthermore, elongation
of the bond lengths wasmainly owed to the transfer of charge density
from the original to the new bonds between the MoS2 monolayers
and target gas molecules, and the adsorption of SO2 changed the
electronic properties of MoS2 monolayer (Abbasi and Sardroodi
2019). Chen et al. theoretically discussed the adsorption behavior
of five types of SF6 decomposing products (H2S, HF, SO2, SOF2, and
SO2F2) on the MoS2 monolayer by employing the NEGF combined
with DFT method. Among the five types of gas molecules, MoS2
monolayer had the best adsorption performance for SO2 caused by
the special electronegativity (Chen et al., 2019a).

In another instance, Qian et al. researched the adsorption
property of H2S and SO2 on the Pt-decorated MoS2 and found
that Pt-MoS2 showed a strong interaction with gas molecules
due to the strong chemical activity of with Pt atom. The adsorption
energy ofH2S and SO2molecules adsorbed on Pt-MoS2 was−1.465
and −1.584 eV, respectively, suggesting the occurrence of strong
chemisorption in the contact surfaces. The charge transfer amount
between H2S and Pt-MoS2 was up to 0.302 e, which is much higher
than that of SO2 (0.036 e). The results indicated that Pt-MoS2
exhibited an excellent adsorption property for H2S gas (Qian et al.,
2019). Wei et al. reported the response behavior of Ni-MoS2
towards SF6 typical decomposition products: SO2 and H2S. The
different adsorption sites for the SO2 and H2S on Ni-MoS2 surface
were designed to find the site of optimal adsorption energy. The
result of SO2 and H2S was −1.382 and −1.319 eV, respectively,
indicating the strong chemical interaction between the Ni-doped
MoS2 monolayer and two kinds of gases (Wei et al., 2018). Gui
et al. reported that Si-doped MoS2 were used to investigate its
adsorptive properties to H2S and SOF2, and found that the most
stable doping site were above the S atom. The adsorption energy
was −0.68 eV when H2S adsorbed on Si-MoS2, while pristineMoS2
was only −0.17 eV. The adsorption energy of SOF2 adsorbed on Si-
MoS2 reached −3.63 eV, which wasmuch higher than the −0.01 eV
of the pristine MoS2 adsorption system. The results provided that
the adsorption capacities of pristine MoS2 for H2S and SOF2 gases
could be greatly improved by doping them with a nonmetallic
atom (Gui et al. 2019). Li et al. selected the Pd atom as the dopant
to modify the surface of the MoS2 monolayer in the latest study,
and an adsorbent with higher properties for the adsorption of SOF2
and SO2F2 gases was obtained on this basis. In addition, the double
gas molecules could still be stably adsorbed on the surface of Pd-
MoS2, indicating the feasibility of the adsorbent (Li et al. 2020).

In the above, the adsorption of H2S and SO2 molecules in
different systems have been discussed in detail. The simulation
results of H2S and SO2 molecules adsorption are in Table 1.
These values may be obtained by different DFT functions.
Compared with the adsorption construction of a pristine
MoS2 system, the introduction of novel elements promotes
the surface chemical activity of the MoS2 system. In addition,
the addition of dopants enhances the affect of orbital
hybridization between the MoS2 monolayer and gas
molecules, and facilitates the electronic transfer. The

TABLE 1 | Comparison of adsorption parameters for H2S and SO2 in different
systems.

SF6 Decomposing
products

System Ead (eV) Qt (e) References

H2S MoS2 −0.22 0.02 Chen et al., 2019a
Si-MoS2 −0.68 0.16 Gui et al., 2019
Ni-MoS2 −1.319 0.254 Wei et al., 2018
Pt-MoS2 −1.465 0.302 Qian et al., 2019

SO2 MoS2 −0.30 −0.04 Chen et al., 2019a
Ni-MoS2 −1.382 −0.016 Wei et al., 2018
Pt-MoS2 −1.584 0.036 Qian et al., 2019
Al-MoS2 −2.33 −3.43 Zhang et al., 2018
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adsorption capacity of the modified materials to the goal gas will
be further improved, when the dopant is suitable (Zhang et al.,
2017a).

Experimental analysis about MoS2-based
sensors
At present, there are few experimental studies on the detection of
SF6 decomposed byproducts, the few that do mainly focus on the
H2S, SO2, and CO gases (Wang et al., 2019a; Zhou et al., 2019).
Park et al. prepared a MoS2 gas sensor modified with Pt
nanoparticles with a low detection limit and high sensitivity
for H2S gas. The Pt-MoS2-based sensor reduced the minimum
detection concentration of H2S gas to 5 ppm, which was much
lower than that of the pure MoS2 sensor (30 ppm) (Park et al.,
2018). The Pt-MoS2 film structures were formed by the
introduction of Pt nanoparticles with ultra-small diameters,
which could distinctly improve the performance of sensors.
The Ni-doped MoS2 nanoflower synthesized by Zhang et al.
displayed a faster and higher response to 5 ppm SO2 gas (Ra/
Rg � 14.75) at room temperature. The main reason was that the
richer porosity in the nanoflower structures provided sufficient
adsorption sites for SO2 gas (Zhang et al., 2017b). Hierarchical
MoS2 nanospheres assembled from nanosheets fabricated by
Zhou et al. exhibited high properties to CO. The response
value of the gas sensor to 500 ppm CO reached 92.6 at 230°C.
Besides, this sensor had almost no response to other gases when
the operation temperature was higher than 200°C, indicating the
outstanding selectivity toward CO gas (Zhou et al., 2018c). The
experimental results show that these unique nanostructures can
enhance the gas-sensing performance, which is attributed to the
increase of oxygen vacancies and the promotion of gas
adsorption-desorption efficiency. Although some
advancements have been made in the detection of SF6
decomposed products, more high-accuracy experiments are
needed for other decomposition gases such as SOF2 and SO2F2.

Gas sensing mechanism
The gas sensing mechanism of the MoS2-based sensors to SF6
decomposed products can be explained by the change of
conductivity caused by the interaction between oxyanions
(mainly O-) on the material surface and target gas
molecules. Firstly, the oxygen molecules in air will adsorb
on the surface of semiconductor materials and capture
electrons from the adsorption sites to form oxyanions. The
formation of an electron depletion layer and the increase of
resistance are caused by oxygen adsorption. Then, when
sensors are placed in an environment of reductive gas, the
test gas molecules react with oxyanions to release the electrons

back to the surface of the material, resulting in the decrease of
the electron depletion layer and the occurrence of conductivity
change. The relevant reactions are depicted as follows (take H2S
gas as an example):

O2(g)→O2(ads) (3)

O2(ads) + 2e− → 2O−
(ads) (4)

H2S(g)→H2s(ads) (5)

H2s(ads) + 3O− → SO2 +H2O + 3e− (6)

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focused on the morphological characteristics and
application of MoS2 materials for the detection of SF6 decomposed
products in GIS. Firstly, partial reports of sensing properties of
MoS2 with various morphologies were concluded. Diverse MoS2
structures presented relatively different sensing properties at
specific operating temperatures, so it was possible to promote
sensing performances of MoS2 by simple surface morphology
modification. With the increasing demand for sensor materials,
simples and more convenient synthetic routes and more favorable
morphology structures should be proposed. Next, it was shown
that the selectivity and sensitivity of MoS2 gas sensors could also be
enhanced by the enlargement of the active surface area and the
introduction of metal or non-metal elements based on formerly
theoretical and experimental investigations. Then, the gas-sensing
mechanism of theMoS2 based sensors to SF6 decomposed products
was described by comparing the characteristics of material
substrate and gas molecules. Although some developments have
been obtained in theoretical research into SF6 decomposed
products, a large number of fundamental experiments are
needed to further prepare MoS2 sensors for practical industrial
applications.
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The Influence of Additives
on the Rheological and Sedimentary
Properties of Magnetorheological
Fluid
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1School of Mechanics and Safety Engineering, Zhengzhou University, Zhengzhou, China, 2CAS Key Laboratory of Mechanical
Behavior and Design of Materials, Department of ModernMechanics, University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, China

In this research, the influence of additives on the rheological and sedimentary properties of
the magnetorheological fluid (MRF) was tested and analyzed. The additives were stearic
acid, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and their mixture, respectively. The MRF was
composed of carbonyl iron particle, silicone oil, liquid paraffin, graphite particle,
bentonite, stearic acid, and SDS. The results indicated that the rheological properties
of the MRF were mainly influenced by the mass fraction of carbonyl iron particle. When the
mass fractions of carbonyl iron particle and additive were the same, the shear stress of
MRF with stearic acid was larger than that of MRF with SDS, and the maximum increment
was 73.81%. When the mass fraction of carbonyl iron particle was 40–50%, the shear
stress of MRF increased firstly and then decreased with the increase of the external
magnetic flux density. When the mass fraction of carbonyl iron particle was 60–70%, the
shear stress of MRF increased firstly and then was stable with the increase of the external
magnetic flux density. The results indicated that the sedimentary property of MRF with the
mixture was better than that of MRF with the stearic acid and SDS. The settling rate of MRF
with the mixture increased 91.53% compared to other additives.

Keywords: MRF, stearic acid, sodium dodecyl sulfate, rheological properties, sedimentary properties

INTRODUCTION

Magnetorheological fluid (MRF) was a kind of smart material whose rheological properties could be
controlled by the external magnetic field (Tang and Conrad, 1996). MRF was a stable suspension that
was mainly composed of ferromagnetic dispersed particles, liquid carrier, surfactant, and thixotropic
agent (Phule, 1998). With the effect of external magnetic field, the distribution of the magnetic
particles inside theMRF could be transformed from a disordered state to a chain or column structure
within milliseconds. The chain or column structures were along with the direction of the external
magnetic field, and theMRFwould show the solid-like state at this time.When themagnetic field was
removed, the magnetic particles would return to the original disordered state. The rheological
properties and apparent viscosity of MRF changed significantly when the magnetic was applied or
removed, and the reversible change between the fluid state and the solid-like state was called the
magnetorheological effect (Felt et al., 1996; Lee and Jang, 2011). Because of the excellent rheological
properties of MRF,MRF had been widely used in various devices, such asMR clutch (Demenko et al.,
2009; Olszak et al., 2019), MR brake (Wang and Bi, 2019; Wu et al., 2020), MR damper (Marinică
et al., 2016; Kazakov et al., 2017), andMR polishing (Levin and Khudolei, 2018; Xiu et al., 2018). MRF
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had great development prospects in many fields, such as fitness
equipment, automobile, polishing, and earthquake resistance.

Since the MR device was first designed and researched by
Rabinow in 1948 (Rabinow, 1948), MRF had received extensive
attention due to its high yield stress (Guo et al., 2014;
Esmaeilnezhad et al., 2017). Researchers had carried out a
large number of studies on the properties of MRF, including
the shear stress, stability, safety, energy consumption, and
economy. Researchers found that the properties of the MRF
could be affected by many factors, such as temperature (Chooi
and Oyadiji, 2005; Rabbani et al., 2015), shape of the magnetic
particle (Kim and Choi, 2011; Shah and Choi, 2014), surfactant
(López-López et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009; Fei et al., 2015; Xu
et al., 2015), and magnetic flux density (Tian et al., 2014; Shan
et al., 2015). Researches indicated that though the shear yield
stress of MRF was large, the sedimentation stability of the MRF
was poor, which seriously restricted the application of MRF.
When the MRF was left for a period of time, magnetic particles
and carrier liquid would be separated. Due to the interaction of
various particles and the large density difference between
magnetic particles and carrier liquid, MRF became a
thermodynamically unstable system. The aggregation and
settlement of solid particles were inevitable. Many methods
had been carried out to improve the settling stability of MRF,
such as changing the shape of magnetic particles (de Vicente et al.,
2010; Laherisheth and Upadhyay, 2017), adding thixotropic
agents (De Vicente et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2018), and adding
surfactants (Lijesh et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016; Son, 2018). At
present, the researchers still cannot achieve perfect improvement
of the rheological and settling properties of MRF, so further
research is warranted.

In this article, stearic acid, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), and
their mixture were used as additives to study their effects on the
rheological properties and settling stability of MRF. We hoped
that the results would provide suggestions and references for
improving the shear stress and settling properties of MRFs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We made the MRF used in this article ourselves. The materials
included carbonyl iron particle (CI, Type: CN, Germany BASF,
average particle size was 4 μm), SDS (Zhengzhou Alfa Chemical
Co., Ltd.), mineral oil (Zhengzhou Alfa Chemical Co., Ltd.),
bentonite (Zhengzhou Alfa Chemical Co., Ltd.), black lead
(Zhengzhou Alfa Chemical Co., Ltd.), silicone oil (Zhengzhou
Alfa Chemical Co., Ltd., 100 viscosity), and stearic acid
(Zhengzhou Alfa Chemical Co., Ltd.). All the chemical
reagents were used without any further treatment.

Firstly, the CI particles were thoroughly mixed with surfactant
in proportion. Then, the mixture and 200 ml anhydrous ethanol
were added to a beaker, which was put in the water bath at 80°C.
The CI particles and the mixture were stirred continuously by a
mechanical stirring stick until the anhydrous ethanol evaporated
completely to make the wrapping of the surfactant better on the
surface. The liquid paraffin, bentonite, black lead, and silicone oil
were then added to the beaker, and the mixture was stirred for

30 min to make the mixture homogeneous. After the temperature
of the mixture cooled down to room temperature, it was put into a
ball mill and ground for 12 h. After that, the mixture was
transferred to a sample bottle for subsequent experiments. The
mass fraction of the ingredient in the MRF was shown in Tables
1–3. The mass fractions of bentonite, liquid paraffin, and black
lead in all MRF were 1, 2, and 1%, respectively.

The instrument used for testing the rheological properties of
MRF was the commercial rheometer (Anton Paar, MCR 302).
During the test, 0.3 ml MRF was placed between the upper plate
and the lower plate of the rheometer. The gap between the plates
was 1 mm, and the temperature was kept at 25°C during the test.
The shear rate and the magnetic field density applied to the MRF
during the test could be controlled. The sedimentation properties
of the MRF were evaluated by recording the scale of the interface
between the supernatant and the MRF.

RESULTS

Rheological Properties
The Influence of the Mass Fraction of CI Particles
During the test, the range of shear rate was logarithmically
increasing from 0.01 to 100 (1/s) and the magnetic flux
density was linearly increasing from 0 to 1.1 T. The gap
between the testing plates was 1 mm, and the temperature was
25°C. The shear stress of samples 1–48 varied with the magnetic
flux density was shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the mass
fractions of CI particles, SDS, stearic acid, and the mixture of
SDS and stearic acid were 40–70%, 2–5%, 2–5%, and 0.5% +
0.5–0.8% + 0.8%, respectively. The maximum shear stress of MRF
was obtained and shown in Table 4.

It could be seen from Figure 1 and Table 4 that the shear stress
increased with the increasing of the mass fraction of CI particles
and the magnetic flux density. This was because that more chains
or columns could be formed when the mass fractions of CI
increased. When the magnetic flux density increased, the
interaction force between the particles became strong. The
increasing numbers of chains or columns and the interaction
force between the particles could make the MRF bear a larger
load, which showed the increase of the shear stress.

From Figure 1, it could be seen that the change of shear stress
with magnetic flux density could be divided into two stages. In the
first stage, the shear stress increased rapidly with the increase of

TABLE 1 | The constituent of MRF with SDS.

Sample
number

CI SDS Silicone
oil

Sample
number

CI SDS Silicone
oil

1 40.0 2.0 54.0 9 60.0 2.0 34.0
2 3.0 53.0 10 3.0 33.0
3 4.0 52.0 11 4.0 32.0
4 5.0 51.0 12 5.0 31.0
5 50.0 2.0 44.0 13 70.0 2.0 24.0
6 3.0 43.0 14 3.0 23.0
7 4.0 42.0 15 4.0 22.0
8 5.0 41.0 16 5.0 21.0
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magnetic flux density. This was because the interaction force
between the particles increased rapidly at this stage. In the second
stage, the shear stress gradually increased and then became stable
with the increase of the magnetic flux density. This was because
new particle chains were formed under the effect of the magnetic
field with the increase of external magnetic flux density, so the
shear stress increased gradually. The formation of new grain
chains could lead to the increase of the shear stress. When the
magnetic flux density increased to 0.4 T, the interaction force
between the magnetic particles no longer changed after the
magnetization saturation and the structures were no longer
changing, which led the shear stress to a stable value.

The Influence of the Surfactant
The curves of the shear stress of MRF vs. the magnetic flux
density were shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2A, the mass fractions
of CI particles and additives were 40% and 2%, respectively.

Those in Figures 2B–D were 50% and 3%, 60% and 4%, and 70%
and 5%, respectively.

It could be seen that the shear stress of MRF with stearic acid
was higher than that of MRF with SDS. This was because the CI
particles in the MRF were gathered and arranged in a chain
structure under the effect of the external magnetic field and
different surfactants had different effects on the interaction force
between CI particles. The stearic acid was coated on the surface of
the CI particles and almost had no influence on the viscosity of
the carrier liquid. The SDS was dissolved in the carrier liquid,
which would make the viscosity of MRF increase. So, SDS would
impede the forming of the chain or column structures inside the
MRF, which would result in the decreasing of the shear stress.

The Influence of the Shear Rate
The curves of the shear stress of MRF vs. the shear rate were
shown in Figure 3. In Figures 3A–C, the mass fraction of CI

TABLE 2 | The constituent of MRF with stearic acid.

Sample number CI Stearic acid Silicone oil Sample number CI Stearic acid Silicone oil

17 40.0 2.0 54.0 25 60.0 2.0 34.0
18 3.0 53.0 26 3.0 33.0
19 4.0 52.0 27 4.0 32.0
20 5.0 51.0 28 5.0 31.0
21 50.0 2.0 44.0 29 70.0 2.0 24.0
22 3.0 43.0 30 3.0 23.0
23 4.0 42.0 31 4.0 22.0
24 5.0 41.0 32 5.0 21.0

TABLE 3 | The constituent of MRF with stearic acid and SDS.

Sample
number

CI Stearic
acid

SDS Silicone
oil

Sample
number

CI
(%)

Stearic
acid
(%)

SDS
(%)

Silicone
oil (%)

33 40.0 0.5 0.5 59.0 41 60.0 0.5 0.5 59.0
34 0.6 0.6 58.8 42 0.6 0.6 58.8
35 0.7 0.7 58.6 43 0.7 0.7 58.6
36 0.8 0.8 54.4 44 0.8 0.8 54.4
37 50.0 0.5 0.5 49.0 45 70.0 0.5 0.5 49.0
38 0.6 0.6 48.8 46 0.6 0.6 48.8
39 0.7 0.7 48.6 47 0.7 0.7 48.6
40 0.8 0.8 48.4 48 0.8 0.8 48.4

FIGURE 1 | The shear stress varies with the magnetic flux density with different surfactants.
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particles was 60%. The mass fractions of SDS, stearic acid, and
mixture were 2, 2, and 0.5% + 0.5%, respectively. The
relationships between the shear stress and shear rate for
other samples were similar, so they will not be described in
this article for the sake of brevity.

It could be seen from Figure 3 that the shear stress vs. shear
rate curves can be divided into two stages. Firstly, the shear stress
first decreased slightly and then increased immediately with the
increase of shear rate. Then, the shear stress increases slowly or
remained constant with the increase of the shear rate. This was
because the magnetic particles would aggregate to form chain or
column-like structures parallel to the direction of the external
magnetic field when an external magnetic field was applied, which

would resist the MRF to flow. In the first stage, when the shear
rate was applied to the MRF, the chains between the plates were
destroyed and could not be recovered timely, which would lead to
the decrease of the shear stress. After that, the particle chains were
rebuilt under the effect of the magnetic field, and the
phenomenon was that the shear stress increased gradually. In
the second stage, new particle chains were formed and, under the
effect of magnetic field and chains, would connect to each other to
form thick chains under the effect of the shear, so the shear stress
increases gradually. At last, the fracture and rebuilt of chains
would reach a balance, and the shear stress would reach a stable
value. This typical phenomenon can be described by the Bingham
model:

TABLE 4 | Maximum shear stress of MRF.

Sample
number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Maximum shear stress (kPa) 2.42 3.36 3.03 1.06 5.00 4.36 5.69 5.26
Sample number 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Maximum shear stress (kPa) 10.42 11.66 15.13 9.93 15.77 19.90 18.20 22.56
Number 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
Maximum shear stress (kPa) 4.20 3.99 4.49 4.04 5.25 9.05 6.27 7.12
Sample number 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
Maximum shear stress (kPa) 10.59 12.93 14.42 17.35 17.45 21.31 23.15 21.64
Sample number 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
Maximum shear stress (kPa) 3.05 1.71 2.24 3.24 3.87 5.33 5.34 4.88
Sample number 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
Maximum shear stress (kPa) 10.62 10.03 10.27 12.85 21.50 16.16 17.77 14.86

FIGURE 2 | The shear stress varies with the magnetic flux density under different content of surfactants and CI particles.
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τ � τy · sign _c + η _c, τ > τy ,
_c � 0, τ ≤ τy.

(1)

In Eq. 1, τy was the shear yield stress of MRF, determined by
the magnetic flux density H (assuming that the field strength was
uniform) and the mass fraction of the CI particles, η was the
viscosity of MRF, and _c was the shear rate.

When the mass fraction of CI particle was 40–70% and the
mass fraction of SDS was 2%, the experimental and fitting curves
of the shear stress vs. shear rate of MRF were shown in Figure 4. It
could be seen that the experimental and fitting results matched
well. The yield stress and viscosity of the samples were obtained
by fitting the experimental results by Eq. 1 and were shown in
Figure 5. It could be seen that the yield stress increased with the
increasing of the magnetic flux density and the mass fraction of
CI particles. That was because the interaction between the
particles increased with the increase of the magnetic flux

density and the number of the chain or column structures
increased with the increase of the mass fraction of the CI
particles. The viscosity of the samples firstly increased and
then kept almost constant with the increase of the magnetic
flux density. This was because that the interaction between the
particles increased with the increase of the magnetic flux density
and kept almost constant after the magnetic saturation of the
particles. The viscosity of the samples firstly increased and then
decreased with the increasing of the mass fraction of CI particles.
This was because stratified structures would be formed when the
mass fraction of CI particles was very large, which would lead to
the decrease of the viscosity.

Settlement Stability
During the test, 10 ml MRF was put into a small measuring
cylinder, as shown in Figure 6. At the initial time, the liquid level
of MRF was level with the scale of 10 ml. The sedimentary

FIGURE 3 | Shear stress varies with shear rate when the mass fraction of CI was 60%, A for SDS, B for stearic acid, and C for mixture.

FIGURE 4 | Experimental and fitting curve of shear rate vs. shear stress: (A) 40%, (B) 50%, (C) 60%, and (D) 70%.
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properties of MRF were evaluated by the method of direct
observation. The sedimentation rate was defined as (the height
of supernatant/(the height of supernatant + the height of opaque
liquid)) *100%, and the formula was as follows:

V � ( a

(a + b))p100%. (2)

In Eq. 2, a was the height of the supernatant and b was the
height of the opaque liquid. It could be seen that a smaller
sedimentation rate V indicated a better stability property of
MRF. The calibration of the supernatant was recorded every
6 h in the first week, every 24 h in the second week, every 72 h in
the third week, and every 7 days in the fourth week, until the scale
of the supernatant no longer changed. The settling rates of the
MRF sample were shown in Figure 7, when the mass fractions of
CI was 40, 50, and 60% and the surfactant was SDS. Because the
fluidity of the MRF was poor when the mass fraction of CI was
70%, it was not concerned here.

It could be seen from Figure 7 that the sedimentation rate of
MRF could be divided into three stages. In the first stage, the
sedimentation rate of MRF increased rapidly with the increase of
time. In the second stage, the sedimentation rate of MRF
increased slowly with the increasr of time. In the third stage,
the sedimentation rate MRF gradually tended to be stable. When
the mass fraction of SDS was 2%, the increment of sedimentation
rate of MRF was the largest when compared to others in the first
stage. When the mass fractions of CI particle were 40, 50, and
60%, the MRF with the best settling rate was 6.8, 26.1, and 5%,
respectively.

The sedimentation rates of each sample were shown in
Figure 8 when the mass fractions of CI were 40, 50, 60%, and
the surfactant was stearic acid. It could be seen from Figures
8A–C that the increment of sedimentation rate of MRF was the
largest in the first stage when the mass fraction of stearic acid was
2%. When the mass fractions of CI particle were 40, 50, and 60%,
the MRF with the best sedimentation rate was 12, 24, and 12%,
respectively.

The sedimentation rates of each MRF were shown in Figure 9
when the mass fraction of CI was 40–60% and the surfactant was
mixture. It could be seen from Figure 9 that the mass fraction of
mixture was 0.5%, the increment of sedimentation rate of MRF
was the largest in the first stage. When the mass fractions of CI
particles were 40, 50, and 60%, the MRF with the best
sedimentation rate was 25.8, 0, and 0%, respectively.

FIGURE 5 | The yield stress and viscosity of the samples.

FIGURE 6 | Measuring cylinder.
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From Figure 7 to Figure 9, the MRF with the best settling
performance for each kind of additives was found and the result
was shown in Figure 10.

It could be seen from Figure 10 that the stability of MRF with
the mixture was getting better and better with the increase of mass
fraction of CI particles. However, when the mass fraction of CI
particles was 50%, the stability of MRF decreased when the
additives were stearic acid and SDS. When the mass fraction
of CI was 60%, the settling stability was mixture > SDS > stearic
acid. This was because surfactants had both hydrophilic and
lipophilic groups. Hydrophilic groups were usually polar or ionic
groups, which were adsorbed on the surface of CI particles.
Hydrophobic groups were generally nonpolar groups with
long carbon chains, which were dispersed outside CI particles.

The long carbon chains among different surfactants were
intertwined and repel each other, so they could reduce the
aggregation tendency of CI particles and prevent the dispersed
particles from aggregation. This kind of coating would change the
surface polarity of CI particles, reducing the surface energy and
thermodynamic instability and making it easier to disperse in the
carrier liquid. So, the settlement problem caused by gravity and
settlement stability were improved. The deposition stability of CI
with a mass fraction of 50% was lower than that of CI with a mass
fraction of 40% due to excess of critical equilibrium
concentration. However, the mixture of the two surfactants
changed the hydrophilic group and lipophilic group of the
surfactant itself. The content of the surfactant never exceeded
the critical equilibrium concentration, so the sedimentation

FIGURE 7 | The settling rate when the surfactant is SDS; the mass fraction of CI was (A) 40%, (B) 50%, and (C) 60%.

FIGURE 8 | The settling rate when the surfactant is stearic acid; the mass fraction of CI was (A) 40%, (B) 50%, and (C) 60%.

FIGURE 9 | The settling rate when the surfactant was mixture; the mass fraction of CI was (A) 40%, (B) 50%, and (C) 60%.
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performance would get better with the increase of the amount of
surfactant.

CONCLUSION

The rheological properties and sedimentation performance of
MRF with different additives had been tested and analyzed in this
research. The additives used in this research were SDS, stearic
acid, and their mixture. It was found that the rheological
properties of MRF were mainly influenced by the mass
fraction of CI particles. The shear stress of the samples
increased with the increasing of the magnetic flux density and
the mass fraction of CI particles. The shear stress of the samples
with stearic acid was higher than that of the MRF with SDS when
the mass fractions of CI particles and surfactant were equal.
When the mass fraction of CI particles was 40 and 50%, the shear
stress increased firstly and then decreased with the increase of
magnetic flux density. When the mass fraction of CI particles was
60 and 70%, the shear stress increased firstly and then tended to
be stable with the increase of magnetic flux density. The
relationship between the shear stress and the shear rate could
be described by the Bingham model. The yield stress increased
with the increasing of the magnetic flux density and the mass
fraction of CI particles. The viscosity of the samples firstly
increased and then decreased with the increase of the mass
fraction of CI particles. The settling stability of the MRF with

the mixture of stearic acid and SDS was better than that of the
MRF with other additives.
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Bionic adaptive camouflage material is a new artificial functional material, whose surface
color can change adaptively according to the optical environments. Therefore, how to
reduce the visual detectability of this material becomes a research hotspot of digital
camouflage stealth technology. In order to clarify the limitations and opportunities of the
bionic adaptive camouflage materials in the field of visual stealth, we summarize the
applications of current adaptive camouflage materials and carry out a prospect of next-
generation photonic crystal infrared camouflage material in this review. It is expected to
provide a solution for the demand of digital camouflage adaptive materials in the modern
battle field.

Keywords: photonic crystal, adaptive, stealth, digital camouflage, color-changing

INTRODUCTION

In modern high-tech wars, military operation usually encounters quick mobility with various
theater of war, frequent transformation of battlefields and different environmental backgrounds.
The current camouflage painting technology cannot show self-adaptive camouflage capacity
because traditional camouflage technology performs poorly in complicated optical backgrounds
and battle fields with drastic change of temperature and humidity. Thus, in recent years, there
has been an emerging demand on how to make camouflaged targets better adapt to the complex
battlefield background. Meanwhile, bionic camouflage technology is becoming one of the vital
ways to solve the focus issue (Lee et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2020). Organisms from many different
phyla have evolved an impressive arsenal of light manipulation strategies that rely on the ability to
generate and dynamically reconfigure hierarchically structured, complex optical material designs,
often involving soft or fluid components. Optical components made fully or partially from
reconfigurable, stimuliresponsive, soft solids or fluids—collectively referred to as soft photonics—
are poised to form the platform for tunable optical devices with unprecedented functionality
and performance characteristics (Kolle and Lee, 2018). Kolle and Lee (2018) presented the
demonstration of the soft and skin-like imperceptible device that provides the instantaneous
cloaking ability in the visible and IR region with the pixelized thermal operation inspired by the
intriguing cloaking properties of cephalopods. They integrated the individual spectrum bands into
one full-spectrum system that operates just by adjusting device temperature, thus exhibiting the
active multi-spectral cloaking capability that is highly comparable to that of cephalopods. The skin-
like cloaking platform not only translates fundamental camouflage features of cephalopods, but it
also exhibits high practicality for the direct usage on the human skin unlike previous literature,
which only examined the potential of their works in camouflage application (Figure 1).
In nature, millions of living beings have undergone hundreds of millions of years of evolution,
with reasonable and optimized structural features and adaptability to specific environments.

They
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FIGURE 1 | Dynamic camouflage ability of cephalopods both in the visible and infrared spectrum (Lee et al., 2020).

They have become the knowledge treasure and inspiration source
for modern technology (Xu et al., 2018). Teyssier et al. (2015)
show that chameleons shift color through active tuning of a
lattice of guanine nanocrystals within a superficial thick layer
of dermal iridophores combining microscopy, photometric
videography and photonic band-gap modeling (Figure 2). In
addition, they show that a deeper population of iridophores
with larger crystals reflects a substantial proportion of sunlight
especially in the near-infrared range (Teyssier et al., 2015).
In the natural world that follows the law of the jungle, the
weak are the prey of the strong. In order to survive and
reproduce, many creatures are born with camouflage colors
suitable for their environment. Their body color can be
successfully merged into the natural environment to conceal
their tracks.

In general, the camouflage colors of animals can be divided
into three categories: one is the same color as the background
color; the other is the camouflage color that matches the
background color; the third is the flower pattern and spot
pattern that contrast with the background color. The first
and second categories are generally suitable for animals with
restricted activities in certain environments. This is the root
of traditional military camouflage. Indeed, digital camouflage
painting is a kind of camouflage technology in which such
information as natural background color with texture can be
extracted by computer and digital image processing technique
and then the minor unit of color lumps can be displayed. Actually,
this digital camouflage painting is a common method to deal
with visual reconnaissance, and reduce the optical differences
between targets and surroundings to diminish conspicuousness
of targets. The four-color camouflage of US Army is sensitive to
the changes in seasons and environmental conditions (Figure 3).
It is a four-color pattern made up of tawny, brown, dark
green, black, which is a group of 12 standard camouflage colors
made of alkyd resin paint. The four-color camouflage technique
can take effect against ultraviolet, visible light, near-infrared
reconnaissance as the visibility of the target can be reduced by
30% on average. Since 1977, the four-color camouflage has been

applied to all technological equipment of the US army (land
force) (Wen and Feng, 2017).

However, the current digital camouflage, which belongs to
“Passive Mode,” can achieve anti-reconnaissance effect only in
certain environment (Ye et al., 2010). When the environment
changes, the existing camouflage targets are easily exposed. The
visual stealth mode of military camouflage is mainly applied to
the complicated battlefront environment. As the scope of military
activities continues to expand, the environmental background
has also undergone frequent changes. Therefore, it is of great
importance to develop the visual stealth materials with the “self-
adaption” function to the updated environmental background.

In fact, it is essential to learn from nature. The surface
color of some living creatures can change with changes in the
environment (Agez et al., 2017; Caro et al., 2017; Feller et al.,
2017). For examples, oceanic cephalopods, such as sepia, their
body surface colors can change in response to the surroundings’
alteration, such as light stimulation or temperature changes.
They can achieve camouflage through integration with various
background colors (Banisadr and Chen, 2017). Therefore, the
combination of military camouflage technology and bionic
materials can achieve the same "adaptive" camouflage function
as living creatures (Yoshida and Lahann, 2008; Singh et al.,
2012; Yu et al., 2014; Ordinario et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018).
In the process of evolution, the special structure of organisms
is gradually optimized, which brings endless inspiration to the
research of bionic materials (Phan et al., 2013; Tadepalli et al.,
2013; Brzicova et al., 2014).

RESEARCH ON BIONIC CAMOUFLAGE
MATERIALS IN NATURE

Self-Adaption Regulation of
“Camouflage Color” in Nature
Michel Milinkovic from University of Geneva in Switzerland
found that the saurian animals, such as chameleons, can
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FIGURE 2 | Color change and iridophore types in panther chameleons. Reversible color change is shown for two males (m1 and m2): during excitation (white
arrows), background skin shifts from the baseline state (green) to yellow/orange and both vertical bars and horizontal mid-body stripe shift from blue to whitish (m1).
Some animals have their blue vertical bars covered by red pigment cells.

FIGURE 3 | Traditional four-color camouflage.
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change light refraction to achieve color tuning by regulating
the nanocrystals inside the skin surface. This transparent
nanocrystal is located inside the iridophore layer and beneath
the chromatophore of the chameleon. When the chameleon stays
calmness, the nanocrystals are distributed in network and refract
blue light. When the chameleon becomes excited, the nanocrystal
structure becomes loose and refracts yellow or red light. In the
deeper layer of the iridophore, the nanocrystal is more irregular,
bigger and refracts stronger light. The two-layer structure of the
iridophore is a new feature of evolution, which can make the
chameleon achieve transformation between effective protective
coloration and fresh bright colors, and it can also provide passive
thermal protection.

As for oceanic cephalopods, there are two types of color
changes: pigment color and structural color. The cells that can
produce pigment molecules are pigment cells, which are located
at the top of the corium layer, near the cuticle. Under the pigment
cell layer, there are two kinds of cells that produce structural
colors, the iridescent somatic cell and the white somatic cell (The
white somatic cell usually exists in the octopus or sepia body,
and the sleeve-fish does not have this cell) (Figure 4). In fact, the
color demonstration of the cephalopod cuticle can be attributed
to coefficient efforts of these three kinds of cells: the pigment cell,
the iridescent somatic cell, and the white somatic cell.

The regularly arranged transparent structure in iridescent
somatic cell forms the Bragg Reflector, which produces film
interference to the transmitted light; meanwhile, the spherical
white granule in the white somatic cell can cause broad-spectrum
diffusive reflection and scattering of white light. Inside each
pigment cell, there is a whippy pigment sac, whose surface has
radicalized muscle fibers. Under the control of nerves, these
muscle fibers can contract and relax, control the size of the
pigment sac, thereby changing the density of pigment molecules
in different pigment sacs.

The mode of color change of oceanic cephalopods is mainly
structural color change. In the spherical white granule of
the white somatic cell in the octopus and sepia, there is a
protein that causes light interference. This type of protein
is named “reflectin” (reflective protein) due to its high
refractive index (Izumi et al., 2010; DeMartini et al., 2013;
Ghoshal et al., 2013, 2014). Reflectin can accomplish self-
assembly of the “Hexagon” or “Pentagon” basic units, which
can be called “reflectin bricks.” These basic units are just
like bricks. They are fully extended on the same plane and
can produce branch structures and realize various patterns.
Moreover, changes in seawater temperature and pH may
cause the structural change of these reflective protein, thereby
changing the structural color and achieving multiple colors
(Li, 2011).

The wings of coleopteran insects (such as diamond weevils)
are covered with iridescent glistening scales, like a coat decorated
with gems. It is found that the chitin crystal on the wings
can form a diamond-type array, which reflects green, yellow,
orange sunlight. Bodo Wilts from University of Groningen
analyzed the diamond-type scales of the diamond weevils using
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and scatterometer. The
crystal structure inside the weevil can be analyzed through the

tiny beams reflected by the scales of the weevil. The repeating
crystal structures are demonstrated that they are mostly striation
patterns or the single-track wrinkle patterns. It is found that
the scale is a photonic crystal similar to opal. Each type of
photonic crystal can reflect a specific wavelength of light in a
specific direction.

Similarly, Lepidoptera insects (such as butterflies) can tune
their colors by the structural colors on their scales. When the light
irradiates on their surface, some microstructures such as ridges,
lines, facets, and granules generate interference, scattering, and
diffraction, so that the colors change accordingly. Sometimes the
structural color is called metallochrome or iridescence.

Structural color show following characteristics: one is the
diversity of color levels; the second is the diversity of color
types; the third is the diversity of color changes. Meanwhile,
color change can be divided into three types. Firstly, the filling
medium can cause color change. When the alcoholic solution
with different refractive index is filled into the gaps between the
scales, the optical coloring conditions of the scale structure will
change, leading to the change of color. Secondly, angle alteration
can make color change. For instance, the scale colors of some
insects will change with the alteration of incident angle and
viewing angle of light. Thirdly, under some invariant coloring
circumstances, neither change of the medium’s refractive index
nor alteration of incident angle and viewing angle can make
colors of insect scales change. Only the pigment coloring is the
reason for color change.

In nature, there are many other living creatures that can
change their body colors. They have attained amazing abilities
of color change during continuous evolution over hundreds
of millions of years. Therefore, it is of vital importance to
learn from nature, make use of living creature’s color-change
mechanism, investigate the principles of bionic stealth and then
achieve the key technology of self-adaption camouflage with color
change. Based on the bionic color-change materials, it is possible
to address the self-adaption issue of traditional camouflage
materials and give pivotal technological support to camouflage
surfaces under the military situation.

The Application of Self-Adaption Bionic
Camouflage Mechanism
Researchers have simulated the bionic color-change structure for
the application of the camouflage materials (Rossiter et al., 2012;
Yan et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017).

Chu Sheng and Wang Guo-ping designed a mechanized
artificial chameleon, which can use the metal nanoparticles on
its skin to accomplish color transformation (Figure 5). The
color range of variation can almost cover all tones in the
visible spectrum (Wang et al., 2016). Li et al. (2020) prepared
adaptive thermal camouflage devices by bridging the optical
and radiative properties of nanoscopic platinum (Pt) films and
silver (Ag) electrodeposited Pt films (Figure 6). These metal-
based devices have large, uniform, and consistent IR tunabilities
in mid-wave IR and long-wave IR atmospheric transmission
windows. Furthermore, these devices can be easily multiplexed,
enlarged, applied to rough and flexible substrates, or colored,
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Iridophore structure of sleeve-fish and (B) reflection spectrum under various incident light with different angles. Adapted from Mäthger et al. (2009).

FIGURE 5 | The pictures of artificial Chameleon. Adapted from Wang et al. (2016).

demonstrating their multiple adaptive camouflaging capabilities
(Li et al., 2020). Peng et al. (2018) proposed a novel approach for
infrared stealth that relies on the combination of emissivity (ε)
reduction in the atmospheric windows (3–5 and 8–14 µm) and
radiative cooling in a non-atmospheric window (5–8 µm). The
fabricated selective emitter has low emissivity (ε3−5µm = 0.18;
ε8−14µm = 0.31) in the atmospheric windows for infrared
“invisibility” and high emissivity (ε5−8µm = 0.82) outside the
atmospheric window for radiative cooling and functions from
ambient temperature to 200◦C. This work shows that selective
emissive materials have promising application prospects and
provide a more effective solution for infrared stealth technology
(Peng et al., 2018).

The neat rows of pits are etched on the silicon dioxide
covering the conductive glass. Gold nanoparticles grow in these

pitting layers through evaporating. And then these rows of pits
were sealed by electrode plate of gelatin with silver-ion. Later
the entire scale and shell were wrapped. At this moment, the
"scales and shell" of the artificial chameleon can be dyed red
by gold nanoparticles. In the circuit of “gelatin electrode—
gold nanoparticles—conductive glass,” silver-ion can be reduced
to silver through an electrochemical reduction reaction and
deposited onto the surface of gold nanoparticles. After the gold
core surface is plated with silver, as the thickness of the silver
shell increases, the color of the nanoparticles changes from red
to green, and finally to blue. By adjusting the conduction time of
the electrochemical reaction, the thickness of the silver shell can
be controlled well.

Actually, just by several seconds of current control,
the color of these scales can be repeatedly changed from
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FIGURE 6 | Schematic diagram of electrochemical silver plating and the colors of nanoparticles with different silver shell thickness. Adapted from Wang et al. (2016).

red to blue. These scales can be pasted onto 3D printed
chameleon model. Furthermore, eyes of chameleon are
equipped with a color sensor. Through controlling the time
of electro-oxidation/electro-reduction reaction, the thickness
of silver shell can be controlled in real time, so that the
chameleon can change its body color as the background
environment changes.

Researchers from UC Irvine got inspiration from calamari and
then developed a sticker material that enables soldiers against
infrared camera (Teyssier et al., 2015). There are iridescence
cells in the calamari’s skin that have blood platelets containing
reflective proteins. The calamari can regulate the thickness
of these platelets and the gap between them, so that it can
reflect various light. Researchers used colibacillus to cultivate
the reflectin which can be packed on the hard surface layer.
This film was exposed to acetic steam for heat inflation. The
treated film can reflect the infrared light consistent with the
infrared light reflected by the background to avoid infrared
detection. The researchers integrated reflectin into a polymer
sticker, which is flexible, light and thin, and available for back-
stickup. By stretching the sticker, reflectin can be activated instead
of acetic steam. When this sticker is pasted on the coat or
equipment surfaces of the camouflage target, the camouflage
target will be successfully “merged” into the background so as
to avoid the “capture” of the infrared camera and achieve the
purpose of camouflage.

A new "chameleon tank" are developed by the researchers
in Germany and Canada. It can change its surface color at
any time as the environment changes. There is a thin film
on the surface of the chameleon tank, which can change the
appearance characteristics of the tank according to the color
of the surrounding environment, adjust the temperature of the
tank in time, and make it difficult for the enemy to detect the

trajectory of the tank by thermal radiation. Finally, the purpose
of stealth is achieved.

It is reported that some color-changing and thermochromic
coatings are currently being developed. The color-changing
coatings are made of a special cloth with photosensitive
substances. Therefore, their color can be automatically changed
with the change of the environmental photochromism, so that
the target wearing the color-changing coatings cannot be exposed
in any environment. Meanwhile, the thermochromic coating is
a "destined color-changing" to the alteration of environmental
temperature, which can significantly reduce the detection
probability of thermal imaging cameras and radar. Therefore, the
successful development and application of these "Color-changing
Magic" will have great potential on the battlefield in the future.

RESEARCH ON ARTIFICIAL
BIO-INSPIRED PHOTONIC CRYSTALS
STEALTH MATERIALS

In fact, there is a principle of survival of the fittest during the
natural selection. The invisible master came into being after
billions of years of evolution. For example, chameleons and
marine cephalopods (such as octopus and pocket fish), their
body color will change with the environmental temperature and
humidity. The surface of the chameleon’s skin has opal-like
nanostructures, which -respond to environmental variables as
the color of the specific structure changes (Figure 7). When
the environmental temperature changes, the nanostructure will
change accordingly, causing the color of the structure to
change, so as to achieve the invisibility. Cephalopod skin cells
contain functional protein reflectin. This spindle-shaped protein
assembles into a laminar Bragg reflector. Moreover, changes
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FIGURE 7 | The invisibility and skin microstructure changes of chameleons and other camouflaged animals. Adapted from Teyssier et al. (2015).

of temperature and pH in seawater can cause changes in the
structure of proteins, leading to changes in the color of the
structure. The above biological camouflage mechanism can be
attributed to the change of the structure color of the photonic
crystal (Holt et al., 2011; Wilts et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2013;
Barrows and Bart, 2014; Deravi et al., 2014; Gur et al., 2016; Meng
et al., 2019).

For high-temperature targets, theoretical studies have
confirmed that the photonic crystal has the obvious advantages
in achieving infrared suppression and stealth of multi-band or
broadband. And the theory was verified by experiments. Negative
refractive metamaterials, including photonic crystals, are still
in the initial stages of theoretical and experimental exploration,
but the realization of "invisible cloaks" in the visible band has an
attractive prospect. A lot of work has been done on the design
and construction of photonic crystal structures.

The stealth function of photonic crystals has been studied in
the United States for many years. The United States Military
Academy at West Point has established a photonic crystal
research center. In recent years, DAPA has also increased
its investment and sponsorship in this field. In addition,
Raytheon is developing bionic adaptive optoelectronic materials
and equipment. At the same time, many European companies
have also received AFRL/AFOSR/IOE (EOARD) investment
and sponsorship in bionic stealth technology. Biomimetic
stealth technology based on photonic crystals is the key

technology for intelligent stealth in future weapons and
equipment (Zhou et al., 2019). Advanced and reliable stealth
technology must be possessed to improve the survivability
of troops and equipment. Therefore, it is very necessary
to carry out independent innovation research on bionic
stealth technology.

The colloidal crystals used in stealth technology are usually
composed of 2D or 3D photonic crystals with long-range
periodicity. The surface color of the photonic crystal is mainly
determined by the width and position of the photonic band gap,
which is also closely related to the lattice parameters and the
refractive index of the filler (Figure 8). Every parameter may
cause the photonic band gap to change. On the surface of colloidal
crystals, the discoloration mechanism can be divided into two
categories. Firstly, some gaps of the colloidal crystal can be filled
with the medium material, which can change its refractive index
by external stimulation, aiming to change the refractive index
between the colloidal particles and the medium surroundings.
Secondly, the photonic band gap position of the photonic crystal
can be adjusted by changing the lattice parameters.

Color-tunable colloidal crystals have great potential in many
fields. In fact, many colloidal crystals can "sense" changes in
external stimuli (such as electricity, light, heat, magnetism, and
chemistry) and change the structure color. These studies are
based on responsive polymers. In particular, responsive polymers
can be filled into the gaps of opal photonic crystals composed of
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FIGURE 8 | The diffraction mechanism diagram of photonic crystal. Adapted from Qi (2020).

monodisperse polystyrene (or silica) microspheres through self-
assembly. At the same time, the reactive polymer can be filled
into the gaps of the inverse opal colloid. Under the stimulation
of the external environment (such as temperature, electric field,
magnetic field, pH), the volume of the polymer will change (swell
or shrink), and its refractive index will also change, which leads
to the change of the photonic band gap and the displacement
of the diffraction peak. Furthermore, if the diffraction peak of
the response photonic crystal is in the visible or near-infrared
spectral range, the material will visually display color changes
during the movement of the diffraction peak. Therefore, the
performance of the responsive crystal can be evaluated by this
discoloration ability. In order to obtain ideal diffraction peaks
and the desired colors in the variable structure color design, it
is of great significance to research the relationship between color
change and colloidal crystal’s refractive index and lattice spacing.

THE APPLICATION OF
COLOR-CHANGING CAMOUFLAGE
COATINGS FOR MILITARY OPERATION

Thermal and Photosensitive Fibers
New thermal and photosensitive fibers, which can automatically
change the color, can be prepared by biomimetic materials. These
fibers are sensitive to light, ambient temperature and humidity. In
addition, the photosensitive chameleon fiber will change its color
under ultraviolet light or visible light and display a reversible
graphic pattern. The American "Chameleon" camouflage combat
uniform is a successful individual equipment, which is made
of photosensitive chameleon fibers. By sensing the changes in
external visible light and the temperature of the heat source, it
can change its color accordingly, thereby ensuring the uniform

can change color with the external environment. Besides, Merck
has successfully developed a thermal chameleon combat uniform
based on a specific black fabric material. Microcapsules of Liquid
crystal printed or dyed on black fabrics can change color in
several temperature ranges, such as frigid regions, temperate
regions, and tropical regions). When wearing a thermal liquid
crystal chameleon combat uniform, soldiers can blend into the
natural environment, even without a shield, and the enemy
cannot identify them visually. In addition, this uniform also has
the function of isolating the heat from the soldier, which will
make infrared reconnaissance invalid.

Electrochemical Dye
Through electronic simulation technology, the camouflage
coating can obtain signals from the surrounding colors and
change its color accordingly, which is called electrochemical dye.
In the best case, the information about the environment collected
by low-light-level camera is processed by the computer and
output as a signal to complete the conversion of the color system,
and finally display the optical image of the soldier’s background
on the soldier’s uniform.

Dynamic Optical Camouflage
Dynamic optical camouflage connects the visible light detector
and the conductive molecule to realize the color and light
conversion of the camouflage coating. When soldiers move
from one background to another, dynamic optical camouflage
technology can rapidly adapt to the new background, and
constantly change the coat color. For example, when soldiers
are in the forest, their camouflage uniforms can be the same
color as the green and brown backgrounds. If soldiers move to a
wheat field, the color of their coats will quickly change to orange,
khaki, and brown.
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Smart Camouflage Materials
The existing camouflage coating is passive. They can only achieve
the effect of anti-reconnaissance in a static state. When there
is wind, the enemy can easily find a "leaf " or a "bush" still in
the swaying grass, causing to find the camouflage target through
subtle differences. Therefore, active camouflage technology has
received massive attention. The US Army has developed an
electrochromic film that can be pasted or painted on camouflage
uniforms. Meanwhile, this electrochromic film can be connected
to micro smart processing and environmental sensor systems.
During the wind, the system can change the graphic patterns
on the film to achieve a swinging visual effect similar to the
background and achieve the camouflage.

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

The application of biomimetic adaptive color-changing materials
in stealth technology is summarized in this article. For the
demand of the new generation of discoloration camouflage
coating, some solutions are proposed:

(A) Bionic adaptive color-changing materials suitable for
battlefields not only need to select adaptive color-
changing composite materials, but also need to
collect environmental digital image data to establish a
database of the main camouflage environment. Through
image analysis software, the essential colors can be
extracted from the digital environment image, thereby
designing digital camouflage paintings based on different
background environments. Furthermore, the color
similarity and algorithm of digital camouflage painting
database are analyzed. Through the structural color
of the photonic crystal, traditional digital camouflage
paintings can be obtained. In the optical environment,
photonic crystals have the characteristics of structural
discoloration, combined with the multiple matching of
digital camouflage paintings, realizing the controllability
of color changes, so that the bionic materials can meet
the requirements of adaptive camouflage against complex
environmental backgrounds.

(B) For the bionic adaptive stealth material, the priority
is to set up the relationship between the color change
and the optical background. In fact, the analysis of
this relationship can be achieved by studying the color
response of the photonic crystal to environmental
variables such as temperature and humidity. Therefore,
it is necessary to study the relationship between the
microstructure and color of the biomimetic photonic
crystal. How to adjust the microstructure of the bionic
photonic crystal to meet specific color demands requires
further research. In addition, how to optimize the
chemical composition of the biomimetic photonic crystal
to ensure the response to environmental variables is a
crucial issue. Therefore, the use of suitable composite
materials to construct photonic crystals is a hot spot of
current research and one of the basic solutions.

(C) Although the current stealth material field is still based on
traditional stealth methods, such as camouflage coating
materials. Because of higher and further requirement,
unceasingly updating diversity and precision of future
detection methods for the stealth materials, the photonic
crystals, which can be designed and dynamically adjusted
due to their structure, will certainly play a greater role
in the development of digital camouflage stealth in the
future.
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Understanding the Impact of Machine
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Modalities
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Fibre strain sensors commonly use three major modalities to transduce
strain—piezoresistance, capacitance, and inductance. The electrical signal in response
to strain differs between these sensing technologies, having varying sensitivity, maximum
measurable loading rate, and susceptibility to deleterious effects like hysteresis and drift.
The wide variety of sensor materials and strain tracking applications makes it difficult to
choose the best sensor modality for a wearable device when considering signal quality,
cost, and difficulty of manufacture. Fibre strain sensor samples employing the three
sensing mechanisms are fabricated and subjected to strain using a tensile tester. Their
mechanical and electrical properties are measured in response to strain profiles designed
to exhibit particular shortcomings of sensor behaviour. Using these data, the sensors are
compared to identify materials and sensing technologies well suited for different textile
motion tracking applications. Several regression models are trained and validated on
random strain pattern data, providing guidance for pairing each sensor with a model
architecture that compensates for non-ideal effects. A thermoplastic elastomer-core
piezoresistive sensor had the highest sensitivity (average gauge factor: 12.6) and a
piezoresistive sensor of similar construction with a polyether urethane-urea core had
the largest bandwidth, capable of resolving strain rates above 300% s−1 with 36% signal
amplitude attenuation. However, both piezoresistve sensors suffered from larger
hysteresis and drift than a coaxial polymer sensor using the capacitive strain sensing
mechanism. Machine learning improved the piezoresistive sensors’ root-mean-squared
error when tracking a random strain signal by up to 58% while maintaining their high
sensitivity, bandwidth, and ease of interfacing electronically.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The integration of electronics into clothing to make “smart
textiles” is commonly used to track motion and aid
rehabilitation, improve athletic training, prevent injury,
recognize gestures, and acquire bio-signals (Fleury et al.,
2015). The occurrence of wearable sensor research articles has
increased on average 28% yearly over the past 10 years1 and will
likely continue to grow in popularity as electronics become
smaller and more integrated. Advances in soft strain sensors
that enable motion tracking have progressed recently to ever
higher performance. The application of different sensor materials
and principles of operation can have a large effect on the signal
characteristics, for better or for worse. For example, accuracy
suffers when tracking running at high speeds with some resistive
sensor types (Mengüç et al., 2014). Others display high sensitivity
but only over a limited strain range making them best suited for
tracking fine movements—such as wearable sensors using
capacitance to detect strain of finger joints for gesture
detection (Liu et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017).
Sensor properties such as strain bandwidth, dynamic range,
hysteresis, and static drift affect the tracking of movements
where high speeds, large strains, cyclic motion, or prolonged
static periods are expected, respectively. Quite often, these
deleterious effects are inherent to the materials used to create
the sensor and can be overlooked when focusing on advances
such as gauge factor (GF) or maximum achievable strain with
new sensor compositions or fabrication methods. An alternative
strategy for improving sensing performance has been to
implement machine learning (ML) algorithms to predict or
classify movements or estimate body segment positions (Vu
and Kim, 2018). Software models have also been used to
correct and improve sensor signals in the presence of
detrimental sensor properties, an approach that has been
limited to three reports (Kim and Kim, 2017; Miodownik
et al., 2019; Oliveri et al., 2019). The ability of machine
learning to extract patterns from complex, nonlinear signals in
the presence of disturbances like random noise and
electromagntic interference (EMI) may be used to maximize
the information gained from a sensor (Miodownik et al.,
2019). It is important for future developments to determine
the advantageous and limiting characteristics of each sensor
technology and understand the possible improvements in
signal fidelity realized when each type is combined with
modelling. This enables designers to gain knowledge about
which sensor is best suited for a specific type of motion
tracking application, or simply to push forward sensing
abilities from both hardware and software approaches.

Three modalities of fiber strain sensors may be distinguished
by their mode of operation: using changes in resistance,
capacitance, or inductance to transduce strain. Fibre sensors
using the piezoresistive effect have been fabricated with
conductive polymers, polymer-conductor composites, ionic

liquids, liquid metals, and carbon nanotubes (Shin et al., 2010;
Seyedin et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016; Choi et al., 2017; Keulemans
et al., 2017; Zahid et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018). Sensor
arrangement for integration into textiles may incorporate
monofilaments, multifilament fibres, knitted textiles, or foams
(Seyedin et al., 2015; Zahid et al., 2017; Jung et al., 2019; Yin et al.,
2019; Zheng et al., 2019). Polymer-conductor composite (PC)
sensors are commonly used in wearable applications because of
their scalable manufacturing processes, high sensitivity, and ease
of interfacing with textiles and electronics (Liu et al., 2018a).
Many factors (see Supplementary Equation S1 for details)
influence the piezoresistance of the polymer including
mechanical polymer properties, conductive filler choice and
distribution, mode of conduction, and the presence of micro-
cracks between conductive regions (Stübler et al., 2011; Liu et al.,
2018a).

The combination of effects that contribute to a sensor’s
resistance causes its signal to diverge from an ideal linear
strain-resistance relationship. The most obvious of these
effects is a varying GF across the working strain range (He
et al., 2019). A repeatable nonlinear signal response to strain is
not necessarily detrimental for strain sensing because an
operating point can be chosen around which the sensor signal
is approximately linear, or the nonlinearity can be compensated
for in software (Oliveri et al., 2019). Even simple regression
models are able to easily handle repeatable signal
nonlinearities. Mechanically, thermoplastic elastomers (TPE),
pristine or composite, may posses hysteresis, strain softening,
and fading memory in their stress-strain relationships (Diani
et al., 2009; Drozdov and Dusunceli, 2014). Analogous electrical
effects are often observed in TPE conductive composites
including signal hysteresis, dynamic drift, and static drift
(Clemens et al., 2012). Signal hysteresis occurs when the
sensor resistance is path dependent over a long number of
cycles, having different resistance values for a given strain
during extension and recovery (De Focatiis et al., 2012).
Hysteresis modelling for composite sensors and geometrical
modifications of the ionic liquid type have been used to
compensate for and reduce hysteresis (Choi et al., 2017; Kim
and Kim, 2017). Dynamic drift refers to a transient change in the
resistance when exposed to cyclic strain that decays to a steady-
state (De Focatiis et al., 2012). Static drift in resistance during
constant strain is attributable to polymer stress relaxation
(Kalantari et al., 2012). The readout electronics for
piezoresistive sensors may be as simple as a voltage divider
circuit with one analog-to-digital converter (ADC). In
addition, high sensitivities (GF > 1,000) are achievable while
maintaining maximum strain in excess of 100% (He et al., 2019).

Soft sensors that use capacitance to measure strain are
advantageous because they greatly reduce the dependency of
GF on strain when compared to the piezoresistive type. This is
due to the underlying mechanism of capacitance modulation
relying only on a change in geometry (see Supplementary
Equations S2, S3 for details). Capacitive sensors have been
fabricated from liquid metal in tubes, polymer composites, and
thin film electrodes in parallel plate, coaxial, and twisted-pair
configurations (Frutiger et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2015; Wang et al.,

1According to the results of anWeb of Science topic search conducted October 2020
using the keyword string “wearable sensor” restricted to date range 2009-2019.
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2016; Cooper et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2017). The relative change in
capacitance limits ideal capacitive sensors of this construction to
unity gauge factor. A difficulty associated with capacitive sensors
is the complex measurement electronics necessary to read
capacitance. Whereas resistive sensors can be read with
minimal electronic components, capacitive sensors require AC
excitation and precise timing to measure. Conductive polymer
electrodes have their own piezoresistive effect that manifests as a
strain-dependent equivalent series resistance (ESR) to the
measurement circuit (Michel et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2015).
High ESR hinders the rate at which a capacitive sensor may
be sampled and limits the strain frequencies that are measurable.
Manufacturing is more complex than piezoresistive sensors
because at least three layers are required—two electrode layers
with electrical connections that must remain isolated by a
dielectric layer—becoming difficult to manufacture at scale.
Eliminating short circuits between electrodes and accessing the
inner electrode in a downsized coaxial fibre are non-trivial
pursuits. Coupling capacitive sensors with modelling has been
limited to developing mathematical models to predict its
electrical behaviour (Frutiger et al., 2015). Combining ML
models with capacitive sensors has the potential to
compensate for strain-depedent ESR and improve
measurement at high strain rates.

Inductive strain sensors are under-represented in comparison
to piezoresistive and capacitive strain sensors. The inductive
sensing modality has utilized inductance of a single loop,
mutual inductance between loops positioned on different body
segments, or the gain between receiver and transmitter antenna
coils on various segments to track relative motion
(Wijesiriwardana, 2006; Laskoski et al., 2009; Sardini et al.,
2012; Patron et al., 2016). The inductance of a solenoid coil is
dependent on its number of turns, cross-sectional area, and total
wire length. One approach to single coil sensors is to rely on the
change of area of a stretchable solenoid loop to measure strain,
similar to inductance plethysmography systems (Zhang et al.,
2012). Like the capacitive sensor, the inductive signal is directly
dependent on geometry. However, this relationship is not linear.
For a sensor with a reasonable length, the logarithmic behaviour
with respect to length is negligible and sensor response can be
linearly approximated as the GF (Tavassolian et al., 2020).
According to Supplementary Equation S4, the number of
perimeter loops does not influence the sensitivity but rather
scales the baseline inductance allowing higher signal-to-noise
ratio. One challenge with inductive sensors in wearable
applications is rejecting electromagnetic interference (EMI)
from the environment. Furthermore, the inductive loops must
enclose a larger, rectangular area on the garment as opposed to
the thread-like piezoresistive and coaxial capacitive designs. The
aspect ratio varies during actual use and the sensor is not specific
to uniaxial strain. Competing effects (i.e., Poisson effect) of
decreasing width and increasing length when stretching along
only one axis causes the sensor to have lower sensitivity than
expected because the inductive signal is proportional to total area.

Herein, the performance of several ML models of increasing
complexity are investigated when they are paired with different
sensor types. The baseline performance of the sensors are

compared with and without predictive modelling to examine
its effect on strain-signal accuracy and how this would translate to
wearable devices. The use of ML to compensate for undesirable
sensor effects is explored and future areas of research to improve
sensor design and performance are proposed. The performance of
the sensors andMLmodels is probed by utilizing a random strain
pattern that can be both visualized and statistically analyzed for
performance improvements. Thus, by taking advantage of the
computing power available in modern low-cost microcontrollers,
ML may enable the use of simpler sensors and electronics with
accuracy and range not yet realized.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Strain Sensor Fabrication
Two piezoresistive strain sensors, a capacitive, and an inductive
sensor were used in this study. Each of these sensors are fiber-based
to enable integration into textiles for quantitative motion tracking.
The piezoresistive and capacitive sensors were produced using
the same conductive composite of Hytrel 3078 (DuPont;
Kingston, ON, Canada) and carbon black. Two different core
filaments [Hytrel 3078 (H3078) monofilament and polyether
urethane-urea (PEU) multifilament fiber] were used to
understand the differences that mechanical supports have in
affecting the piezoresistive signal. The inductive sensor was
composed of an elastic fiber and coiled copper wire—it did
not include any conductive composite. The sensors were
fabricated as follows:

2.1.1 H3078-Core Piezoresistive Sensor (R-H3078)
A sensor with a piezoresistive sheath around a TPE core
(R-H3078) was fabricated as described previously (Rezaei
et al., 2019). A filament of H3078 TPE was extruded and dip
coated once into a 50 wt% solution of H3078 and carbon black
(Cabot Vulcan XC-72R; Alpharetta, GA, United States) in
dichloromethane (5 wt% w.r.t. H3078) producing a fibre with
450 μm diameter, as shown in Figure 1A. The sensor samples
were conditioned by subjecting them to 100 repeated cycles of
stretching from 0–40% strain on a linear stage. The R-H3078
sensor had an unstrained specific resistance of 1.3 kΩ cm−1.

2.1.2 PEU-Core Piezoresistive Sensor (R-PEU)
A second type of sensor with a piezoresistive sheath around a
PEU core (R-PEU) was fabricated as described previously (Rezaei
et al., 2019). A mixture of 50 wt% H3078 and carbon black in
dichloromethane (5 wt% w.r.t. H3078) was used to dip coat a
multifilament Dorlastan PEU fibre (Asahi Kasei; Düsseldorf,
Germany) once, resulting in a final diameter of 600 μm
(Figure 1B). These sensor samples were also conditioned by
subjecting them to 100 repeated cycles of stretching from 0–40%
strain. The R-PEU sensor had an unstrained specific resistance of
82Ω cm−1.

2.1.3 Coaxial Capacitive Sensor (C)
A capacitive sensor (C) was produced as previously described
(Geng et al., 2020). H3078 was extruded at 190°C to a diameter of
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400 μm. The filaments were cut into 5 cm samples and dip-coated
with a total of five layers: 1) 50 wt% H3078/carbon black in
dicholormethane (5 wt% w.r.t. H3078); 2) polystyrene-ethylene-
co-butylene-styrene (SEBS) in hexanes (5 wt%); 3) H3078 in
dichloromethane (5 wt%); 4) SEBS in hexanes (5 wt%); 5)
50 wt% H3078/carbon black in dichloromethane (5 wt% w.r.t.
H3078). Between dip-coating steps 1) and 2) the filament was
inverted to ensure the inner electrode was accessible for electrical
connection. Each dip-coated layer was allowed to dry before the
next layer was added. After layer 5) was added, the sensors were
put into a vacuum oven overnight at 60°C to ensure all volatiles
were removed. The final diameter of the sensor was 500 μm
(Figure 1C). The C sensor had an unstrained specific capacitance
of 2.8 pF cm−1.

2.1.4 Inductive Patch Sensor (L3)
An inductive sensor with three perimeter loops (L3) was
fabricated as described in previous work (Tavassolian et al.,
2020). Copper wire was coiled around a spandex elastic thread
(diameter: 640 μm) using a custom-built machine to form a
copper-coiled elastic thread (CCET). The feed rate of the
thread was adjusted to obtain a helical coil with a pitch
(spacing between coils) of 0.7 ± 0.1 mm. The CCET was then
arranged in a rectangular pattern of three perimeter loops with
approximate width of 2 cm and length of 4 cm. Rectangles of
fabric backing were sewn along the width segments to provide a
gripping surface for testing. The inner area of the sensor had an
air gap. A schematic of this type of sensor is shown in Figure 1D.

The L3 sensor had an unstrained specific inductance of
52 nH cm−1 in the length direction.

2.2 Experimental Set-Up
The experimental set-up, shown in Figure 2, consisted of one of
the four sensor types (exposed length: 37.35 ± 5.36 mm)mounted
vertically in an Instron E10000 universal testing machine (UTM)

FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematic of the R-H3078 sensor, consisting of extruded TPE core (grey) and dip-coated piezoresistive sheath (black). (B) Schematic of the R-PEU
sensor consisting of PEU core filament (grey) and dip-coated piezoresistive sheath (black). (C) Schematic of the C sensor consisting of conductive core electrode
(referred to as (1) in text), dielectric layer (3), and outer conductive electrode (5). The intermediate layers referenced in the text as (2) and (3) are not shown. (D) Schematic
of the L3 inductive patch sensor containing three perimeter loops (thick grey), fabric backing (hatched area), and close-up inset of the CCETwith copper wire (black)
coiled around an elastic thread (grey).

FIGURE 2 | A schematic of the experimental set-up, consisting of a
universal testing machine (UTM) driven to strain a sensor sample,
inductance-capacitance-resistance (LCR) meter for sensor measurement,
and laptop PC to control the UTM and log the resulting strain and
sensor signal data.
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(Instron; Norwood, MA, United States). A layer of electrical tape
provided an even clamping force and insulated the sensors from
the metal holding jaws. A strip of copper foil tape was used to
connect the sensor electrodes to external electrical connections.
The UTM used a 10 kN load cell sampling at 100 Hz and was
subjected to linear displacement only (no torsional
displacement).

Specimens were positioned in the clamps with approximate
lengths of 40 mm, and the UTM cross head was retracted until
the samples were just taut with minimal strain. The sensor
length was manually measured and used as the reference length
for 0% strain, ℓ0. For each test, the UTM was programmed to
follow preprogrammed displacement profiles. These profiles
were scaled relative to ℓ0, ensuring consistent strain among
sensor samples.

The electrical response of each sensor, regardless of modality,
was acquired by an Agilent E4980A precision inductance-
capacitance-resistance (LCR) meter (Agilent; Santa Clara, CA,
United States) with four-lead probe. The meter was configured in
the mode suitable for the corresponding sensing modality and
interfaced with a PC using a custom MATLAB script (The
Mathworks; Natick, MA, United States). For each test, the raw
impedance (resistance, capacitance, or inductance, denoted as Z)
was normalized to its value at zero strain, Z0 and expressed as the
ratio Z − Z0/Z0. Mechanical data from the UTMwas converted to
strain ε � ℓ − ℓ0/ℓ0 and down-sampled to match the 55 Hz LCR
sampling frequency.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Tensile Stress-Strain Curve
Samples were subjected to a stress-strain test from 0–100%
strain at a strain rate of 1%/s. The purpose of this test was to
quantify the gauge factor, linearity, and working strain
region. Plastic deformation was observed for all four
specimens upon return from the strain cycle. The R-H3078
sensor elongated by 9.6%, the R-PEU sensor by 7.0%, the C
sensor by 21.7%, and the L3 sensor by 1.9% compared to their
pre-test length. The yield point of these thermoplastic
elastomers was not abrupt and was observed as a gradual
change in slope (Figure 3A). The elastic region, and therefore
the working region, was previously found to be <30% strain
for the piezoresistive fibres and this range was reasonable for
use with all the sensor types (Rezaei et al., 2019). Within the
working region, the Young’s modulus (stiffness) for the
R-H3078, R-PEU, C, and L3 sensor types was 7.4, 6.9,
13.6, and 0.94 MPa, respectively. Stress and therefore
stiffness for the L3 sensor was computed per fibre, of
which there were six in parallel mechanically in the three-
loop configuration.

The linearity in the working strain range was measured by
the coefficient of determination (R2) between the strain and
the ΔZ/Z0 signal scaled to the range [0, 1]. The R-H3078,
R-PEU, C, and L3 sensors had R2 values 0.962, 0.986, >0.999,
and 0.997, respectively. The GF may be calculated

FIGURE 3 | (A) Mechanical stress-strain curves for each sensor, (B) sensor output signal during the elongation, (C) instantaneous (solid) and average (dashed)
gauge factor, (D) signal-to-noise ratio.
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conventionally, shown in Eq. 1, or by using the modified Eq.
2 that reduces the influence of the signal value at zero strain
(Liu et al., 2018b).

GF � Z − Z0

Z0(ε − ε0) (1)

GFp � dZ
Z · dε (2)

The conventional GF for the R-H3078, R-PEU, C, and L3
sensor was 12.6 ± 3.3, 8.0 ± 1.1, 0.77 ± 0.10, and 0.12 ± 0.03
[mean ± standard deviation (SD) over the working strain range].
The mean GF* was 4.2, 3.7, 0.72, and 0.14, respectively, using Eq.
2. Taking a 2.5 s period of zero strain just prior to the tensile test
as a baseline, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was defined as Eq. 3,
where ΔZ � Z − Z0 is the change in raw sensor signal as the
sample is strained and σb is the SD of the baseline.

SNR � ΔZ
σb

(3)

The R-H3078, R-PEU, C, and L3 sensors showed 84, 99, 94,
and 55 dB SNR, respectively. The engineering stress, signal, GF,
and SNR curves are shown across the 0–100% strain range in
Figure 3.

3.2 Sensor Bandwidth
To evaluate the loading frequency dependence of the signal, the
UTM was configured to produce five sinusoidal strain patterns of
increasing frequency, shown in Supplementary Table S1. The
peak velocities (strain rates) experienced by the sensors ranged
from 0.63mm s−1 (1.6%/s) to 126mm s−1 (314%/s).

Constrained by the LCR sample rate of 55 Hz, it is unlikely to
observe a sample point at an exact maxima or minima of the
sinusoidal signal during high frequency movement. This makes it
difficult to reliably observe the change in signal amplitude with
respect to loading frequency in the time domain. To establish
whether any drop-off in sensor response occurred as loading
frequency was increased, a frequency domain approach was used
for greater robustness near the Nyquist rate of the LCR. Both the
strain, derived from the UTM displacement, and sensor signals
were fast Fourier transformed (FFT), then the FFT signal index
(bin) corresponding to each loading frequency was identified. The
ratio of the sensor signal FFT bin to the strain FFT bin was
calculated for each frequency to produce a strain-to-signal gain
metric G. This method should eliminate the effect of any
reductions in the UTM stroke amplitude as frequency is
increased. More details about the frequency-domain method
are available in Section 2 of the Supplementary Material.
Finally, these data were normalized to the G obtained with the
lowest loading frequency (i.e., G0.1 :� 1 for each series) to show
the attenuation of sensor signal with increasing strain
frequencies. The results are plotted in Figure 4.

3.3 Signal Hysteresis
Hysteresis is a common nonlinear effect in piezoresistive strain
sensors, because the re-aggregation of filler particles and thus
formation of conductive pathways may be slow relative to the
strain cycles (Stübler et al., 2011). Other sensor types can suffer
from mechanical hysteresis of the polymer material that manifests
in the signal. A test devised to measure the hysteresis of each sensor
type involved straining to six levels with a symmetrical return to
zero between each run at a constant strain rate (Supplementary
Table S2).

The sensor signal recorded during individual runs are
superimposed in Figure 5A. The two resistive sensors showed
clockwise signal hysteresis loops, becoming larger in area with
less positive slope as the strain maximum was increased. The
sensor signal was slightly elevated upon each return to zero for the
R-H3078 sensor as well as the R-PEU and C sensors, to a lesser
extent. The L3 sensor showed the opposite, with considerable
signal undershoot upon return to zero strain.

One way to compare hysteresis between the sensors is to measure
the area encircled by each hysteresis loop (AUC), shown inFigure 5B
(Isaia et al., 2020). Multiple loops caused by self-intersection, if
present, were summed in absolute area. For a meaningful
comparison despite large differences in signal level between
sensors, the signal was min-max normalized following Eq. 4.

Z � Z − Z0

Z30 − Z0
(4)

The C sensor had approximately one seventh the hysteresis
area of the R-H3078, R-PEU, or L3 types. Both piezoresistive
sensors had similar hysteresis that increased linearly with strain
maximum. The R-PEU sensor had greater consistency between
runs, especially at higher maximum strains. The L3 sensor
showed a linear increase in hysteresis area with strain while
the C sensor hysteresis are appeared exponential with respect

FIGURE 4 | Decreasing sensor response under sinusoidal strains of 0.1,
1, 10, 15, and 20 Hz; normalized to the 0.1 Hz trial.
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to strain, albeit having a much lower magnitude. The undershoot
at low strains observed with the L3 sensor was the primary
contributor to its AUC, with 54% of its total hysteresis AUC
attributable to strains below 5%.

3.4 Signal Drift
3.4.1 Static Drift
Rate-dependent hysteresis, material stress relaxation, and
temperature changes may contribute to drift of the sensor
signal under a constant strain. The test profile
(Supplementary Table S3) drove the UTM following a round-

trip staircase displacement pattern of up to 30% strain with a hold
of 30 s between each step to capture any signal drift. The step
profile further allowed the analysis of static drift by comparing the
signal drift at different strain levels and approaching those strain
levels from lower (extension direction) or higher (recovery
direction) preceding strain values.

Static signal drift shown in Figure 6A was found to be
influenced by strain magnitude, hold duration—and
sometimes—direction of the preceding strain step. The
R-H3078 sensor showed monotonic decreases in resistance
over time for all cases with the extension direction having less

FIGURE 5 | Results of the hysteresis test. (A) The overlaid sensor responses to a triangular strain pattern with the directionality of the hysteresis loop at 30% strain
shown (inset). (B) Hysteretic loss by sensor type and maximum strain level. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of 3 sequential trials.

FIGURE 6 | Static (A) and dynamic (B) drift in the sensors. (A) Change in sensor signal reading from baseline over a 10 s hold at three strain magnitudes. For
increased detail despite a lower sensitivity, the vertical scale of the non-resistive sensors (bottom) is enhanced by a factor of 10. Note that the small transient spike seen
around 0.5 s is an artifact that was due to a correction from the UTM positioning algorithm. (B) Sensor signal drift over 1,000 sinusoidal strain cycles. Solid lines indicate
the percentage change in signal peaks and dashed lines indicate the percentage change in signal valleys relative to the first cycle.
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drift than the recovery, although this could be confounded by the
ordering of the strain pattern where all extension steps were done
prior to all relaxation steps. For the resistive sensors, the ΔR/R0

drift was mostly independent of strain amount. The drift
observed from the R-PEU sensor was similar in magnitude to
that of the R-H3078, although with less directionality
dependence. The C and L3 sensors showed opposite drifts in
signal depending on the directionality of the preceding strain
step. Aside from the small change within the first 1 s, the C sensor
was very stable and quickly reached steady-state. The L3 sensor
had large initial drift, but all trials converged to with 1% of the
initial value after 10 s.

3.4.2 Dynamic Drift
For reliable tracking over many sessions, a wearable sensor must
give a repeatable signal in response to a given strain. The dynamic
drift test (Supplementary Table S4) was designed to evaluate
sensor resilience and signal drift under cyclic strain. The sensors
underwent 1,000 sinusoidal loading cycles from which the initial
and final sections may be compared to observe changes in signal
amplitude.

As shown in Figure 6B, the piezoresistive sensors had large
decreases in response that mostly stabilized within 100 cycles. The
L3 sensor had a lower rate of decrease in response but the drift
persisted to 1,000 cycles. The C sensor was relatively unaffected
by drift, having a small increase in capacitance throughout the
first 10 cycles before steady-state response. For all sensor types,
the drift behaviour at high and low strains were found to be
consistent since the signal peaks and valleys drifted by similar
amounts.

3.5 Machine Learning
Regression algorithms were used to predict strain from sensor
signals in the presence of nonlinearities. A random UTM
displacement signal was produced by generating a random
time series normalized such that the points lie in a [0, 1]
range, then scaling and biasing this reference signal for each
sensor so that the sample is strained between 5–15%. The
reference signal was spline interpolated and low-pass filtered
so that the final maximum velocity (strain rate) was 10mm s−1
(25%/s). The data collected during the random strain test served
as training and test sets for the regression algorithms.

Four regression models plus one model-free scaling approach
were compared using 5-fold time series splitting of the random
strain data. Training data consisted of the first 10, 20, 30, 40, and
50 s of the data for each fold, respectively, and testing data
consisted of the 10 s immediately following the training set.
This procedure was chosen over conventional 5-fold cross
validation because the SVR, RF, and RNN models (described
below) require contiguous past data for training.

A baseline for comparing regression models was a min-max
scaling of the sensor signal. Scaling was done so that the signal
minimum and maximum were equal to the strain minimum
(ε � 5%) and maximum (ε � 15%), respectively. The scaling was
performed once on the last 50 s of the data set because the
dynamic drift effect led to high errors in the initial strain
spikes. Fit metrics were computed per fold. The first model

considered was a linear regression (LR) completed on each
fold. The LR model is essentially the optimal linear scaling
that minimizes the mean squared error (MSE) on that fold.

The random forest (RF) and support vector regression (SVR)
models are capable of nonlinear regression and were trained over
a sliding window of the past 32 sample points or 0.6 s. Parameters
were tuned using a coarse grid search followed by ad-hoc fine
tuning and were kept the same for all sensors. The RF algorithm
had 30 decision trees and the SVR used radial basis functions with
c � 0.005 and C � 0.1.

The last model of interest was a recurrent neural network
(RNN) with 32 recurrent units followed by one fully connected
layer, a total of 2,113 parameters. The recurrent units used the
rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function and the dense
layer used linear activation. An MSE loss function was used for
backpropagation and the recurrent layer had ℓ2 regularization
with a penalty factor of 0.01. The RNN model was also trained
with the 32-element sliding window, however, 30% of test data
were reserved for validation. The stopping condition for training
was a non-decreasing validation MSE over 200 consecutive
iterations, typically terminating after 300–700 iterations for the
largest fold.

The output of each sensor split by model is shown in
Figure 7A. The quality of the regression model fit on the test
data for each fold was measured by the R2 and root mean squared
error (RMSE) with results shown in Figures 7B,C. The results on
the first two folds were typically poor because they had a smaller
fraction of training data. Average R2 and RMSE across the last
three folds under the best model for each sensor type compared to
that of the scaling model are shown in Table 1, with more detail
provided in Supplementary Table S6.

3.5.1 Effect of the Model on Regression Fit
A Tukey multiple comparison test was run using the results of the
last three folds to compare the R2 to discriminate models using a
given sensor type. For the R-H3078 and R-PEU sensors, only the
baseline scaling model had significantly worse R2 than all others
(p < 0.001). For just the R-H3078 sensor, the SVR model had
significantly better R2 than LR (p < 0.05), as did the RNN model
vs. LR and RF (p < 0.05). For the C sensor, no statistically
significant difference between any models was observed. The
L3 sensor showed significantly better R2 with the SVR model
versus scaling, LR, and RF (p < 0.05). A similar pattern of results
was produced with respect to RMSE, except with the SVR model
no longer having significantly better RMSE over the LR model
with the R-H3078 sensor nor over RF with the L3 sensor.

3.5.2 Effect of the Sensor Type on Regression Fit
The same test was run using the R2 and RMSE values but using
sensors rather than models as factors. The R-H3078 sensor had
significantly worse R2 than the other sensors across all regression
models (p < 0.05), with its best R2 and RMSE of 0.8947 and 0.0068,
respectively, under the RNN model. The R-PEU sensor had
significantly better R2 versus the L3 sensor using LR and RF
models (p < 0.05). With the RNN model, the R-PEU sensor
achieved a best R2 value of 0.9576 and RMSE of 0.0042.
Regarding RMSE, the R-H3078 sensor again had significantly
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worse RMSE than the other sensor types under allmodels (p< 0.025)
while the C sensor had significantly better than all the other types
(p < 0.005). Like in the R2 case, the R-PEU sensor had significantly
better RMSE than the L3 sensor using LR and RF (p < 0.025).

4 DISCUSSION

Three fundamentally different fiber strain sensor technologies
have been reported previously—piezoresistive, capacitive, and
inductive. Each sensor type has characteristics of differing
importance when considering the application requirements.
The majority of material science research on fiber strain

sensors has focused on the increase of sensing range (%
strain) and sensitivity (gauge factor). Both of these
characteristics are dependent on the composition of the sensor
and fabricationmethods, important for widening the applications
for flexible sensors in motion tracking. In theory, once a flexible
sensor is incorporated into a device, the actual performance of the
sensor is focused less on the accessible strain range and gauge
factor, and more on the signal consistency and the characteristics
that are unique to a type of sensor and motion of interest. These
characteristics include strain rate and history dependence
(hysteresis), gauge factor, linearity, and baseline drift, listed in
Table 2 for the sensors tested here. These factors are less
prominently explored and can have a large impact on the

FIGURE 7 |Output traces (A) and performance (B), (C) of the regression models trained on random strain data for each sensor type. (A) Strain estimated by each
model for each sensor type (solid) and the actual strain (dashed) during the random strain test. (B)Box plots of the coefficient of determination for the four sensors and five
regression models. Boxes indicate interquartile range (IQR) and whiskers extend to the smallest and largest observations that are up to 1.5 IQR from the boxes. Outliers
are denoted with filled circles while goodness of fit values for the first fold, which often had poor results, are shown with open circles regardless of whether or not
they are an outlier. (C) Box plots of the root mean squared error for the four sensors and five regression models.

TABLE 1 | Improvement in average R2 and RMSE across the last three folds by the best performing model for each sensor type.

Sensor R-H3078 R-PEU C L

R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE R2 RMSE

Baseline 0.5541 0.0150 0.7759 0.0100 0.9977 0.0010 0.8668 0.0077
Best Value 0.8947 0.0068 0.9576 0.0042 0.9979 0.0010 0.9548 0.0045

Model RNN RNN RNN RNN LR LR RNN RNN
% Change +61.4% −54.7% +23.4% −58.0% 0.0% 0.0% +10.2% −41.6%
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performance of the sensor in a device beyond the proof-of-
concept testing that is typically included in strain sensor
reports. If the change of sensor characteristics is predictable,
even if not initially obvious, the application of ML prediction
models could rectify any perceived limitations and result in a
higher tracking accuracy. To begin, three different types of
sensors were tested to understand the baseline mechanical
properties and identify each characteristic that could be
improved with the application of ML. Additionally, two
piezoresistive-type sensors (R-H3078 and R-PEU) with
different structural core materials were tested to understand
the effect of different mechanical properties using this popular
type of sensor.

When tracking mechanical properties during extension,
the stress-strain relationship of the polymer sensors
(R-H3078, R-PEU, and C) in Figure 3A resembles the
gradual decrease in slope with increasing strain reported
for TPE-carbon black composites (Drozdov and Dusunceli,
2014). All sensors tested could withstand straining to 100%,
indicating that they could tolerate large non-sensing strains
which they might be exposed to when donning a garment, for
example. The C sensor showed the largest amount of plastic
deformation when straining to 100%, although it did not
undergo pre-test conditioning which was standard for the
other sensors. The L3 sensor was exposed to a lower
engineering stress (per-fibre) because the three-loop design
had six fibers running in parallel. The mechanical data
collected during tensile testing established the elastic
region of the sensors which can be useful to limit the
amount of irreversible change to the sensors mechanical
and electrical characteristics throughout the tests. Using a
sensor beyond this region without a highly elastic support can
result in a change in signal characteristics, such as gauge
factor, by having an irreversible reduction in conductive
pathways within the material—which was observed in both
piezoresistive sensors. If this irreversible phenomenon occurs
in a device that is attempting to track an output, the accuracy
of the device post-strain would be impacted. Alternatively, if
the irreversible reduction of the conductive pathways is
predictable, then machine learning could enable the
immediate improvement of device accuracy with enough
training data.

Gauge factor is the primary sensor characteristic that relates
signal response to strain. A constant, large GF is desirable since it
enables linear correlations of signal to strain and increases
resolution of small strains across a variety of pre-strains. High
resolution is important for tracking fine movements such as facial
expressions, where the range of strains is small (Yin et al., 2017).
Gauge factors of piezoresistive sensors can vary over three orders
of magnitude (Supplementary Table S9); ultimately, most
piezoresistive sensors do not possess linear strain-to-resistance
changes across both small and large strains. To compare the non-
linear response of each sensor, a slow strain rate of 1%/s was used
to reduce the possibility of other rate-dependent characteristics

TABLE 2 | Summary table for the properties of each sensor studied with any test conditions noted in the comments column.

Parameter R-H3078 R-PEU C L3 Comments

Young’s Modulus 7.4 MPa 6.9 MPa 13.6 MPa 0.9 MPa Per fibre
Plastic deformation 9.6% 7.0% 21.7% 1.9% After 0–100% strain
Static linearity, R2 0.962 0.986 >0.999 0.997 Signal-strain linear fit
Bulk impedance 1.3 kΩ cm−1 82Ω cm−1 2.8pF cm−1 52 nH cm−1

Sensitivity, GF 12.6 8.00 0.77 0.12 Averaged over 0.01–30% strain range
Signal-to-noise ratio 74 dB 84 dB 84 dB 43 dB At 30% strain
Strain bandwidth 39% 64% 48% 40% Signal amplitude at 20 vs. 0.1 Hz
Hysteresis area 6.91 × 10−3 6.04 × 10−3 1.17 × 10−3 8.39 × 10−3 0–30–0% triangular strain profile
Static drift over 10 s −2.2% −2.9% +0.3% −0.1%a After extension and hold at 30% strain
Drift over 1,000 cycles −26% −34% +6.7% −23% Change in signal peaks

aAs seen in Figure 6A, the maximum drift for the L3 sensor is much higher than that of the C sensor, however, it stabilizes to within 0.1% after the 10 s hold period.

FIGURE 8 | The general trade-off between sensitivity, as measured by
gauge factor, and linearity, as measured by R2 of the linear fit between signal
and strain. Clustering between sensor types is suggested by bounding
polygons. Examples from literature were chosen that had published GF
and R2 data (see Supplementary Table S9 for details) and the sensors
fabricated in this research are highlighted with a black border.
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impacting the gauge factor results. The increase in GF observed in
the R-PEU sensor above 50% strain indicates that the
disconnection of conductive pathways becomes the dominant
piezoresistive mechanism and may be non-reversible upon
release—entrance into this destructive mechanism of
piezoresistive sensing is ideally avoided because it results in
further negative sensor characteristics for accurate strain
tracking such as unrecoverable drift. This motivated the choice
to limit further testing to strains below 30% for all sensors. The
gauge factor of the R-H3078 sensor peaked at low strain enabling
high resolution for small signals. It displays a larger, although
more variable, GF across the strain range decreasing from
5–100% strain. The R-PEU shows a more linear working
region that persists to a strain of 50%. The nonlinear GF
behaviour of both resistive sensors could pose significant
negative effects to accuracy tracking. Linearity versus
sensitivity is typically an area of trade-off between sensor
mechanisms, as shown in Figure 8. The use of ML models to
adapt to GF changes in response to certain strain magnitudes or
strain rates could then improve the strain tracking accuracy.

C and L3 sensors have a lower GF equating to a reduced
sensitivity. However, their GF is more constant across the strain
range, bringing an increase in accuracy. These types of sensors
have a sensing mechanism less dependent on the change of the
conductive pathways that may undergo irreversible changes such
as in a piezoresistive sensor (Busfield et al., 2003). Increased
sensitivity allows the measurement of smaller strain signals using
the same readout hardware. While machine learning algorithms
may improve sensor accuracy, they offer no improvement to
sensitivity. ML models operate after the signal has been digitized
and thus are limited by the sensor GF, readout circuit, and ADC
in resolving small strains. The reliance on a geometrical change
for C and L3 sensors eliminates the negative effects observed in
both the piezoresistive sensors and undoubtedly improved the
accuracy of C and L3 sensors.

Motion tracking is not always focused on measuring fast,
dynamic movements. Some motion tracking devices focus on
slight changes in posture over long, nearly static periods. In
these situations, signal stability at a static strain over time or
between device uses may be more important than sensitivity.
Inductive (L3) and piezoresistive (R-PEU/R-H3078) sensors all
had signal drift of 3% or greater for 10 s holds at 30% strain,
similar to what others have observed for composite sensors
(Melnykowycz et al. (2014)). The L3 sensor stabilized during
periods of static strain that lasted greater than 10 s, converging
to within 1% of its initial value. Its repeatable drift, relatively
independent of strain, is a characteristic where ML could impact
the signal accuracy. Drift was not observed during the random
motion testing for the C and L3 sensors whereas both
piezoresistive sensors can be seen to drift following a strain
maxima (Figure 7A, Scaling model). Machine learning was able
to correct for this drift quite effectively and was observed in the
last 5 s of the random motion plots in Figure 7A under the SVR
and RNN models. However, the random strain testing patterns
were quite short and lacked long static periods that could be
used to quantitatively determine how much drift the machine
learning compensated for.

Large numbers of repetitive cycles are likely in a lot of
applications such as tracking gait parameters. Unsurprising,
the C sensor was quite stable, with its reliance on the
geometrical change of the fibre, as shown in Figure 6A. Both
piezoresistive sensors stabilized after 250 cycles, indicating that
sensors required for wearable devices need robust conditioning
prior to use. Conditioning could reduce dynamic drift which
would decrease the size of the ML training dataset required to
predict this type of behaviour. The L3 sensor drifted over the
1,000 cycles at a nearly constant rate, which could allow a simpler
MLmodel to extrapolate the baseline change more easily. The use
of simpler models trained with limited data is highly useful for
using these devices with ML in actual settings and will be a focus
of future research.

The last sensor characteristic that can hinder performance is
related to the loading frequency and rate of change of strain.
Some applications require the measurement of high frequency
strains, such as detecting physiological finger tremors around
6–30 Hz or shank impact shock around 4–40 Hz (Winslow and
Shorten, 1989; Raethjen et al., 2000). As loading frequencies are
increased, signals can be attenuated by hysteresis (Oliveri et al.,
2019; Geng et al., 2020). The effect of high frequency strain on the
accuracy and performance of wearable devices using strain
sensors has not been extensively explored. A comparison by
Shintake et al. that reported a stable signal for both resistive
and capacitive sensor types at a maximum tested velocity (strain
rate) of 25mm s−1 (50%/s) (Shintake et al., 2018). A reduction in
the accuracy of the signal could be from either mechanical lag
directly correlated to the materials that comprise the sensor, or an
effect from the mechanism of sensing (Costa et al., 2015). The
comparison of the C and R-H3078 sensors demonstrates that the
piezoresistive signal hysteresis is dominant at low loading
frequencies because both sensors are comprised of the same
materials, but the sensing mechanism of the C sensor
eliminates the hysteresis associated with the piezoresistive
material by relying on geometrical changes rather than
electrode resistivity. As loading frequency increases (Figure 4,
the C sensor performance starts to attenuate at a similar rate to
the R-H3078 sensor indicating that the mechanical hysteresis
phenomenon reduces the tracking performance of both sensors.
In contrast, the R-PEU sensor was capable of resolving strain
rates up to 126mm s−1 with an attenuation of 36%—the best of
the sensors tested and can be attributed to the highly elastic and
resilient PEU-core (Reza et al., 2019). The R-H3078, C, and L3
sensors had 61%, 52%, and 60% attenuation, respectively.
Piezoresistive rubber composites have been shown to measure
in excess of 350mm s−1 (7000%/s) (Boland et al., 2014). While
hysteresis is dependent on the history of the material, ML training
with a broad variety of strain patterns and rates could enable the
ML to efficiently predict when this phenomenon is causing a
reduction in accuracy. Hysteresis was observed in the random
strain testing predominantly immediately after large strains
followed by faster and smaller strains in Figure 7A. This
would be compounded at higher frequencies and could
saturate the strain signal leading to a loss of tracking accuracy.
Development of high strain bandwidth sensors likely requires
more elastic and resilient polymers to reduce any mechanical
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hysteresis, while ML could be implemented to extend the range of
strain frequencies that current sensors can track efficiently.

Each of the characteristics that have been discussed thus far are
responsible for the performance of a strain tracking sensor. To
gauge the performance of different ML models between different
sensing mechanisms, a random strain pattern was generated that
had a range representative of what a wearable device for running
or walking might produce (Rezaei et al., 2019; Geng et al., 2020;
Tavassolian et al., 2020). Different models attempt to predict the
applied strain with the resulting signal change—the simplest
model being a linear correlation. It was hypothesized that
certain combinations of sensors and models may be more
accurate when predicting strain by recognizing certain
characteristics more efficiently. For instance, sensors with
higher degrees of nonlinearity may require a nonlinear
regression model (RF, SVR, RNN) to sufficiently correct their
signal. The capacitive sensor had an inherently linear response
and therefore did not benefit from any ML models. In
comparison, the piezoresistive sensors have many
characteristics that decrease the accuracy of the strain-signal
tracking. The R-PEU linearity was improved by 23% and error
reduced by 58% with the RNN model compared to the baseline
(scaling) model. Similarly, the same model improved the R-PEU
linearity by 61% and reduced fit error by 55% over scaling. The
RNN model performed the best, in general, having the highest
average R2 and lowest average RMSE the context of the random
strain experiment. While choosing the best material for the
application was shown to be important for applications that
require high strain frequencies (specifically elastic and resilient
materials such as PEU), ML models have the capability of
improving the performance of the devices in the range
acceptable similar to optical motion capture devices without
the spatial limitations. The advantage of using a combination
of R-PEU with a ML model over the C sensor is that the sensor
retains its high GF and bandwidth not currently attainable with
the capacitive technology. For practical purposes, the simpler
analog circuitry needed for resistive sensors and the availability of
inexpensive digital computing power to run a model further
create scenarios where a piezoresistive sensor would be preferred
over the highest performing C sensor. Given the fact that the
training dataset used was small and the ability for neural network
models to improve with a large amount of data, RNN is a
promising model architecture to explore further. The RF
model would likely also benefit from a more diverse training
dataset because its decision trees were unable to extrapolate
accurate predictions outside the training set.

All sensors studied here consist of a single fiber and may be
easily incorporated into a garment in areas subject to strain as a
linear segment or rectangular patch. Sensors may be anchored
to the base textile by means of cross-stitching or encapsulation
between layers of fabric. Resistive sensors have the advantage
of being read with a simple voltage divider rather than the LC-
tank, bridge, or impedance measurement circuit required for
the other types. Especially for multichannel systems, resistive
sensor arrays with simple interfacing may lead to a
significantly reduced number of components and therefore
circuit cost. Multichannel systems are common approaches to

motion tracking using wearable sensors and the large amount
of data collected make such systems a good target for ML
improvements. The susceptibility of inductive sensors to noise
was observed with the inductive sensor having the lowest SNR
in Table 2 and a higher noise floor in Figure 6A. The issue of
noise susceptibility with inductive and even un-shielded
capacitive sensors have been reported (Yang et al., 2017;
Patiño et al., 2020). A summary of qualitative factors
relating to the practicality of using each sensor type is
shown in Table 3. The acquisition hardware used in this
study was limited to a sample rate of 55 Hz making
measurements at high strain frequencies unreliable. The
method used in Sensor Bandwidth attempts to quantify
sensor response to strain rates near the LCR Nyquist
frequency, but it would be useful to run a similar
experiment with a faster sample rate to confirm the
responses to strain rates above 20 Hz. The inclusion of tests
to expose the limitations of sensor types that are often not
reported combined with the machine learning model results
gives insight into which types of limitations may be corrected
with modelling, and to what degree, aiding future sensor
development.

5 CONCLUSION

Simpler to manufacture piezoresistive sensors may approach the
high degree of strain tracking displayed by capacitive fiber
sensors, when combined with machine learning. A
piezoresistive sensor is a good candidate for situations with
many channels or where high sensitivity is required for
tracking fine movements. Piezoresistive sensors also show
promise for use with high frequency strain signals, an area
that has had relatively little research. Trained nonlinear
regression models, such as the SVR and RNN architectures
explored here, allow the designer to take advantage of the high
sensitivity, bandwidth, ease of manufacturing, and simpler
interfacing of piezoresistive sensors by compensating for most
of the signal non-idealities. More research is needed into signal
conditioning for the inductive sensor types to reduce noise and
address the undershoot at low strains, although this technology
also benefits from the incorporation of machine learning in its
signal processing. Areas of future work may include exploring the
direct prediction of joint angle from sensor data with machine
learning and expanding the scope of the study to other sensor
variants.

TABLE 3 | Ranking of sensors by their relative performance on several qualitative
factors.

Factor R-H3078 R-PEU C L

Cost Low Low Low Moderate
Susceptibility to EMI Low Low Moderate High
Intrusiveness Low Low Low Moderate
Readout circuit complexity Low Low High High
Manufacture difficulty Moderate Moderate High Low
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This article studies the creep and recovery behavior of magnetorheological grease
(MRG) under constant stress shear. The experiment is done by using a parallel plate
rheometer with magnetron attachment and temperature control unit. The effects of
constant stress, CI particle concentration, magnetic flux density and temperature on
creep and recovery behavior are systematically studied. Experimental results show that
as the constant stress increases, the response strain will also increase. The creep strain
tested under zero field is higher than the value tested under a magnetic field, indicating
that the creep and recovery behavior of MRG is highly dependent on the magnetic field
strength. In addition, the creep and recovery behavior of MRG is greatly affected by
temperature. Under the action of a magnetic flux density, the creep strain will decrease
with the increase of temperature. The result is opposite at zero magnetic field.

Keywords: magnetorheological grease, rotating shear, creep and recovery behavior, magnetic field strength,
creep

INTRODUCTION

The time-dependent viscoelastic properties of polymer materials are mainly characterized by creep
and recovery, which is an important standard to evaluate the dimensional stability of engineering
materials (Xia et al., 2007; Iurzhenko et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015). When the material is loaded
with constant stress, the phenomenon that the strain will change with time is called creep. If the
stress is removed instantaneously, the strain of materials changes with time without stress, and
the phenomenon is defined as recovery. Research on creep and recovery behavior of viscoelastic
materials is the main means to evaluate their properties, which provides theoretical support for its
practical application.

The magnetorheological (MR) material is an intelligent material, it generally includes MR fluid
(Cheng et al., 2021), MR gel (Mao et al., 2020; Zhang and Wang, 2020), MR elastomer (Yang
et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2019) and MR grease (Ye et al., 2021). its rheological properties will change
continuously, rapidly and reversibly under the external magnetic field. As an intelligent viscoelastic
material, the creep and recovery behavior was studied by many scholars. Li et al. (2002) completed
a study of the effects of magnetic field strength and temperature on creep behavior. The results
indicated that MR fluids have two different viscoelastic behaviors. The behavior as linear viscoelastic
bodies at small stresses. With increasing constant stresses, the MR fluids have nonlinear viscoelastic,
viscoplastic and purely plastic properties at the same time. The creep and recovery behaviors of
MR fluids can be explained by a typically thick column structure. Li et al. (2002), Weihua et al.
(2010) studied the creep and recovery behavior of MR elastomers under constant stress. They
established a four-parameter viscoelastic model to describe the creep behavior of the MR elastomer.
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The comparison between the experimental results and the
model prediction results shown that the model can well predict
the creep behavior of the MR elastomer. Xu et al. (2012)
investigated the creep and recovery behaviors of MR plastomer
under constant stress and proposed a hypothesis to explain
the temperature effect on the creep behaviors of the MR
plastomer. The experiment showed that there are a great
discrepancy in creep curves for the isotropic and anisotropic
MR plastomer under an external magnetic field. Qi et al. (2016)
investigated the creep and recovery behaviors of MR elastomers
based on polyurethane/epoxy resin (EP) graft interpenetrating
polymer networks. The experiment illustrated that the presence
of interpenetrating polymer networks leads to a significant
improvement of creep resistance of MR elastomers. Several
theoretical models [i.e., Findley’s power law model (Findley
et al., 1977), Burgers model (Yao et al., 2013), and Weibull
distribution equation (Fancey, 2005)] were used to simulate the
creep and recovery of the specimens. The influence of EP content
and magnetic field on the fitting parameters were discussed,
and the corresponding physical mechanism was proposed to
qualitatively explain it.

The magnetorheological grease (MRG), as a kind of MR
material. It has the advantages of good anti-settling performance,
less leakage, high MR effect and simple preparation. Thus, it has
a good application prospect in various devices such as buffer
(Ou et al., 2017; Ouyang et al., 2019), clutch (Kavlicoglu et al.,
2013; Fernandez et al., 2018) and brake (Wang D. et al., 2019).
At present, researchers have carried out a lot of research on
the related properties (viscosity, shear stress, yield stress, storage
modulus, and energy dissipation modulus, etc.) of MRG (Rankin
et al., 1999; Park et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2012; Hu et al.,
2015; Mohamad et al., 2016a,b, 2018; Wang H. X. et al., 2019).
However, there are no published literature reports on the creep
and recovery behavior of MRG.

Based on the existing research results of the creep and recovery
behavior for smart materials, the creep and recovery test research
for MRG is carried out, which provides theoretical guidance for
the future and its applications. In this paper, The main contents
of this paper are as follows. An advanced MR instrument was
used to test the flow curve, creep and recovery behavior of
MRG in shear mode. The effects of constant stress, magnetic
field strength, CI particle content and temperature on creep and
recovery behavior are systematically studied. The reasons that
why the creep and recovery behavior are affected by different
factors are analyzed and discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

Materials Preparation
In this paper, MRG is made by uniformly mixing carbonyl iron
powder and the grease. Among them, the carbonyl iron particles
(dispersed phase) are purchased by BASF and the average particle
size is 6 µm. Lithium-based grease is manufactured by Shell
(china) Ltd. It is used as a carrier medium for magnetic particles.
The physical properties of lithium grease are shown in Table 1.
In this article, a MRG sample containing 70% carbonyl iron

TABLE 1 | Features of the grease used in this paper.

Product category Gadus S2V220

NIGL grade 0

Soap base Lithium

Kinematic viscosity @ 40◦C, cSt 220

Kinematic viscosity @ 100◦C, cSt 19

Base Oil Mineral oil

ASTM worked penetration @ 25◦C 0.1 mm 355–385

powder was prepared. The simple preparation process is shown
in Figure 1. First, weigh 30 g of grease and pour it into a vial,
then use a mechanical stirrer to stir at 800 rpm for about 10 min,
and keep its temperature at 80◦C. After the stirring is completed,
70 g of CI particles are poured into the stirred matrix. Finally, use
a stirrer to thoroughly mix the grease and CI particles to obtain
MRG. At this time, it is recorded as MRG-70. In addition, for
experimental needs, a MRG with a mass fraction of carbonyl iron
powder of 50% was also prepared. It is referred to as MRG-50 for
short. Due to the unique characteristics of lithium-based grease in
MRG, the sedimentation in the material is greatly reduced. Due
to the unique characteristics of lithium-based grease in MRG, the
precipitation in the material is greatly reduced.

Creep and Recovery Behavior of
Viscoelastic Materials
At a constant temperature, the creep and recovery curve of a
typical viscoelastic material is shown in Figure 2. It can be
seen from Figure 2 that the strain of the material increases
logarithmically with time in the stress section, that is, the creep
stage. When the stress is removed, the strain of the material
quickly decreases to a certain value, that is, the viscoelastic
material is in the recovery stage. In Figure 2, τ0 is a constant stress
and γ is a strain.

Creep Phase
It can be seen from Figure 2, when a constant stress τ0 is applied
to the sample for a time period, the strain generated by the sample
is composed of instantaneous strain γs, retardation strain γd(t),
and viscous flow γv(t). Therefore, the relationship between the
creep strain γC of the sample and the time t can be expressed as
formula (1).

γC(t) = γs + γd(t)+ γv(t) (1)

For linear viscoelastic materials, the strain only has
instantaneous strain, which represents the material’s reversible

FIGURE 1 | Flow chart of preparation for MRG.
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FIGURE 2 | Creep and recovery behavior to an applied constant stress for
linear viscoelastic materials.

(when stress is applied and eliminated) elastic characteristics.
Usually, the elastic strain of linear viscoelastic materials is
expressed as γs = γe, The second term on the right side of the
formula (1) represents the retardation strain, which decreases
with the increasing trend of time, showing a yielding trend.
Under the effect of the chain uncoiling of the material, it can be
fully recovered within a certain period of time and has elastic
properties (Qi et al., 2016). The viscous flow is the irreversible
part of the creep strain. It has a linear relationship with time in a
linear viscoelastic fluid (Qi et al., 2016).

Since the magnitude of the three components of creep strain
is proportional to the magnitude of the input stress, a creep
compliance function can be defined as:

JC(t) =
γC(t)
τ0
= Je + Jd(t)+ Jv(t) (2)

Substitute equation (1) into equation (2) to get

γC(t) = τ0JC(t) = τ0 (Je + Jd(t)+ Jv(t)) (3)

Recovery Phase
It can be seen from Figure 2 that when the sample stress (t = t0)
is eliminated, the instantaneous strain γs recovers instantly,
the retardation strain γd(t) gradually recovers, and the viscous
flow γv(t) does not change. Therefore, the relationship between
recovery strain with time can be expressed by equation (4).

γR(t) = γe + γd(t) (4)

Similar to the definition of JC(t), the definition of a recovery
compliance function is as shown in formula (5)

JR(t) =
γR(t)
τ0
= Je + Jd(t) (5)

Assuming that the viscoelasticity of the sample is linear, the
total creep strain at any time can be expressed as the sum of two
independent strains, as shown in eq. (6).

γ(t) = τ0 (JC(t0)− JR(t − t0)) (t > t0) (6)

where, τ0JC(t0) is the creep strain at t = t0 and τ0JR(t − t0) is
unloading at t = t0 .

Creep and Recovery Behavior of Nonlinear
Viscoelastic Materials
The instantaneous strain produced by linear viscoelastic
materials under constant stress loading only represents its elastic
coefficient(γs = γe), which can be completely restored after
stress is eliminated. However, for nonlinear viscoelastic-plastic
materials, the instantaneous strain generated under constant
stress loading characterizes the elastic and plastic properties of
the material, as shown in Figure 3, and the expression is shown
in eq. (7). As shown in Figure 3, after the stress is removed, the
instantaneous recovery strain is equal to the elastic strain, and the
plastic strain cannot be recovered.

γs = γe + γp (7)

In the formula, γp represents plastic strain.

Experimental Method and Testing
Magnetorheological grease was measured by using a parallel
plate rheometer (Physica MCR 302, Anton Paar, Austria) with
a magnetron unit (MRD 180) and a temperature control unit
(JULABO F25). In this study, a plate rotor with a diameter
of 20 mm was used. During the experiment, the gap between
the plate and the base was set to 1 mm. The calculated
results show that the sample required for each experiment
is about 0.315 mL.

This experiment mainly studies the creep and recovery
characteristics of MRG. In the rotating shear test, the flow curve

FIGURE 3 | Creep and recovery behavior of nonlinear viscoelastic materials.
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FIGURE 4 | The relationship between current and magnetic flux density.

of MRG under different magnetic flux density was measured,
and the shear rate was set to 0.1 s−1 to 100 s−1. Creep and
recovery characteristics are also tested under shear conditions.
For the experiment on the effect of creep recovery behavior
under constant stress, the constant stress is 50, 100, 165, and
200 Pa when the zero field is set, and when the magnetic
flux density is 47 mT, the constant stress is 50, 100, and
200 Pa. In the magnetic field strength test, the fixed stress
is set to 50 Pa and the magnetic flux density is set to 0,
24, 47, 67, 96, and 120 mT. In addition, the effect of the
mass fraction of CI particles in different MRGs on the creep
recovery curve is studied. And in the temperature influence
experiment, set the temperature to 10, 50, and 70◦C, and
the fixed stress is 200 Pa; Compare the creep and recovery
behavior with or without magnetic field. In the experiment,
except for the temperature experiment, all other test temperatures
were tested at 30◦C. In addition, the entire test must be pre-
sheared (the shear rate is constant at 10 s−1, pre-shearing
time 20 s) to ensure the consistency of each measurement and
all experiments are performed three times to ensure the data
obtained repeatability.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dynamic Yield Stress
When using rheometer equipment, the selected magnetic field is
expressed in the form of current, and the magnetic flux density
corresponding to the current is calculated by the relationship
between the current and the magnetic flux density in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the shear rate and shear
stress of MRG under different magnetic field strengths. It can
be seen from Figure 4 that the shear stress increases with the
increase of the shear rate. In addition, when the shear rate is
constant, the value of the shear stress will increase with the
increase of the magnetic flux density.

In this study, the Bingham-plastic model was used to describe
the plastic flow stage of MRG in different magnetic fields. The

FIGURE 5 | The flow curve of MRG-70 under various magnetic flux density.

model is defined as (Rabbani et al., 2015):{
τ = τy + ηpγ̇ |τ| ≥ τy

γ̇ = 0 |τ| < τy
(8)

where τ and γ̇ represent the shear stress and shear rate,
respectively. τy is yield stress as a function of magnetic field and
ηp is the plastic viscosity. Use Origin8.0 software to fit Figure 5 to
get the dynamic yield stress. Table 2 lists the dynamic yield stress
under different magnetic field conditions.

The Influence of Stress Level on Creep
and Recovery Behaviors
Constant stress is an important parameter when measuring creep
and recovery characteristics, and its value has an important
influence on creep and recovery characteristics. In addition, MRG
is a smart material that is sensitive to magnetic field. Therefore,
in this section, for the purpose of comparative study, we will
conduct creep recovery characteristics experiments on both the
magnetic field and the non-magnetic field. The experimental
results are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from Figure 6
that the MRG creep curve increases with time when it is in
the retardation strain. After the stress is relieved at 150 s, the
strain immediately drops to a lower level. However, there are
big differences between the two cases with and without magnetic
field. For example, under the same shear stress of 200 Pa,
the response strain without magnetic field strength is larger
than the response strain after loading the magnetic field. This
is because the magnetic field makes the MRG become stiffer
and the interaction of iron particles restrict the movements of
chain, which leads to a reduction in strain. In addition, as the
constant stress level increases, the response strain will increase
accordingly, whether or not an external magnetic field is applied

TABLE 2 | The dynamic yield stress of MRG-70 under different magnetic
induction intensity.

B(mT) 0 47 120 244

τy (Pa) 165 600 1,500 6,420
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FIGURE 6 | Creep and recovery curves of MRG under different constant stress. (A) B = 0 mT; (B) B = 47 mT.

FIGURE 7 | Creep and recovery curves of MRG under the combined action of 50 Pa stress and different magnetic fields.

FIGURE 8 | Creep and recovery curves of MRG under different mass fractions (A) B = 0 mT; (B) B = 47 mT.

to MRG. Moreover, the response strain is proportional to creep
time in the absence of magnetic field. According to Table 2, the
dynamic yield stress of MRG under zero magnetic field is 165 Pa,
so when the shear stress is set to be greater than or equal to 165 Pa,
the material basically has no recovery behavior.

The Influence of Magnetic Field Strength
on Creep and Recovery Behaviors
Magnetic excitation is one of the most important characteristics
of MR materials. Figures 7A,B shows the dependence of the

magnetic field on MRG creep and recovery behavior under a
constant stress of 50 Pa, where the field strength is set to 0, 24,
47, 67, 96, and 120 mT; It can be seen from Figure 7 that under
the same creep time and stress, the creep strain decreases sharply
with the increase of the magnetic field. The creep strain of the
MRG without a magnetic field is 213 times that of the MRG
with a 120 mT magnetic field, and the ratio will increase as the
creep time increases. The reason is that the greater the magnetic
field strength, the more stable the chain structure in the MRG
will reduce the creep strain. In the absence of a magnetic field,
MRG behaves as a viscous liquid, and its low viscosity makes the
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FIGURE 9 | The creep and recovery curves of MRG-70 under a 200 Pa constant stress for MRG-70 at different temperatures.

FIGURE 10 | The creep and recovery curves of MRG-70 under a 200 Pa constant stress for MRG-70 under different temperatures (A) T = 10◦C; (B) T = 50◦C;
(C) T = 70◦C.

shear stress of the material very low. However, after the constant
shear stress is eliminated (more than 150 s), the creep strain
can drop sharply, and change smoothly after reaching a certain
value. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the creep strain can be
partially recovered.

The Influence of CI Particle Content the
Creep and Recovery Behavior
Previous studies have shown that the content of CI particles
has a great influence on the viscosity and shear stress of MR
materials, so this experiment tested the effect of the content of

CI particles in MRG on creep recovery characteristics. Figure 8A
shows the creep and recovery characteristics of the tested MRG
mass fractions of 50% and 70% under no magnetic field and
constant stress of 100 and 200 Pa. It can be seen from Figure 8A
that before 150 s, the response stress increases linearly with
time, and after 150 s, the MRG strain almost stabilizes, which
is consistent with the results in section “The Influence of Stress
Level on Creep and Recovery Behaviors.” In addition, under the
same mass fraction (50 or 70%), the greater the response stress
applied, the greater the strain of MRG, which is consistent with
the results in section “The Influence of Stress Level on Creep and
Recovery Behaviors.” For different mass fractions, the higher the
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FIGURE 11 | The creep and recovery curves of MRG-70 under a 200 Pa
constant stress for MRG-70 under different temperatures T = 10◦C;
T = 50◦C; T = 70◦C.

CI mass fraction in the MRG, the smaller the strain value, because
the higher the CI mass fraction, the viscosity value in the MRG
will increase, which will make the strain value higher than the
low mass fraction MRG. In addition, Figure 8B shows the creep
and recovery characteristics of the tested MRG mass fractions of
50 and 70% under the magnetic field of 47 mT. It can be seen
from Figure 8B that the result after applying a magnetic field has
a similar trend to the result without applying a magnetic field, but
the difference is that the amount of strain of the MRG material
is smaller after applying a magnetic field. This result has been
obtained in section “The Influence of Magnetic Field Strength on
Creep and Recovery Behaviors.”

The Influence of Temperature on the
Creep and Recovery Behavior of MRG
Figure 9 shows the creep recovery behavior of MRG at three
temperatures of 10, 50, and 70◦C under a constant stress of
200 Pa. The experiment was done under the absence of magnetic
field. It can be seen from Figure 9 that under the same creep time,
the creep strain will increase with the increase of temperature.
This is because the viscosity of MRG will become thinner under
the action of no magnetic field with the increase of temperature
(Wang H. X. et al., 2019). The softening of the material results in
a smaller creep strain. This is exactly the same as the result of MR
plastomer (Xu et al., 2012).

In order to clearly see the recovery behavior of MRG at
various temperatures (10, 50, and 70◦C), Figure 9 is drawn
separately to obtain Figures 10A–C. From Figures 10A–C, when
the temperature is 10◦C, the recovery behavior of MRG is the
best. When the temperature increases to 70◦C, it can be seen that
the recovery part is basically the same, so it can be concluded
that the recovery is very small. This is because when there
is no magnetic field, the viscosity of the MRG will decrease
with the increase of temperature (Fernandez et al., 2018), so its
deformation will become larger.

Compared with Figures 10, 11 was tested under a magnetic
flux density of 47 mT to study the creep recovery behavior of
MRG at different temperatures (10, 50, and 70◦C), and the shear

stress was set to 200 Pa. It can be clearly seen from Figure 11 that
the creep strain will decrease with the increase of temperature
under the same creep time, which indicates that the strain in
MRG is not only related to the matrix but also to the strength of
the magnetic field. Under the influence of the matrix, it becomes
harder with increasing temperature. This is quite different from
the results obtained from MR fluid (Li et al., 2002), the conclusion
may be caused by a different matrix from the material of the
research object.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a commercial lubricating grease was used as
a matrix to prepare MRGs with carbonyl iron powder mass
fractions of 50 and 70%, respectively. Constant stress, magnetic
field strength, CI particle content and temperature were studied
by Anton Paar MCR302 rheometer. The main conclusions of the
influence on the creep and recovery characteristics of MRG are as
follows:

(a) Different constant stresses show different creep and
recovery characteristics. As the constant stress level
increases, the response strain will increase accordingly.
In addition, the creep strain of MRG decreases with the
increase of the magnetic field strength. The creep strain of
MRG tested under no magnetic field is greater than that of
MRG tested under magnetic field.

(b) The higher the content of CI particles in MRG at zero field,
the higher its viscosity value, which will make the creep
strain value smaller. In addition, when the applied magnetic
flux density is 47 mT, it is found that the research results
have a similar trend with the results without the applied
magnetic field. However, the strain amount of the MRG
material is smaller after the applied magnetic field.

(c) In the absence of a magnetic field, the creep strain of the
MRG increases with the increase in temperature during
the same time test. on the contrary, under the action of
a magnetic field, the creep strain will decrease with the
increase of temperature. Therefore, it can be inferred that
the magnetic interaction between the iron particles and the
coupling between the matrix and the iron particle chain
are the reasons for the influence of temperature on the
magnetic field creep behavior of the MRG.
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A Liquid-Metal-Based Freestanding
Triboelectric Generator for
Low-Frequency and Multidirectional
Vibration
Huaxia Deng*, Zizheng Zhao, Chong Jiao, Jingchang Ye, Shiyu Zhao, Mengchao Ma and
Xiang Zhong

School of Instrument Science and Opto-electronics Engineering, Hefei University of Technology, Hefei, China

There are a lot of vibrational energies, which are low frequency, multidirectional, and
broadband, in the nature. This creates difficulties for devices that aim at harvesting
vibration energy. Here, we present a liquid-metal-based freestanding triboelectric
generator (LM-FTG) for vibration energy harvesting. In this device, the fluidity of liquid
is used to increase sensitivity to vibration for better low-frequency response and
multidirectional vibration energy harvesting capability. The freestanding power
generation mode is able to increase power generation stability. Experiments show that
the bandwidth of LM-FTG can almost cover the entire sweep frequency range, and a 10 μF
capacitor can be charged to 6.46 V at 7.5 Hz in 60 s by LM-FTG. In particular, 100 LEDs
are illuminated in the low-frequency environmental experiment successfully. The proposed
LM-FTG can work in low frequency with large working bandwidth, which provides an
effective method for energy harvesting of low-frequency and multidirectional vibrations.

Keywords: vibration energy harvesting, liquid-metal-based, freestanding, low-frequency, multidirectional,
broadband

1 INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things technology and distributed sensor networks have gradually become the
development trend of society, such as wearable devices, smart home appliances, and marine
monitoring buoys. They are distributed in all aspects of our lives. These devices can only be
powered by distributed independent power sources, and the batteries need to be replaced one by one
to ensure the reliability of the device, which will greatly increase maintenance costs (Kim et al., 2017;
Yildirim et al., 2017). To convert energy from nature, such as light energy (Park et al., 2016; Kim
et al., 2015; Wen et al., 2016), heat energy (Siddique et al., 2017; Sebald et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2014),
vibration energy (Sang et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018b), and so on (Starner, 1996; Guo
et al., 2016), has become an effective solution (Yu et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2018; Pu et al., 2018). A
wearable textile battery (Lee et al., 2013), charged by polymer solar cells, can effectively harvest the
light energy, providing enough power to light up nine LEDs. But, this kind of energy harvester
generally has a poor energy harvesting effect because of the small area of the surface and its
susceptibility to the environment, such as the night and cloudy days. Although some designs that
harvest heat energy to power the devices have been proposed, they are very sensitive to the
temperature and humidity of the environment (Kyono et al., 2003). Vibration energy is an inherent
solution to harvest the energy from nature and is not so sensitive to environmental factors such as
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light intensity, temperature, and humidity (Rome et al., 2005; Dai
et al., 2012). Vibration occurs widely in nature, for example, in the
form of human walking, ocean waves, and vibration of
mechanical systems. Typically, these vibrations are low
frequency, multidirectional, and broadband, which means that
traditional electromagnetic energy harvesters (EMGs) are not
suitable (Yang et al., 2010; Zuo et al., 2010; Miki et al., 2012).

The reason why EMG is not suitable is that EMG is based on
Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction, which means that it
relates to the time derivative of the electric field (Khaligh et al.,
2010; Siddique et al., 2015). So, EMG is generally suitable for
high-frequency situations (above 50 Hz) (Zi et al., 2016; Zhu
et al., 2019). Although many people have been working to
improve the EMG’s capability to operate at low frequencies
over the years, it has not been effective for vibrations below
5 Hz because of its incompatibility (Fan et al., 2018; Yildirim
et al., 2017a). In addition to EMG, there are some designs that
harvest vibration energy with piezoelectric energy harvesters
(PEHs) (Zeng et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2013; Safaei et al., 2019;
Xiujian et al., 2018). However, PEHs have a common problem:
considering the low rate of open-circuit voltage, and piezoelectric
modules are often used in series in order to reach the right
voltage, which increases the volume of the device. Due to the
limited range of the bearing capacity, piezoelectric materials
require frequent replacement during usage (Saadon and Sidek,
2011; Liu et al., 2011; Jung et al., 2017).

A triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) uses the coupling of the
triboelectric effect and the electrostatic induction effect, which
determine the excellent performance of the TENG in the low-
frequency range (Zhang et al., 2014; Qian et al., 2020; Hou et al.,
2018; Wang S. et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2018; Wang Z. et al., 2020;
Liu et al., 2020a, b). An optimized TENG-based insole designed
by Wang (Hou et al., 2013) can harvest the energy of
unidirectional vibration excited by contact separation between
feet and insoles, which can provide enough power to light up 30
LEDs simultaneously. A self-powered backpack (Yang et al.,
2013), which is 5cm × 7.5cm × 20cm and weighs 2 kg, has been
designed to harvest vibration energy and can light up 40 LEDs. It
has been proposed to add the bistable system (Deng et al., 2019a;
Deng et al., 2019b; Harne and Wang, 2013), which increases the
complexity of the structure and the weight of the system, on the
TENG-based harvester to broaden the frequency band (Yildirim
et al., 2017b). Although these designs can be used to harvest
vibration energy, it is difficult to satisfy the requirements of low-
frequency, multidirectional, and broadband vibration at the same
time. The proposal of using liquid as the friction material
provides a new method to solve the problem (Zheng et al.,
2014; Chen et al., 2016). Due to the fluidity of liquid, the
liquid has a better response to vibration, especially for low-
frequency, multidirectional, and broadband vibration (Zhang
et al., 2016; Xie et al., 2020). Water as a kind of liquid has
previously been proven to be the friction material, but this type of
TENG generally does not have good energy conversion capability
(due to the limitations of free electrons in water) (Lin et al., 2013).
A liquid-metal-based contact-sliding triboelectric principle (Tang
et al., 2015) has been proposed, which proves that the liquid metal
can also be used as the friction material. The output charge

density of this way is 4–5 times that of the TENG, which is a solid
film electrode under the same conditions. Typically, there have
been some designs of triboelectric generators based on the liquid
metal, but they use the liquid metal as a conductor rather than
this principle (Wang et al., 2018a; Yang et al., 2018). Therefore, in
order to harvest vibration energy, a triboelectric device based on
the liquid metal can be designed.

Here, we present a liquid-metal-based freestanding
triboelectric generator (LM-FTG) to solve the problem of
vibration energy harvesting. The power generation mode of
LM-FTG is freestanding in order to ensure the stability of
power generation, which avoids the situation that the liquid
metal cannot contact the metal electrode to generate
electricity. We show the details of the specific electricity
generation process. The multidirectional harvesting capability
and low-frequency adaptability are proved by intuitive
experiments and theoretical analysis. In the experiments, we
perform an inertial frequency-sweep experiment, which proves
the multidirectional and broadband vibration harvesting
capability of the device. The power experiment under inertial
force constant frequency excitation further proves superiority of
different working modes and the low-frequency response of LM-
FTG. Through the low-frequency environmental experiment, the
practicality of this device is proved.

2 DESIGN AND MECHANISM

As shown in Figure 1A, LM-FTG, which consists of an aluminum
alloy threaded cylinder, two aluminum alloy threaded caps, a 3D
printed material sleeve (polylactic acid), a suitable amount (the
height of the liquid level is about a quarter of the height of the
container) of the liquid metal (mercury, gallium, or
gallium–indium), two triboelectric components, and two
silicone seals, is similar in shape to a cylindrical container. In
order to prevent the liquid metal from conducting with the
external metal shell, which enhances the overall impact
resistance, a 3D printed material sleeve is used to isolate the
liquid metal from the metal shell. The silicone sealing ring is
placed between the aluminum alloy threaded cap and the
triboelectric component. By screwing the threaded cap tightly,
the container is sealed. When LM-FTG is subjected to external
excitation, the internal liquid metal collides between the surfaces
of Kapton at both sides to generate electricity. The detailed
information of LM-FTG is shown in Supplementary Figure S1.

It is worth noting that, in the selection of the liquid metal, we
put the droplets of mercury, gallium, and water on the Kapton’s
surface, respectively, and observed their surface morphology. As
shown in Figure 2, the droplets of mercury and gallium on the
Kapton’s surface basically maintain a spherical droplet state while
the water is flat on the surface. This proves not only that gallium
can be easily separated from Kapton without adhesion but also
that mercury has this property. However, compared to mercury,
gallium is easier to oxidize in the air and forms an oxide layer that
is difficult to detach on the Kapton’s surface. In response to this
phenomenon, we chose mercury, which is extremely difficult to
oxidize, as the liquid metal in LM-FTG.
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FIGURE 1 |Working principle of LM-FTG. (A) Schematic illustration showing the device configuration of LM-FTG; (B) step-by-step illustration showing the working
principle of LM-FTG.

FIGURE 2 | Droplets of mercury, gallium, and water on Kapton’s surface. (A) Mercury; (B) gallium; and (C) water.
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A complete cycle of the electricity generation process is
shown in Figure 1B. The contact-separation movement
between the liquid metal and the triboelectric components
is driven by the excitation of the outer casing. First, after
pouring the liquid metal into the container, the liquid metal
makes contact with the Kapton surface on one side. Due to the
different capabilities of the liquid metal and Kapton to absorb
electrons, electrons are transferred from the liquid metal onto
the Kapton’s surface, causing positive charges at the interface
of the liquid metal and negative charges on the Kapton’s
surface. Then, the two materials are separated by the
external excitation, and a potential difference is formed
between them. In order to counteract the electric field,
electrons will flow from the lower surface copper electrode
to the upper surface copper electrode, which forms a reverse
current. As the liquid metal continues to rise, it will collide
with the upper Kapton’s surface. Similar to the previous
process, the liquid metal also undergoes charge transfer
with the upper Kapton. Finally, during the liquid-metal
drop process, due to the potential difference between the
liquid metal and the upper surface, it will produce a current
in the opposite direction to the previous process. Therefore,
the pulse output of the entire process exhibits the
characteristics of AC. In particular, this freestanding power
generation mode causes the device to contact-separate the
upper and lower surfaces twice in one power generation
cycle, so it is equivalent to two power generations, which
increases the number of power generations and improves
power generation efficiency. In addition, compared with the
first proposed sliding friction power generation mode, this
power generation mode does not need to ensure that the
internal liquid metal is always in contact with the
conductor, which increases the stability of power generation.

Since the internal liquid metal can generate electricity just by
impacting and shaking between Kapton at both sides, we set four
working modes, which are vertical placement and vertical
vibration (VV mode), vertical placement and horizontal
vibration (VH mode), horizontal placement and vertical
vibration (HV mode), and horizontal placement and
horizontal vibration (HH mode), according to the LM-FTG’s
placement and vibration direction. Figure 3 shows the liquid flow
mode under different working modes. In order to prove that the
vibration modes are similar to the pictures, we put the liquid

metal in the transparent tube and shook the hand to simulate
vibration (see Supplementary Movies S1–S4). It can be seen
from the video that the liquid metal can impact surfaces of both
sides regardless of the working mode under external excitation.
So, the multidirectional vibration harvesting capability of LM-
FTG can also be demonstrated.

In order to prove that the liquid metal can better respond to
external low-frequency vibration, we develop the fluid field
equations for one of the working modes and estimate the
relationship between the liquid free surface wave height and
the frequency of external excitation. As shown in Figure 4A,
we assume that LM-FTG works in the VH mode and set up an
inertial frame and a moving coordinate system. The height of the
liquid surface is represented by h, and the radius of the circular
surface of the cylindrical container is represented by R.

Assuming the container is laterally excited in the x-axis
direction,

X(t) � A sinωt, (1)

where A and ω are the excitation amplitude and frequency,
respectively. Since the analysis can be simplified if the fluid
equations are linearized for small displacements, the linearized
fluid field equations take the form

∇2 ~Φ � 0, (2)

z~Φ
zr

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣r�R � 0,
z~Φ
zz

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣z�−h � 0, (3)

gη − z~Φ
zt

+ €Xr cos θ � 0, at z � η(r, θ, t), (4)

− z~Φ
zz

� zη

zt
at z � η(r, θ, t). (5)

The dynamic and kinematic free surface conditions in Eq. 4
and Eq. 5 can be combined into

g
z~Φ
zz

+ z2 ~Φ
zt2

� X
...

rcosθ. (6)

A typical solution of Eq. 2 subject to conditions in Eq. 3 is

~Φ � ∑∞
n�1

[An(t)cos θ + Bn(t)sin θ]J(ξnr/R) cosh[ξn(z + h)/R]
cosh ξnh/R ,

(7)

FIGURE 3 | Internal liquid flow. (A) Liquid flow in the VV mode; (B) liquid flow in the VH mode; (C) liquid flow in the HV mode; and (D) liquid flow in the HH mode.
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where ξn � (2n − 1)π/2. J (.) is the Bessel function of the first
kind. An and Bn are time dependent to be determined from the
free-surface initial conditions. Under the constraints of the free-
surface condition in Eq. 6, we can get

An(t) � − Aω3Fn(ω2
n − ω2) cosh(ξnh/R) cosωt,Bn(t) � 0, (8)

where ωn is the multiorder natural frequency of the liquid and
ω2
n � (gξnπ)/Rtanh(ξnh/R).
Substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 7, Eq. 7 can be rewritten as

~Φ � −Aω cos θ cosωt

× ∑∞
n�1

⎡⎢⎣ 2R

(ξ2n − 1)
ω2

(ω2
n − ω2)

J(ξnr/R)
J(ξn)

cosh[ξn(z + h)/R]
cosh(ξnh/R) ⎤⎥⎦.

(9)

The total potential function is the sum of the fluid perturbed
function ~Φ and the tank potential function Φ � −Aωcosθcosωt,
that is,

Φ � −Aω cos θ cosωt

×⎧⎨⎩r +∑∞
n�1

⎡⎢⎣ 2R

(ξ2n − 1)
ω2

(ω2
n − ω2)

J(ξnr/R)
J(ξn)

cosh[ξn(z + h)/R]
cosh(ξnh/R) ⎤⎥⎦⎫⎬⎭.

(10)

Substituting Eq. 10 into condition Eq. 4 gives the surface wave
height

η � Aω2

g
cos θ cosωt⎡⎢⎣r +∑∞

n�1

2R

(ξ2n − 1)
ω3

(ω2
n − ω2)

J(ξnr/R)
J(ξn)

⎤⎥⎦.
(11)

The maximum wave height occurs at r � R, θ � 0, and ωt �
π/2 and is given by the following expression:

ηmax �
Aω2

g
⎡⎢⎣R +∑∞

n�1

2R

(ξ2n − 1)
ω3

(ω2
n − ω2)⎤⎥⎦. (12)

We set the amplitude A � 0.001m and substitute the relevant
parameters of LM-FTG into the expression (R � 0.015 m and h �
0.015m) to obtain the maximum wave height of the liquid surface
ηmax as a function of the external excitation frequency ω. As shown in
Figure 4B, although the external amplitude is only 0.001 m, the
maximumwave height can reach 1.3mmunder the external vibration
frequency of 2 Hz. Typically, ηmax shows a nonlinear growth with the
increase of the ω. This proves that the liquid in the tank has a
remarkable response to the low-frequency vibration in the VH mode.
In addition, although we only conduct a specific analysis for the VH
mode, since the liquid metal is in the same tank, no matter which
workingmode is used, the formofωn and the free-surface condition of
the liquid metal are not changed. It also means the liquid metal can
have great response in each working mode, which reflects the device’s
capability to harvest multidirectional vibrations.

3 EXPERIMENT

In order to explore the performance and characteristics of LM-
FTG, we conducted two major experiments based on the
experimental environment. The first part is an experiment
conducted on a vibrating table, mainly to explore the material
properties and multidirectional vibration harvesting capability of
LM-FTG. The experimental results also play a guiding role in the
subsequent experiments. This part of the experimental system
mainly consists of a vibration table (Sushi DC-1000–15) and its
controller (RC-3000), a digital multimeter (ZLG DMM6001), a
computer, and a resistance box (see Supplementary Figure S2).

The second part of the experiment is a low-frequency
environmental experiment, which proves the practicality of this device.

3.1 Vibrating Table Experiment
For the experiment on the vibration table, it is mainly divided into
three parts, namely, basic output experiment, frequency-sweep
experiment, and power experiment. Firstly, the basic output
experiment is used to measure the internal resistance of the
material, and then, a frequency-sweep test is used to not only
investigate the influence of the working modes on the test data

FIGURE 4 | (A) Cylindrical tank under sinusoidal lateral excitation. (B) Relationship between maximum wave height ηmax and external excitation frequency ω.
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but also verify broadband output. The final power experiment
explores the continuous discharge capability of LM-FTG at low
frequencies and further verifies the effects of different working
modes, which plays a guiding role in the low-frequency
environmental experiment.

3.1.1 Basic Output
In order tomeasure themaximumoutput power and power density of
LM-FTG in the frequency-sweep experiment, the basic output of LM-
FTG needs to be determined to infer the internal resistance. The
output voltage, output current (Figure 5A), and power of LM-FTG
(Figure 5B) is measured at constant frequency (10Hz) and peak-to-
peak value (15mm) excitation. We sequentially change the resistance

of the resistance box tomeasure the output voltage and current of LM-
FTG. Then, the optimum resistance of the generator is determined by
obtaining the maximum output power. Through the experimental
results and drawing, it can be found that the maximum output power
is obtained when the resistance is 8MΩ.

3.1.2 Frequency Sweep
According to the analysis of the theoretical part, the working modes
of LM-FTG have an impact on its power generation capability. Two
fixed LM-FTG’s bases are fixed on the vibration table, and the
vertical and horizontal vibration tables are used to test LM-FTG. In
order to explore the power generation capability and working
bandwidth of each mode, we perform an inertial-force frequency-

FIGURE 5 | Basic output of the material. (A) Output voltage and output current of Kapton under different resistance values. (B) The power of Kapton at different
resistance values.

FIGURE 6 | Results of the inertial-force frequency-sweep test under 13 mm peak-to-peak excitation at 3–18 Hz sweep frequency: (A)Output voltage and current
of LM-FTG in the VVmode. (B)Output voltage and current of LM-FTG in the VHmode. (C)Output voltage and current of LM-FTG in the HVmode. (D)Output voltage and
current of LM-FTG in the HH mode.
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sweep experiment in four working modes (see Supplementary
Figure S3). Figure 6 shows the frequency-domain performance
results of LM-FTG under an excitation in which the peak-to-peak
value is 13mm and the frequency f sweep is from 3 to 18 Hz at a
frequency rise rate of 0.05 Hz/s.

It can be seen from Figure 6A that when LM-FTG is in the VV
mode, the output of LM-FTG always shows an upward trend after
6.2 Hz (the effective frequency bands, which are the colored areas,
are defined as the frequency bands, where the output voltage exceeds
10 V), and the peak output voltage and current can reach 252 V and
25.2 μA, respectively. However, in the case of the VH mode
(Figure 6B), LM-FTG has a small output after 16.2 Hz, and the
peak output can only reach 15 V and 0.2 μA, which is not ideal.
Figures 6C,D show the situation of horizontal placement. It can be
seen from Figure 6C that, for the vertical vibration, LM-FTG starts
to show an obvious output after 5.2 Hz. Although the peak output
can only reach 58 V and 5.8 μA, the output is relatively stable, which
covers the entire frequency band after 5.2 Hz. In particular, in the
case of horizontal vibration, the output, which is shown in
Figure 6D, achieves a full-band coverage of 3–18 Hz, and the
peak output can reach 181 V and 1.8 μA. Based on the
abovementioned data, it can be seen that, in the case of vertical
placement, although the maximum peak output in the four modes
can be achieved in vertical vibration and the frequency band width is
great, the response to the horizontal vibration is poor, which hardly
has output and is difficult to meet the energy harvesting of
multidirectional vibrations. When placed horizontally, although
the peak output does not shine in the two vibration directions, it
has a wide frequency band and even achieves full-band coverage

under horizontal vibration, which is more in line with the
requirements of vibration energy harvesting. It is worth noting
that LM-FTG has a good effect in both VV and HH modes. The
reason is that the vibration direction in these two modes is kept
parallel to the tank body, which can ensure that the liquid metal is
better contacted and separated from the Kapton on both sides.

The power density of LM-FTG can be calculated according
to the formula Pd � U2/(RV) ( U, R, and V are the output
voltage, the load resistance, and the effective volume,
respectively). According to the internal resistance of the
device in the first part of the experiment, we chose a 8 MΩ
load resistor to get the best power density. The optimal power
density in the four modes is shown in Figure 7. It is worth
noting that the power density in the case of vertical placement
and vertical vibration can reach 33000 mW/m3. The use of the
liquid metal to generate electricity can get the ultra-high power
density, so that this device can output high energy in a small
volume and is suitable for different environments.

In order to explore the impact of different amplitudes on LM-
FTG, we performed sweep experiments on LM-FTG with the
peak-to-peak values of 9 and 16 mm (see Supplementary Figure
S6). Although the output voltage and current are proportional to
the amplitude in some working modes, there is not much
difference in the working frequency band and output of LM-
FTG under these three amplitude conditions.

3.1.3 Power Experiment
In order to verify LM-FTGs ability of vibration harvesting at low
frequency and further prove the conclusion about the influence of

FIGURE 7 | Power density of the frequency-sweep test under 13 mmpeak-to-peak excitation at 3–18 Hz sweep frequency. (A) Power density of LM-FTG in the VV
mode. (B) Power density of LM-FTG in the VH mode. (C) Power density of LM-FTG in the HV mode. (D) Power density of LM-FTG in the HH mode.
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working modes on harvesting capability, we performed the power
experiment using the capacitor to charge in four modes like the
frequency-sweep experiment. The vibration amplitude of the
vibration table is set to 13 mm and the excitation frequencies
applied are 6, 6.5, 7, and 7.5 Hz. The output of LM-FTG is
connected to a 10 μF electrolytic capacitor to charge it, and the
capacitor voltage is measured by a digital multimeter.

It can be seen from Figure 8B that, in the vertical placement,
the output power of LM-FTG is very low when excited by the
horizontal direction. Within 60 s, the voltage of the capacitor is
below 0.4 V. Figure 8A shows the results when the vibration
direction is vertical. The output power of LM-FTG is not ideal at
6 Hz, and the capacitor is only charged to 1.05 V. As the
frequency gradually increases to 6.5, 7, and 7.5 Hz, the voltage
of the capacitor suddenly increases to 4.68, 5.90, and 6.36 V. In
the horizontal placement, the voltage of the capacitor reaches
1.89, 2.43, 2.89, and 3.02 V within 60 s at the excitation
frequencies of 6, 6.5, 7, and 7.5 Hz when excited in the vertical
direction. When excited by the vertical direction, the output
voltage increases to 2.22, 3.50, 5.14, and 6.46 V. At horizontal
placement, not only the device shows great harvesting capability
for both directions of vibration but also the harvesting of low-
frequency vibration energy is better than the vertical placement.
In general, similar to the conclusion of the sweep-frequency

experiment, LM-FTG has a good effect when the vibration
direction is parallel to the tank body.

3.2 Low-Frequency Environmental
Experiment
Since the walking vibration not only has the characteristics of low
frequency, multidirection, and broadband but also is very common,
we use the walking experiment to prove the practicality of LM-FTG.
In the frequency-sweep experiment, the influence of the placement
on the harvesting capability is verified. Here, in order to verify the
impact of the placement in practice, we tied two identical LM-FTGs
to the two calves in two ways (Figure 9) and conducted the walking
experiment. In particular, for verifying the effect of walking speed on
the LM-FTG’s harvesting capability, we measure the output voltage
of LM-FTG and the acceleration of walking (see Supplementary
Figure S4) at speeds of 0.8, 1.2, 2 ,and 4m/s.

Figure 9C shows the output voltage of LM-FTG under horizontal
placement. It can be seen intuitively that the output voltage of LM-FTG
increases with the increase in walking speed, which is an obvious
proportional relationship. As shown in Figure 7C, the peak output
voltage of LM-FTG is only 48V at a walking speed of 0.8m/s, while the
peak output voltages of 1.2, 2, and 4m/s reach 71, 82, and 169V,
respectively. The huge impact of walking speed on the open circuit

FIGURE 8 | Voltage of the 10 μF capacitor charged by LM-FTG. (A) Low-frequency response of LM-FTG in the VV mode. (B) Low-frequency response of LM-FTG
in the VH mode. (C) Low-frequency response of LM-FTG in the HV mode. (D) Low-frequency response of LM-FTG in the HH mode.
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voltage was verified. However, compared with the output voltage of
LM-FTG in the vertical mode shown in Figure 9D, it can be seen that
the difference of the output voltages is not obvious at the four walking
speeds, and the peak output voltages do not exceed 50V at most. The
conclusions drawn in the frequency-sweep experiment are verified in
practice.

In order to investigate the vibration frequency of walking, we
measure the acceleration (see Supplementary Figure S3) of
walking at the speed of 0.8 and 4 m/s. Figure 10A shows the
spectrograms obtained by Fourier transform of the measured
acceleration data at walking speeds of 0.8 and 4 m/s. As can be

seen from Figure 10A, at a walking speed of 0.8 m/s, most of the
frequency components are concentrated around 2.4 and 5 Hz.
In this case where the effective band is defined as a band having
an amplitude of 0.4 or more, the vibration frequency ranges
from 0 to 20.82 Hz. This proves that the general walking
vibration frequency band is wide and mainly concentrated in
the low-frequency range. Figure 10B shows the spectrum at a
walking speed of 4 m/s. Most of the frequency components are
also concentrated below 5 Hz, but the frequency range can
range from 0 to 32.03 Hz. By comparison, it can be seen that
most of the frequency components are concentrated below

FIGURE 9 | (A) LM-FTG in horizontal placement.(B) LM-FTG in vertical placement. (C) Output voltage of LM-FTG in horizontal placement. (D) Output voltage of
LM-FTG in vertical placement.

FIGURE 10 | (A) Spectrogram of walking.(B) Spectrogram of running.
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5 Hz, but the increase in speed increases the bandwidth. In
summary, it can be shown that the vibration frequency of
walking is mostly concentrated in 0–3 Hz, and the power
generation experiment under actual walking can prove the
LM-FTG’s harvesting capability in this frequency band.

In order to more intuitively demonstrate the power generation
capability of LM-FTG, we wanted to light up LEDs with LM-FTG
in actual walking. According to the previous experiments, we
attached LM-FTG to the calf under the horizontal mode and it
successfully lit up 100 series-connected LEDs (see
Supplementary Movie S5).

4 CONCLUSION

In order to harvest vibration energy which is low frequency,
multidirectional, and broadband, a triboelectric generator, which
bases on the liquid metal and freestanding power generation mode,
has been proposed. The device utilizes the fluidity of the liquid to
more efficiently harvest low-frequency and multidirectional
vibrations. Also, the freestanding power generation mode is used
to decrease the structural complexity and ensure the stability of
power generation. The frequency-sweep experiment shows that the
difference of the working modes has a great influence on the power
generation capability. The multidirectional vibration can be
harvested and the working frequency band of LM-FTG is wide.
In addition, the peak output can reach up to 252 V and 25.2 μA, and
a 10 μF capacitor can be charged to 6.46 V at 7.5 Hz in 60 s by LM-
FTG. In the low-frequency environmental experiment, the peak
output voltage of LM-FTG under the horizontal mode with 4m/s of
the walking speed can reach 169 V and it can light up 100 LEDs in
walking.

In addition, although the experiment was only carried out
under the condition of wearing, the device can also be used in

more fields. As shown in Figure 11, LM-FTG can be placed in the
marine buoy to harvest wave energy from ocean waves or placed
in the car suspension to harvest the vibrational energy of the car.
So, we believe that LM-FTG not only provides a welcome boost
for the development of a vibration energy harvester but also has a
broader application prospect.
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This Review Recent Advances in
Chitosan and Alginate-Based
Hydrogels for Wound Healing
Application
Cuthbert Kibungu, Pierre P. D. Kondiah, Pradeep Kumar and Yahya E. Choonara*

Wits Advanced Drug Delivery Platform Research Unit, Department of Pharmacy and Pharmacology, School of Therapeutic
Sciences, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa

Wound healing is a complicated yet necessary event that takes place in both animals and
human beings for the body to repair itself due to injury. Wound healing involves various
stages that ensure the restoration of the injured tissue at the end of the process. Wound
dressing material acts as a protective extracellular barrier against potential damage to the
injury and microbial invasion. Naturally, polysaccharides (chitosan and alginate) have
inherent properties that have made them attractive for their usage in wound healing
therapy. Alginate and chitosan have been used to develop novel wound healing and smart
biomaterials due to various functionalities such as reducing swelling, non-toxic nature,
biocompatibility, antimicrobial potential, and maintenance moist environment, ability to
absorb wound fluid, and skin regeneration promotion. Functionalization of
polysaccharides is one of the many approaches that have been used to modify and
enhance the wound healing properties of these biomaterials. Many studies have been
done to modify the polysaccharide hydrogels. Some of these are highlighted in this paper.
The designing and development of smart hydrogels that react to their environment have
recently sparked a significant scientific and pharmaceutical interest. Smart hydrogel
development has been the primary focal area for developing highly advanced and
sophisticated wound healing therapeutic technologies. This paper seeks to
comprehensively shed light on the advancements of functionalized chitosan and
alginate-based hydrogels and their applicability in wound healing therapeutics. In
addition to this, thus identifying critical drawbacks faced in existing hydrogel systems
and how prospective technologies enable digitally controlled bio-platforms coupled with
biomaterials to improve wound care. This review hopes to stimulate and encourage
researchers to identify future avenues worth investigation.

Keywords: smart, wound management, wound healing, functionalization, polysaccharide, biomaterial

INTRODUCTION

Today wound management remains a serious problem regardless of the recent advancements made
regarding wound healing materials development. Wounds are classified based on their depth,
appearance, location, etiology, and the nature of the injury (Baranoski and Ayello, 2008). In addition
to this, wounds can be further categorized as partial, full, and superficial thickness (Boateng et al.,
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2008). Worldwide, a wide variety of wounds are generated
annually for various reasons such as surgical procedures, non-
healing ulcers, gunshots car accidents and burns (Aderibigbe and
Buyana, 2018). The cost to manage wounds increases as the
population size increases. The urban lifestyle is an indicator for
the greater need to develop novel hydrogel-based wound
dressings materials that are relevant, effective, and affordable
(Cullum et al., 2016). Wound dressings are produced from
various biopolymers and synthetic polymers. Alginate has been
extensively researched to develop pharmaceutically relevant
biomaterials. Alginate is toxic-free, antimicrobial, abundant in
nature, offers excellent biodegradability, hydrophilic,
biocompatible, and does not elicit immune responses (Noh
et al., 2006). Wound dressings developed as hydrogels have
become very important for successful wound healing and
wound management over the years, more especially when
modified chemically, physically or combined with
technological devices. Different polymers have been used to
produce wound dressings which are available in retail markets
(Wild et al., 2009). Hydrogels are defined as water-soluble cross-
linked polymeric networks developed by either physical or
chemical cross-linking of soluble polymers.

Their unique properties, such as hydrophilic nature, soft
tissue-like water content, high-sensitivity to physiological
environments, and adequate flexibility, have made them the
preferred and excellent choice for wound healing-related
therapeutics. Polysaccharide-based hydrogels can swell in
water, showing specific stimuli-responsiveness to their
environment due to changes in environmental conditions such
as temperature, light, and pH. Thus, hydrogels’ intelligence to
respond to changes in physiological variables change suggests
their meaningful use in several biomedical applications, one of
them being wound healing (Sood et al., 2014). Therefore, the
importance of this manuscript is to review the recent work done
by researchers in the field of wound healing and to look at the
main achievements as result of functionalising polysaccharides
(alginate and chitosan).

The application of alginate and chitosan for wound healing is
due to these polymers having favourable and distinctive
attributes. These include having a high absorption capacity,
biocompatible, non-toxic, non-immunogenicity, and low cost
(Sudarsan et al., 2015). However, these natural polymers can
usually be limited by their unfavourable mechanical attributes. As
a result, they are combined with other synthetic platforms or are
derivatized to enhance their mechanical characteristics (Noh
et al., 2006).

This manuscript seeks shed light on the progress made
regarding wound healing therapy using functionalised alginate/
chitosan as well as the drawbacks which still exist in the
development of sophisticated and smart wound healing
systems. The importance of developing a wound dressing
material which has ideal wound healing properties that create
an environment that allows the wound to heal quickly under
pathological conditions while achieving an acceptable skin
appearance at an affordable price (Sweeney et al., 2012) is also
covered to assist researchers in understanding the importance of
designing or developing wound healing systems based on the

factors that promote successful wound healing therapy and
improve patient compliance. A major development in wound
healing therapy is the emergence of smart hydrogels which have
been developed by combining technological platforms or devices
such as chips, wearable bands, and sensors with polymers. These
have shown significant advancement in the control of drug
release, swelling, or absorption in response to pH,
temperature, oxygen levels, or light as developed by Mostafalu
et al. [95]. Microneedles are also another type of platform
advancing over the years. The development of the first solid
microneedle (MNs) was developed in 1971 [97]. More promising
technologies have been produced since 2012, resulting in the first
hydrogel-based microchip microneedles, which were developed
by Donnelly et al. [102]. Therefore, incorporating bioactive
components in wound dressings has been found to improve
these novel systems’ overall effectiveness.

Therefore, novel and technologically advanced polysaccharide-
based-hydrogel dressings may encourage more efficient wound
healing over a short period, provide pain relief and reduce
scarring, thus improving overall patient compliance.
Polysaccharides have diverse structures, which make them differ
in their chemical composition and attributes and this should always
be taken into consideration when designing and producingmodified
biomaterials. Different design strategies by functionalization have
been highlighted in this manuscript to provide information on the
properties and benefits of functionalising different molecules such as
peptides (RDG), acyl containing compounds, amine containing
compounds and methyl containing compounds These properties
provide a range of structural properties and chemical attributes that
can be manipulated for the synthesis and combined with various
technological systems for the development of novel wound dressing
hydrogels specific to the wound etiology, thus providing endless
avenues for investigation. This review aims to provide recent
information and data regarding the advancement and progress of
modified chitosan and alginate wound healing systems and the
benefits of combining such systems with technological devices to
produce smart and intelligent wound healing products.

WOUND HEALING PROCESS

Several growth factors like cytokines, chemokines, and other
biomolecules facilitate the wound healing process (Thomas,
1990). Wound healing occurs in 4 phases, as seen in Figure 1.
The first stage is the exudative phase, 2. Inflammatory phase, 3.
Proliferative phase and 4. Regenerative phase (Yadav et al., 2015).
Several growth factors are required for wound healing to take
place. These mainly include chemokines and cytokines (Coger
et al., 2019; Gupta et al., 2019; Stern and Cui, 2019).

Exudative Stage
The exudative stage also referred to as coagulation and hemostasis,
involves preventing blood loss. It is the act of stopping excessive
bleeding by hemostatic reflex vasoconstriction and forming an
insoluble plug fibrin, and excessive blood loss is prevented. Blood
flows and interacts with collagen exposed together with other
extracellular matrix components. This phase is followed by
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platelet activation to release clotting factors before their
aggregation forms a plug mash network, thus regulating and
preventing blood loss (Ding et al., 2018).

Inflammation Stage
For wound healing to continue effectively, neutrophils must be
cleared from the wound through phagocytosis by macrophages,
followed by removing the wound utilizing shredding, autolytic
debridement, and apoptosis. Mononucleated macrophages make
their way to the wound site about 48–72 h post-injury and
become changed into reparative macrophages (Yang et al.,
2017) that enable and mediate inflammation together with the
removal of dead cells by phagocytosis (Vishwakarma et al., 2014;
Kuivaniemi and Tromp, 2019).

Proliferation Stage
Upon successful autolytic debridement and the immune response
has concluded. The wound healing process then continues to the
proliferation stage; at this stage, tissue formation occurs due to the
tissue’s repairing and closure of the being started. The area which is
damaged is then covered by granulation tissue; this is then followed
by the damaged tissue’s epithelialization occurring. The epithelial
cells around the wound parameters grow by mitosis and move
resulting in a long andwide layer of cells forms. The protein known
as collagen is produced by fibroblasts, mimics a temporary matrix,
and supports the newly developed granulation tissue, which is
crucial in determining scars’ appearance (Wild et al., 2009;

Vishwakarma et al., 2014). To distribute nutrients and oxygen
to freshly deposited tissue, it is at this phase when angiogenesis can
occur. Therefore, allowing a network of microvascular blood
capillaries to be formed from existing normal blood vessels
(Coger et al., 2019; Kuivaniemi and Tromp, 2019).

Regeneration Stage
The final phase of wound healing is the regeneration phase.
During this final step, the typical dermal structure is reproduced,
and the mechanical strength of the tissue is improved. All cells
responsible for inflammation are cleared from the fixed area while
remodeling collagen occurs to improve the tissue’s tensile
strength (Simões et al., 2018).

TYPES OF WOUND HEALING MATERIALS

Materials used as wound healing material can be categorized into
traditional, artificial, biomaterial-based, and bioactive dressings
(Yu et al., 2018). Passive wound dressings protect wounds from
the external environment and stop bleeding (Harding et al., 2000).
Classic wound dressing examples include gauze-cotton and gauze
composites that typically can absorb high amounts of wound fluid.
However, classic dressings can cause the wound to bleed, display
low vapor transmission properties, and destroy recently formed
tissue (epithelium) when removed. Exudates leaking from such
dressings can lead to bacterial invasion (Moura et al., 2013).

FIGURE 1 | Representation of steps involved in wound the healing process, reproduced with permission from Gupta et al. (2019), (A) exudative stage with the
formation of blood clot, (B) inflammatory stage, marked with oedema, pain and inflammation, (C) proliferation stage with granulation tissue formation and (D)
regenerative stage, characterised by scar tissue formation.
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Wound dressings that are biomaterial-based are further
characterized as allografts, tissue derivatives, or xenografts. Skin
fragments, also known as allografts, are available as either freeze-
dried or newly received tissue from donors. Their usage is often
restricted by immunological responses leading to the rejection
recipient’s body. In addition to this, the transmission of diseases
and infection risk is great (Line et al., 1995). Allografts costs are
high and have a low shelf life (Greenwood and Dearman, 2012).
Artificial dressings are categorized as composites, films, gels, films,
foams, and sprays (Morgan, 2002), [110]. These are synthesized
from natural and synthetic polymers. Commonly used
biopolymers include alginate, chitosan, cellulose, and xanthan
due to their intrinsic and beneficial properties. Such wound
dressings are further grouped and characterized as bioactive
wound dressing. Alginates, chitosan, xanthan, collagens,
hydrofibres, and hydrocolloids are examples of bioactive wound
dressings. An improved wound healing process can be achieved by
adding growth factors, nanoparticles, functional groups, and
antimicrobials (Parenteau et al., 1996). Wound dressing
classifications are summarised in Table 1.

APPLICATION OF ALGINATE AND
CHIOTSAN AS WOUND DRESSINGS

Sheet Hydrogel Dressings and Amorphous
Hydrogels
Hydrogel dressings can exist in two main forms, amorphous
dressing, and sheet dressing (Qu et al., 2018). Amorphous

hydrogel dressings exhibit low exudate absorptive
capabilities because of their high-water content. However,
they provide a moist environment for dry wounds;
functionalizing these hydrogels improves the absorbent
capabilities, swelling profile, moisture retention ability,
stretchability, and hydrogels’ mechanical strength
(Bradford et al., 2009). Hydrogel dressings classified as
sheet dressings are mainly applied during the final phases
during the recovery of wounds. Such steps include the
epithelial phase and phlebitis. Clear and transparent sheet
hydrogels can also be used to monitor wound healing
progress in real-time, as seen in Figure 2. Hydrogel
dressings are classified as amorphous hydrogels’ primary
use is to support autolysis debridement and scab softening.
Such amorphous biomaterial is frequently used by doctors
and nurses in clinics (Figure 3) (Liang et al., 2019).

DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES OF NOVEL
CHITOSAN AND ALGINATE-BASED
HYDROGELS
The treatment of chronic wounds and acute wounds is a
serious challenge. Wound dressings derived from natural
polymers offer numerous advantages in comparison to
traditional wound dressings (Almeida et al., 2011). Alginate
and chitosan-based wound dressings can be made to take up
several forms, such as sponges, foams, nanofibers, films, and
hydrogels (Huang and Fu, 2010; Mndlovu et al., 2019).
Alginate application as a wound-healing material is because

TABLE 1 | Wound dressing classifications.

Category Benefit of use Examples References

Passive wound
dressings

It does not have apart from covering and protecting the wound. It needs frequent
changing and does not provide a moist environment

Gauze, gauze composites, bandages, and
plasters

Qu et al. (2018)

Skin substitutes Improve wound closure and replace the skin function, thereby promoting wound
healing

Allografts, amnion, autografts, tissue-
engineered derivatives

Bradford et al.
(2009)

Artificial materials Promote wound healing and protect wounds from bacterial infections Gels, sprays, hydrocolloids, hydrofibres,
foams, and films

Liang et al. (2019)

Bioactive natural
dressings

These polymers have natural properties such as antimicrobial, bio-adhesive,
biodegradable, and proliferative properties. Growth factors may be incorporated
to enhance wound healing

Collagen. Elastin, alginate, and chitosan Almeida et al.
(2011)

FIGURE 2 | Synthesis and application of sheet functionalized hydrogels for wound healing purposes.
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of its inherent features (non-toxicity, biocompatible nature,
non-immunogenic, cheap to buy, and high absorption profile)
(Huang and Fu, 2010). However, natural polymers are usually
limited by their unfavorable mechanical attributes. The
combination of natural and synthetic polymers is done to
enhance their physical properties, degradation patterns, and
overall antimicrobial properties (Almeida et al., 2011).

Alginate Based Formulations
Thiol Functionalized Alginate Hydrogels
Alginate, derived from algae, has widely been researched for its
suitability as a wound care therapeutic product, and the delivery
of drugs to wounds because of its non-toxic and biocompatible
attributes (Mansoor et al., 2019) by derivatization led to several
favourable properties being imparted onto Alginate. Meidong
et al. (Lee and Mooney, 2012) investigated an in situ formed
thiolated alginate hydrogel, which was synthesized using disulfide
bonds being formed due to oxygen, a water-containing solution
with available thiol groups. Therefore, to illustrate the hydrogel’s
cytocompatibility properties, human hepatocytes were fabricated
in the hydrogel, resulting in 85% cell viability after five days. This
meant that the interaction of the thiol groups with hepatocytes
cellular environment resulted in the reduction of Reactive
Oxygen Species (ROS) resulting in improved cellular viability.
In terms of the potential of the functionalized hydrogel to lower
the homeostatic time, animal-based experiments were carried out
using a rat’s tail. The duration of hemostasis decreased from 8.26
to 3.24 min in comparison with a calcium alginate hydrogel The
reason for this is because disulfide bonds have been found to play
a role as redox switches. Disulfide bonds are present in the β
subunit of the platelet integrin αIIbβ3 and in other integrins
involved in thrombus formation. Redox agents such as gluthione,
nitric oxide and enzymatic thiol isomerase are responsible for the
regulation of the integrins because of thiol or disulfide exchange
or disulfide bond reduction thus controlling the rate of thrombus
formation. Therefore, thiolated platform could absorb a
significant amount of blood compared to calcium alginate
hydrogel (Xu et al., 2016). Yin and co-worker’s (Li et al.,
2017) investigated another cross-linked disulfide hydrogel of
thiolated alginate as a biomaterial for tissue engineering
(Lynch et al., 2020). The platform was stable for 14 days in an
aqueous solution, and stability was influenced by the degree of

thiolation and the degree of cross-linking. This hydrogel further
showed homeostatic potential and significant biocompatibility.
This was made possible due to the abundant free thiol groups as
these groups are easily oxidized when they are in aqueous
solutions. The degree of crosslinking on the other hand
further provides reinforcement by improving the mechanical
stability to the biomaterial. Hydrogel-based wound dressings
have been intensively studied as promising materials for
wound healing and care. Popescu et al. (Lynch et al., 2020)
reported the mixed-mode thiol-acrylate photopolymerization is
used in their work for alginate/poloxamer hydrogels formation.
First, the alginate was modified with thiol groups using the
esterification reaction with cysteamine, and second, the
terminal hydroxyl groups of poloxamer were esterified with
acryloyl chloride to introduce polymerizable acrylate groups.
Finally, the cross-linking reaction between the two macromers
was performed to produce degradable alginate/poloxamer
hydrogels. The biological assays show that the alginate/
poloxamer hydrogels induce proliferation of human
keratinocyte and have an anti-inflammatory effect on
lipopolysaccharides (LPS)-activated keratinocytes by inhibiting
the extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK)/nuclear factor
(NF)-kB/tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α signalling pathway.
Their results showed that the chemical cross-linked alginate/
poloxamer hydrogels may function as a dressing/patch applied
directly on the skin lesion to heal the wound by reducing the
exacerbated inflammation which causes wounds not to heal or
increases their healing time.

Alginate Functionalization With Furan Compounds
Since alginate can be modified by both its carboxyl groups and
hydroxyl present in its backbone structure, it enables several
interesting features to be achieved which will enhance the wound
healing capabilities of the polysaccharide. Oxidation or light-
curable cross-linking strategies have been used to prepare
hydrogels in drug delivery. Li et al. (2017) synthesized
chemically cross-linked alginate hydrogels by reacting alginate
modified using furfuryl amine and stimuli-responsive
crosslinkers. The ensuing hydrogels’ investigation toward pH
stimuli revealed an apparent pH-dependent swelling. The
system can be designed to absorb wound fluid and release
drugs at low pH. It is at a pH of 5 whereby fibroblasts are

FIGURE 3 | Synthesis and application of functionalized amorphous hydrogels.
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activated and proliferate the most in contrast to neutral or alkali
pH. This design strategy would result in a faster wound healing
process and ensure that the wound is kept moist and does not
contain excess wound fluid as opposed to ionic cross-linked
alginate hydrogels. The synthesized cross-linked alginate
hydrogels had stable polymeric networks, and their properties
can be adjusted according to the cross-linking degree. However,
this can be limiting as certain properties are not imparted onto
the pristine polymer when crosslinking is done. The introduction
of functional groups to the pristine biopolymer will result new
physical, chemical and biomedical properties being obtained
which are beneficial to the success and efficiency of the wound
healing process. Heo and coworkers (Heo et al., 2020) developed a
light curable Furfuryl alginate hydrogel responsive to light
stimulus. The release studies demonstrated that the prepared
furan alginate hydrogels showed different gelation, swelling, and
degradation abilities in response to light exposure. Therefore,
they appeared to be good candidates for a dermal drug delivery
system (Heo et al., 2020). In addition to this the introduction of
bioactive drugs and nanocarriers into the furan alginate-based
biomaterials could accelerate and enhance the wound healing
process due to the adjustable release, gelling, and degradation
properties of bioinspired smart hydrogels. This type of hydrogel
could be designed in the form of microneedles perhaps this would
improve the mechanical strength of the biomaterial, release
kinetics of the system, drug bioavailability, interaction between
the modified biomaterial and the wound tissue due to the large
surface area.

Aldehyde Functionalized Alginate Hydrogels
Lu et al. (Deng et al., 2020) synthesized a multifunctional alginate
hydrogel for healing complex skin injuries. Their study developed
a sodium alginate aldehyde hydrogel and cross-linked it with
divalent Strontium ions (Sr 2+). The rationale behind their study
incorporating an aldehyde group to their alginate was to achieve
excellent biocompatibility, biodegradability, non-toxic, and
improved swelling properties and could adhere closely to
tissues. They also observed self-healing abilities due to the
slow release of strontium ions. In addition to this, the
hydrogel promoted immediate and fast angiogenesis of the
skin tissue. This occurred due to the slow release of the
strontium ions which have been found to play an important
role in promoting angiogenesis of skin tissue. The repair of the
defects was accelerated at the same time. Such properties
imparted to alginate are suitable for allowing rapid skin
defects in complex wound injuries (Mondal et al., 2020).

This type of study was significant in shedding light on other
focal areas in which alginate can be modified to advance wound
healing. Such areas of study should be further evaluated as most
studies only focus on the healing of wounds using composite
biomaterials or synthetic polymers with biopolymers. In contrast,
few studies have considered evaluating the skin tone restoration
and architecture using functionalized polysaccharides. In
addition to this it would be interesting to conduct research on
the hemostatic potentials of these aldehyde-based alginate
hydrogels.

Arginine-Glycine-Aspartic Acid Derivatized Alginate
Hydrogel
Even though alginate has excellent biocompatibility
properties, it is made of inert monomers that naturally lack
the bioactive ligands necessary for cell anchoring. This cell-
crosslinking method introduces ligands, such as the arginine-
glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) sequence, onto alginate for cells to
adhere to the Alginate-RDG modified hydrogel by chemically
coupling, which uses water-soluble carbodiimide synthesis has
been extensively used (Ansari et al., 2021). Upon the addition
of mammalian cells to the RGD-modified alginate, a uniform
dispersion is formed within the solution, and receptors follow
this on the cell surface, binding to the RDG-Alginate ligands.
The RGD-modified alginate solution is subsequently cross-
linked to form network structures through specific receptor-
ligand interactions between the cells and RGD sequences. The
combination of RGD-alginate-with stem cells can further
accelerate and improve soft tissue regeneration. Ansari et al.
(2021) reported the use of Gingival mesenchymal stem cells
(GMSCs) in RGD modified alginate hydrogels. The
regenerative potential of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs)
encapsulated in hydrogels is well documented, however for
polysaccharide-based polymers little work has been reported
for wound healing therapy. Here, an RGD-alginate–gelatin-
methacrylate (GelMA) hydrogel formulation was developed
encapsulating GMSCs within the developed hydrogel. From
their results it was observed that the encapsulated MSCs
remain viable within the hydrogel with enhanced collagen
deposition. An excisional wound model in mice was utilized
in their study to evaluate the in vivo functionality of the RGD-
Alginate GMSC–hydrogel construct for wound healing and
soft tissue regeneration. The histology and
immunofluorescence analyses confirmed the effectiveness of
the GMSC–hydrogel in expediting wound healing was through
enhancing angiogenesis and suppressing local
proinflammatory cytokines. Based on these findings, it can
be seen that GMSCs encapsulated in an functionalized
polysaccharide (alginate) based sheet hydrogel can be used
to expedite wound healing and soft tissue regeneration, with
potential applications in not just wound healing therapy but
also plastic and reconstructive surgery as well as dentistry
(Ansari et al., 2021).

Krause et al. (Krause et al., 2012) concluded that RGD-
pentapeptide functionalized hydrogel exhibit a biomimetic
microenvironment on wounds. Their study further
displayed enhanced biocompatibility, cell proliferation, cell
adhesion, and good biodegradation (Yu et al., 2010). Although
the cell-crosslinked hydrogel shows excellent bioactivities, the
major drawbacks that the network exhibited were low
mechanical strength and toughness, limiting the practical
applications of their advanced biomaterial. Such types of
hydrogels could be made as a 3D printed scaffold in
combination with an additional polymer such as chitosan,
to maximize the systems interaction with the wound. This
approach could further enhance the mechanical strength of the
scaffold and improve the absorptive (due to a controllable pore
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size), cell adhesion (presence of RDG) cell proliferative
capabilities (chitosan) and hemostatic (chitosan properties)
properties of the system. Studies should not look at the
functionalization of one specific polymer but rather a
combination of polymers which can be combined to
produce or develop a product with novel properties. Very
few of these types of studies involving RDG and two types of
polysaccharide-based polymers have been reported in
literature.

Chitosan-Based Formulations
Heparin Functionalized Chitosan Hydrogels
Peptide-based polysaccharide formations have attracted significant
attention over the years. This an attractive strategy for wound
healing biomaterials, except for using the delivery of blood factors
as an approach, is to derivatize the natural polysaccharidematerials
with amino acid sequences that would interact with surface
receptors of dermal cells. Such receptors are those of skin cells,
thus enabling cell differentiation, proliferation, and cell migration,
thus enabling a more rapid and complete healing process. Heparin
functionalized with chitosan has favorable outcomes in the last
phases of wound healing stages. Kratz et al. (Kampf et al., 2018)
formulated heparin complexed chitosan bio-platform. Their study
discovered heparin-chitosan platforms to have wound healing
potential, which was depended on the concentration of heparin.
Furthermore, 1.9% (w/w) heparin could not induce re-
epithelialization, but 7.7% of heparin (w/w) generated almost
complete re-epithelialization. From this, it can be concluded
that the time-controlled delivery of heparin at the correct dose
is required to reach therapeutic efficacy. It was further observed
that heparin-chitosan hydrogels exhibited no tissue ingrowth,
resulting in the formation of a highly vascularized granulation
layer (Krajewska, 2004). Thus, implying that heparin
functionalized chitosan’s ability to initiate an angiogenic
response. Jin et al. (Mi et al., 2002) compared chitosan’s effect
when used as a powder, without and with the presence of heparin
on deep partial burns. The wounds were created on the dorsum of
rats. Following 72 h, their study’s histology results revealed that
chitosan in its powdered form stopped an early extension of burns,
while the peptide under study, whether by itself or embedded
inside the polysaccharide, was not effective (Kampf et al., 2018).
Based on most of literature the contrary, heparin functionalized
with chitosan exhibited positive effects on the last stages of healing.

Arginine-Glycine-Aspartic Acid (RGD) Functionalized
Chitosan Hydrogels
Arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD) sequence has been found
to induce cell adhesion by binding and activating integrin,
allowing cell to cell and cell to extracellular matrix adhesion
(Kratz et al., 1997). Arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD)
functionalized with chitosan were tested for cell adhesive
properties to the extracellular matrix (ECM) (Chai et al.,
2017). It was shown that RGD functionalization onto chitosan
biomaterials imparts improved properties. Such properties are
cell adhesive and biocompatibility properties. This process occurs
because the adhesion cell receptors recognize RGD. Therefore,
the functionalized chitosan takes up an artificial ECM role,

allowing cellular adhesion to occur (Jin et al., 2007), these
finding further show the potential which chitosan has in
wound healing therapy. Furthermore, the combination of
peptides with natural polymers yields numerous properties in
the product which is much more suitable for wound care
application as compared to the pristine polymers. Karakecili
et al. (Chai et al., 2017) studied cell interactions with peptides
using chitosan membranes functionalized with RGD sequences.
Results from the in vitro study suggested that L929 mouse
fibroblasts exhibited an increased cell attachment with time.
They concluded that RGD was crucial for cell attachment, cell
migration, and cell proliferation. Their findings further show the
importance of attaching key peptides with known wound healing
properties to natural biomaterials like alginate to impart favorable
properties to the biomaterials. The relevance of their study further
highlights the role cell attachment, cell migration and cell
proliferation in the wound healing therapy.

Ammonium Functionalized Chitosan Hydrogels
One of the many factors that limit the application of native
chitosan is its non-solubility in neutral and alkaline aqueous
solutions (Jia et al., 2001). N-trimethyl chitosan chloride and
found that it interacts with negatively charged cell membranes
thus, inhibiting the growth of microorganisms (Abueva et al.,
2021). They also observed that their synthesized N-trimethyl
chitosan was water-soluble, and therefore an important new
property was obtained compared to the pristine polymer. They
further observed that the chitosan’s heterogeneous chemical
modification could tune the hydrogel’s surface properties.
Their observations noted that when a stearoyl group was
attached to N-Trimethyl chitosan hydrogels, the hydrogels
became more hydrophobic and promoted protein adsorption.
Antimicrobial resistance has been a problem for public health
professionals. Therefore, wound healing patches with broad
spectrum bioactivity against Hospital-Associated Multi-Drug
resistance (MDR) strains of bacterial and fungal pathogens is
important. Abueva et al. (Jia et al., 2001) N,N,N-trimethyl
chitosan chloride (TMC) with inherent bactericidal property
was synthesized and complexed with povidone-iodine (PVP-I)
to create a potentially more potent antibacterial properties that
could also significantly enhance the wound healing process.
TMC, a positively charged, water-soluble derivative of
chitosan, formed stable solutions with PVP-I at 5% w/v TMC
concentration. TMC5/PVP-I was significantly effective against
multidrug-resistant bacteria S. aureus compared with PVP-I
alone. TMC/PVP-I solutions also showed fungicidal property
against C. albicans. This further illustrates that although
derivatization may impart new and useful properties to
alginate, further modification or analogs of quaternary
ammonium alginates can introduce novel properties beneficial
for wound healing application. Chitosan’s insolubility in water
makes it difficult for the biomaterial to dissolve into wound fluid
over time as it degrades. However, by functionalizing the
biomaterial with a trimethyl group chitosan then become
more wound friendly. This is a major achievement as one of
the ideal properties of any wound healing system is its ability to
solubilize in aqueous solutions.
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N-Succinyl Chitosan
Succinyl chitosan (NSC) is synthesized through acyl group
introduction. These groups’ introduction imparts chitosan
with excellent biological, chemical, and physical attributes
(Nam et al., 2004). NSC has excellent water retention
attributes, which can be exploited for the development of
wound healing matrices. Straccia et al. (Zhai et al., 2002)
developed a hydrogel consisting of NSC with alginate, and
this wound healing material exhibited antimicrobial activity,
showed good stability, a significant degree of swelling, and a
regulated rate at which water vapor is transmitted, most
modified polysaccharide biomaterials exhibit poor absorption
especially pristine chitosan.

Furthermore, chitosan-based hydrogel was effective in
maintaining a moist wound environment resulting in the
enhancement of tissue regeneration and epithelialization
(Kamoun and Menzel, 2012). Also, NSC bio-platforms were
evaluated in vivo, and their result suggested that the NCS
system successfully prevented microbial infection and
improved wound healing. In a different approach Qing et al.
(2021) reported that polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)/N–succinyl
chitosan (NSCS)/lincomycin hydrogels were effective in their
wound healing properties. From their results it can be
observed that the introduction of NSCS remarkably enhanced
the swelling capacity, leading to the maximum swelling ratio of
19.68 g/g in deionized water. The optimal compression strength
of 0.75 MPa was achieved with 30% NSCS. Additionally, the
incorporation of lincomycin brought a remarkable antibacterial
activity against both Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus.
Their hydrogel showed not toxicity properties. Therefore,/NSCS/
lincomycin hydrogel shows promising potential for wound
dressing due to its non-toxic, excellent absorption and
significant compression strength which makes this
functionalized composite suitable for wound healing. Such
findings further show that the combination of functuionalized
polymers with other polymers can further improve the properties
of the pristine and functionalized polymer. Modified types of
Chitosan hydrogels are shown in Table 2. These findings show
that NSC or NSC-Alginate possess most of the properties
required for an accelerated and successful wound healing
process. The combination of NSC with alginate further shows
the importance of combining a modified polymer with a pristine
polymer to achieve a variety of new properties which will be
beneficial for wound healing.

DRAWBACKS OF ALGINATE AND
CHITOSAN-BASED HYDROGELS

Natural polysaccharides have generally demonstrated favourable
properties which allow them to be used as a therapeutic option for
chronic wounds. Despite this, a natural polysaccharide may elicit
the immune system to react adversely and cause irritation. Hence,
the natural polysaccharide’s molecular weight control may be
used to overcome such limitations. In addition to this, in dry
wounds, these properties could affect the wound healing process
(Saarai et al., 2012). This may result in dehydration, thus reducing
blood flow and the ability of epithelial cell migration within the
wound site, interrupting new tissue creation. As evidence, re-
epithelialization of the wound site is more rapid under moist
conditions than under dry ones with natural polysaccharide
wound dressing treatment (Kamoun et al., 2017), with a
controllable molecular weight, probably, the capabilities of
natural polysaccharides in speeding up the wound healing
process can be exploited to treat various types of wound
injury. The advantages and disadvantages of hydrogel wound
dressing materials are shown in Table 3, as reported by Kamoun
et al. (Price et al., 2007).

Natural polysaccharides are the human dermal Extracellular
matrix ECM (Suzuki et al., 1998). Polysaccharides are abundant
in nature, and they have been shown to have great potential for
pharmaceutical, medical and biomedical applications. Wound
healing dressings used for tissue regeneration have been
developed from polysaccharides because of their economic, low
toxic nature, and favourable compatibility profile. However,
possessing a lack of protein structure, natural polysaccharide
exhibits a very poor bio-stability and difficulty assembling a
“matrix” to cover the damaged tissue during the wound healing,
thus facilitating contraction of the wound resulting in scar formation
(Chansiripornchai et al., 2003). In addition to this, the synthesis of
temperature or pH-responsive and functionalized biomaterials
requires toxic chemicals that are expensive and hazardous.

PROPERTIES OF AN IDEAL
POLYSACCHARIDE-BASED HYDROGEL
FOR WOUND HEALING
Polysaccharide hydrogels are considered effective candidates for
wound healing therapy. This because of their high water-

TABLE 2 | Functionalized types of chitosan and their respective properties.

Derivatization approach Outcome

Carboxymethyl chitosan Enhances water solubility, solubility is dependent on pH when pH is greater than seven, results in water-solubility
Chitosan derivatives by alkylation It is an amphiphilic polysaccharide-based polymer. Enhances the interfacial film stability profile, surfactant cationic, can be

adsorbed on the alkyl chain grafted onto chitosan, enabling solubilization
Trimethylated chitosan Cationic derivative, water-soluble across all pH ranges, obtained by the quaternization of chitosan. Exhibits good flocculating

and antistatic properties
Carbohydrate chitosan (branched) These are soluble in water. Reductive alkylation allows different types of carbohydrates to be grafted onto chitosan. Specific

lectins easily recognize these grafted chains, thus equipping them with drug targeting potentials
Chitosan-grafted copolymers One of the extensively studied derivatives is polyethylene glycol-grafted chitosan; it has the advantage of being water-soluble
Thiolated urea derivatives Thiourea chitosan enhances the bactericidal properties of chitosan
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retaining capacity, non-toxicity, biodegradability, and
biocompatibility (Winter, 1962; Silva et al., 2018; Zhu et al.,
2019). Over the years, different approaches in designing or
developing efficient and effective wound dressing materials
have been considered; it has been demonstrated that healing
of wounds with wet dressings is faster than dried dressings. This is
ultimately ascribed to the healing and formation of renewed skin
without eschars or inflammation, taking place only in a wet
environment (Lee and Mooney, 2012).

Thus, wet ormoisten dressingswere the suitable dressing candidate
for skin repair, hence the successful applicability of hydrogel dressings
in wound care therapy due to their high-water content and inherent
permeability (Becker et al., 2016). An ideal wound dressing material
should fulfil the following characteristics, as shown inTable 4 (Winter,
1962). If most of these properties can be contained in a developed
hydrogel system, this would result in wound healing taking place
efficiently and faster in a wet environment, as provided by hydrogel in
contrast to the dried environment. Given the growing demand,
developments and manufactures of novel wound dressings with
high performance have become a research focus in the field of
medical materials, among which hydrogel is found to satisfy most
of the criteria for treating and managing wounds. A hydrogel is a 3D
network composed of hydrophilic polymers, which can absorb and
swell in water because of the highlymimic natural extracellular matrix
(ECM) properties, hydrogel has been extensively utilized in
pharmaceutical and biomedical applications. In terms of wound

dressings, hydrogel do not only form a physical barrier and
remove excess exudate but also encapsulate bioactive molecules
and provide a moisture environment that promotes the wound
healing process (Silva et al., 2018).

In addition, the injectable hydrogel would also be able to
completely fulfill the irregular shaped wound and deal with
deep bleeding wound more efficiently. Due to the numerous
merits of hydrogels, a series of commercial hydrogels as wound
dressings have been emerged, such as Algisite M, Tegaderm TM
hydrocolloid dressing, Evicel VR, and Coseal VR. Despite their
good wound healing performance, there exist some
deficiencies, including high cost, harsh storage conditions,
inability to provide adequate mechanical protection, and
poor permeability of gases. Since the demand for higher
performance dressings, novel hydrogel dressings with
multifunctional properties (antibacterial ability,
biodegradability, responsiveness, and injectability) received
increasing attention in the field of wound dressings in recent
years (Lee and Mooney, 2012; Zhu et al., 2019). Interestingly,
hydrogels can control scab formation and allow a swift and
well-coordinated cell proliferation and epithelialization process
to take place. Furthermore, smart hydrogels’ development
using modern technology and software has used some of
these ideal properties to develop the most sophisticated
biomaterial dressings that are beneficial for wound healing
therapeutics.

TABLE 3 | Advantages and disadvantages of Hydrogels used as dressing materials.

Types Characteristics Indications Advantage Disadvantages

Hydrogels Amorphous or sheet hydrogel
is used for auxiliary and
autolysis debridement

Full-thickness injury or partial-
thickness injury. Necrotic or
desquamate wounds small to medium
exudation. Hydration promotes self-
dissolving debridement

It positively providing water to dry
wounds and keeping the woundmoist.
No wound adherence. They promote
autolysis debridement for scab
debridement

The poor absorptive capacity of
exudates. Not for severe exudative
wounds and infectious wounds. No
bacterial barrier. Easy to cause skin
immersion around

Conducive to epithelial migration and
granulation growth non-sticking
wound. Pain relief protecting germ
infection

The second layer of dressing is needed.
The dressing color will turn green

TABLE 4 | Properties of an ideal wound healing hydrogel.

Property Description

Maintain a moist environment Prevents wound from drying because of vapor loss
Excellent gas transmission Allow the movement of oxygen through the hydrogel and into the wound bed
Superabsorbent capabilities Remove excess exudates without reaching saturation on the wound’s outer surface
Protection against microbial infections or
contaminations

Should possess antimicrobial properties against a broad spectrum of microorganisms and contaminants

Environmentally friendly A readily biodegradable platform that is not an environmental threat due to the components used in the hydrogel
synthesis

Excellent wound healing regulator Reduce inflammation, stimulate growth factors release, tissue regeneration, and prevents scarring
Provide mechanical protection Acts as a protective physical bearer that prevents further damage to the site of injury
Stops bleeding Possess excellent homeostatic properties to prevent further blood loss
Adhesiveness Possess easy and comfortable removal properties
Non-immunogenic and biocompatible It is non-allergic and non-toxic to the body
Clear hydrogel membrane Transparent, thus allowing wounding healing to be monitored
Affordable and commercially available Accessible and affordable to buy and improves patient compliance
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SMART AND INTELIGENT HYDROGELS
USED IN WOUND HEALING THERAPY

Smart drug delivery devices were designed to control the level
of drug, cytokines, pH, and temperature in patients at desirable
levels (Stewart, 2002). Existing medical instruments can either
monitor or deliver bioactive agents. Such individuals must
interpret information and recommend the appropriate
therapy course. Electronic devices’ advancements have led to
the development of devices with fast data interpreting abilities
in wearable and portable forms, which have been attached to
the biopolymer (Figures 4–6). Other devices include the
development of microneedles, which penetrate through the
wound to all direct delivery of active drugs or growth factors
and provide direct interaction of the biomaterial with the
wound. Such devices also have a feature that allows them to

be paired to wireless devices through Bluetooth
communication, Infrared, or internet connectivity (Kasagana
and Karumuri, 2011).

Thus, allowing the data to be quickly processed onboard or
online, and the decisions can be made automatically for proper
treatment of the wounds. Chronic wounds affect many
populations and the continuous need for hospital visit by
patients to be assessed on their wound healing progress place
substantial pressure on medical professionals and patients. The
development of such technologies will assist in the
simplification of wound management and assist in the
reduction or eradication of the transmission of wound
related infections. These intelligent systems or devices also
provide medical stuff and patients with confidence and
certainty of the wound healing progress of the injury(s) being
treated in real-time.

FIGURE 4 | Smart and automated bandages for treatment of chronic wounds. (A) Schematic of multi-layer dressing with both sensing and drug delivery. The
onboard electronics can process the data and trigger the drug delivery if needed. (B) A photograph of the wearable bandage with both sensing and drug delivery
capabilities. (C) Schematic of a 3D printed bandage with colorimetric pH sensor and drug delivery capability. (D) Effect of bacterial culture on the color of the engineered
bandage.
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Smart Bandages
Two separate studies looked at the development of automated
bandages equipped with either pH sensors, drug delivery
modules, or temperature sensors (Figure 4) (Botsis and

Hartvigsen, 2008; Mirani et al., 2017). Critical pH values can
be set on the controller, and once the pH reaches outside the
acceptable range, the heater is triggered to release antibiotics.
Overall, this area is still developing, and it is expected that more

FIGURE 5 | Application of smart microneedle hydrogel used in wound healing.

FIGURE 6 | (A) Developed smart foot patch used in the treatment of chronic wounds, with the permission from MEDILIGHT © Group AMIRES-EU Projects, (B1)
Illustration of the components and application of the MEDILIGHT © foot patch used in wound healing therapy. Depiction of bare chronic wound, (B2) depiction of the
MEDILIGHT © foot patch being applied on a patient’s foot, and (B3) MEDILIGHT © foot patch appearance when the shoes are fitted on.
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advanced automated devices are to be engineered. A pain-free
and easy-to-use automated system would revolutionize the way
hydrogels are used and how they respond to different types of
wounds. Such systems’ effectiveness can be enhanced by
incorporating nanosystems that can offer dual insulin
delivery (De la Harpe et al., 2020), a drug containing
nanoparticles (Chivere et al., 2020), to chronic wounds.
Mostafalu et al. (2015) were the first to design and develop
an integrated multilayer bandage. An array of electrochemical
pH sensors was embedded within a hydrogel layer carrying
thermo-responsive drug carriers cast on a flexible heater
(Mirani et al., 2017). The sensors and heater were connected
to a microcontroller that could communicate with
smartphones. The nanosystem proposed by Essa et al. (De la
Harpe et al., 2020) makes use of a hydrophobic core, a cationic
component, and surface density of Polyethylene glycol (PEG)
chains, which created favorable-sized particles and drug
entrapment efficiencies suitable for drug delivery. Their
hydrophobic poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) core further
encouraged a high degree of carrier-drug interactions.
Simultaneously, chitosan and PEG coatings provided
cationic and hydrophilic properties to enable enhanced
biocompatibility and solubility.

Microneedle Based-Smart Wound Patches
In 2012, the first hydrogel-forming microneedle (HFMs) were
the newest form of MNs (Figure 5) (Cheung and Das, 2016).
They were made of polymers with swelling properties (cross-
linked); these HFMs exhibited different operation mechanisms
compared to other microneedles. Hollow microneedles are
solid needles and have a hollow center that enables the
delivery of desired drugs upon applying pressure or response
to the pH or temperature of the wound. HFMs swell when
inserted into the skin and release drugs, and uptake wound fluid
(Cheung and Das, 2016; Chai et al., 2017). The development of
Injectable smart thermo-responsive hydrogel systems for
biomedical applications has sparked great attention over the
years (Essa et al., 2020; Popescu et al., 2021). Injectable smart
hydrogel can be introduced into solid biodegradable
microneedles. Since microneedles interact directly with
damaged tissue, they can be directly applied in the same way
injectable hydrogel would have been directly injected into the
wound. This method would be less painful and long-lasting. A
casted microneedle casing could be made using RGD peptide-
functionalized chitosan or alginate hydrogel as the starting
polymer. The smart thermoresponsive hydrogel would then be
pumped into the microneedle. Therefore, the biopolymer acts
as the second layer within the microneedle upon degradation of
the functionalized starting polymer. The second hydrogel,
which may contain growth factors, drugs, stem cells, or
nanoparticles, is released. These agents would interact with
the wound in a sustained manner following the starting
polymers degradation as its role would be to attach the
microneedles to cells following the end of the first stages of
wound healing. After this, the release of growth factors and
drugs will encourage sustainable wound healing. Thus,
allowing complete tissue regeneration.

LED-Based System for Treating Foot-Based
Chronic Wounds
Based on what is reported in the literature, light therapy could be
used for various medical conditions, especially skin-related
abnormalities or even tissue regeneration. Non-healing of
acute or chronic wounds occurs because of impaired cell
function, unregulated and frequent inflammatory processes,
and molecular deficiencies inside the wound (Chi et al., 2020).
The antimicrobial and anti-proliferative effects of blue light are
well known and explicitly described in the literature (Frykberg
and Banks, 2015; Mamalis et al., 2015). MEDILIGHT suggested
that blue light could be used in the early wound healing stages to
enhance wound healing and inhibit bacterial growth. It is also
essential to prevent excess epimerization by keratinocytes at the
wound surface as this can lead to premature closure of the
trauma. Contrary, red light is supposed to stimulate cell
proliferation, migration, and differentiation (Dai et al., 2012),
which is vital in later stages of healing, leading to a wound’s
closure. This process would start right from the wound bed.
Figures 6A,B shows the smart patch prototype, which can be
controlled via Bluetooth and modern mobile software.

Future Prospects
It is therefore essential to gain insight into the benefit of using
other derivatization approaches together with the combination of
sophisticated electronic devices as this will provide new
information and data as to how existing systems can be
further enhanced and controlled electronically to best suit the
intended biomedical application. The new properties gained can
therefore be practically understood before being translated to
human wound healing application(s). It is for this reason why
there are a few smart hydrogels are being commercialized, in
addition to this the rate at which these technologies are being
commercialized is very slow. New and promising applications of
polysaccharide-based hydrogels like stable or semisolid-state
microneedle hydrogels, bioinspired smart, flexible LED foot
patches for robust electrolyte and flexible electronic devices,
controlled growth factors release, and medications, pH, and
temperature response should be further studied as these
advanced technological bio-platforms are the future of
biomedical therapeutics.

Although these technologies have been developing for some
time now, only a few of these smart devices have reached the
commercialization stage; secondly, these smart devices have
been studied using the combination of biopolymers and
synthetic polymers. None of them looked at the applicability
of functionalized hydrogels with smart systems for example
RGD-Alginate microneedle system which is linked to a electrical
smart biosensor device. More defined biomarkers and wearable
sensors should be identified for rapid diagnosis and treatment as
this allows accurate diagnostics and provide advanced wound
care therapy using a combination of multi-drug delivery
systems. These include the measurement of oxygen levels,
moisture content of the wound and pH of the wound,
collagen and hydroxylysine levels, reactive oxygen species
(ROS) concentrations. The advantage of smart bandages is
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that they are automated and can efficiently respond to the
recorded data.

Thus, initiating a therapeutic response usually does not
require a single drug or initiator molecule to induce healing or
alleviate patients’ symptoms. Continuous research is necessary to
develop cheaper, unique, versatile, and smart wound healing
hydrogels that will significantly improve patient compliance,
accessibility, and a greener environment. Challenges such as
controllable drug release, hydrogel interaction with human
wound fluid and tissue, and the biodegradation of
polysaccharide-based hydrogels in vivo is another a big
problem which still needs to be solved in the future, this
requires more extensive to be done. Lastly since it is very
difficult to translate in vitro based studies to in vivo studies as
the two study approaches offer varying environmental conditions
and these parameters influence the overall applicability of the
developed biomaterial system novel testing approaches need to be
developed to ensure that the data obtained at levels of production
is accurate and ensures that the developed biomaterial can work
on human beings.

CONCLUSION

Alginate and chitosan-modified hydrogels possess unique
properties such as excellent water retention abilities,
biocompatibility with human beings and animals,
biodegradable properties, and non-toxic nature. Such
properties can be very useful in the research and development
of smart wound healing biomaterials. In addition to this, such
polysaccharide-based platforms are advantageous in specific
medical applications due to their structure, which can be
manipulated to have desired physical or chemical properties.

Such gels would help facilitate several functions such as
controlling the rate of diffusion, response to environmental
stimulus, growth factor, drug release, and gas exchange
between the wound and external environment. Even though
polysaccharide-based hydrogels have become popular and
possess numerous superiorities.

Significant obstacles that need to be circumvented for
polysaccharide hydrogels’ to be used as commercial products
still exist even today. The major issues include introducing

hazardous solvents or reagents during the synthesis process,
modification, and cross-linking of the hydrogels. Therefore,
there is an urgent need to explore advanced ways of
chemically developing smart polysaccharide platforms with
broad biomedical application properties not just for general
wound healing but also skin cancer, pressure sores, and ulcer-
related wounds. The use of green chemistry and advanced
technological devices can be used as a smart approach in
achieving this. In addition to this, it remains a significant
challenge not just for wound healing but also for drug
management and patient compliance as products are not
environmentally friendly and affordable for purchase by
people, especially the poor. Research should also be
streamlined towards achieving biopolymers with unique
properties, such as excellent stability, ability to maintain
suitable pH required for wound healing, wound fluid enzyme
tolerance, sound absorption, improve bioavailability of loaded
drug, self-healing properties, provide mechanical support and
protection to the wound, superior elasticity and can be integrated
to electronic devices with ease.
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Modeling, Simulation and Testing of
Atomization Temperature Change
Point of Thermochromic Glass for
Building Energy Saving
Zeng Kai1, Liang YuDai1, Zhang BaoRong2, Shi Quan1*, Wu JinBo1 and Wen WeiJia1,3*

1Materials Genome Institute, Shanghai University, Shanghai, China, 2China Automotive Engineering Research Institute Co., Ltd,
Chongqing, China, 3Department of Physics, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR,
China

Thermochromic glass possesses great potential for reducing the energy demand and
providing indoor comfort in buildings. Suitable atomization temperature change points
have a great influence on the application of thermochromic glass. Based on energy
consumption simulations and theoretical calculations by introducing solar radiation in a
transparent envelope, this paper investigates the atomization temperature change point of
thermochromic glass in hot summer and cold winter zones in Chongqing, showing that the
suitable temperature change point of the thermochromic glass is 39°C with air conditioning
and 42.9°C without air conditioning. Furthermore, the results of simulations and theoretical
calculations are applied to a test model, revealing that thermochromic glass with the
temperature change point of 42.9°C compared with Low-E glass can reduce the
temperature of a sunlight room by up to 5°C in the summer and displays a certain
thermal insulation effect in winter.

Keywords: energy consumption simulation, thermochromic glass, temperature change point, smart window, low-e
glass

INTRODUCTION

Urban building energy consumption is the total energy consumption of buildings in the city,
including Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning energy consumption (Sadineni et al.,
2011; Nguyen et al., 2014) lighting energy consumption, the electrical energy consumption of
sockets, etc., which can account for the total energy consumption 30–40% of the whole society
(Li et al., 2011; Nguyen et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2020) (that is, the sum of all energy consumption
of industry, agriculture, and residents, etc.). The energy performance of a building depends on
the building envelopes, especially windows, which frequently let in or let out energy and are
responsible for 20–40% of wasted energy in a building (Hee et al., 2015; Konis et al., 2016). The
energy saving potentials of windows are important determinants in building energy saving, and
window glazing selection is one of the crucial issues in designing windows. Low-emissivity
(Low-E) glass has been widely used in new buildings in western developed countries and
regions and has been promoted in China. Low-E coatings are spectrum selective films designed
to allow visible light to pass through and block infrared and ultraviolet wavelengths that
normally generate heat. Due to its high infrared reflectance, this kind of glass has been greatly
developed. Over the past 2 decades, great progress has been made to explore their different
attributes (Cai et al., 2013). There are two kinds of typical low radiation coatings (Ruffolo and
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La Russa, 2019): tin oxide based hard coatings and silver based
soft coatings, which have high infrared reflectance and low
transmittance. However, the visible light transmittance of the
hard coating can be improved by using the antireflection
properties of silica.

Existing Low-E glass still has some limitations (Pierucci et al.,
2018; Abundiz-Cisneros et al., 2020), including that its optical
properties cannot be changed with people’s wishes or
environmental conditions, and that it is difficult to achieve the
best energy-saving effect in hot summer and cold winter areas.
The comfort and energy-saving effects also have certain
limitations. People hope to develop a kind of glass with
intelligent adjustment ability (Cai et al., 2018), which can
automatically adjust the optical properties according to the
environmental temperature, sunlight intensity, and other
conditions: when the indoor temperature is low, it could let
the sunlight enter the room to heighten the indoor
temperature; when the room temperature is high, it can block
all or part of the sunlight and play a heat-resistant role (Gao et al.,
2012). The glass with this adjustment ability is called “intelligent
or smart glass”. Smart windows were first proposed by Lambert of
the United States. It has the advantages of energy saving, heat
insulation, heat preservation, and decoration (Jin et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2019). It has important application values in
automobiles, building doors and windows, display equipment,
and other fields. Specifically, smart window is an intelligent device
composed of transparent substrate (such as glass and a dimming
material layer) (Javad and Navid, 2019). Under certain conditions
(Calas et al., 2006) (such as temperature, electric field, gas, and
light), the dimming material will undergo chemical or physical
changes, change the transmission and reflection characteristics of
sunlight in a specific band (Charaya et al., 2019; Kim and Yang,
2020), then adjust the intensity of light entering the room, reduce
the energy consumption of cooling and heating, and achieve the
purpose of energy saving. This kind of intelligent glass overcomes
the shortcoming that traditional solar control glass and Low-E
glass cannot adjust dynamically according to need. It is a more
promising energy-saving window material (Allen et al., 2017).

Thermochromic glass (Wang and Narayan, 2021; Mlyuka
et al., 2009) is a curtain wall shading integrated glass formed

by the tight combination of nanogel thermochromic film, VO2-
based coating film, and tempered glass (Gong et al., 2009; Yang
et al., 2020; Muramoto et al., 2020). The nanogel thermochromic
film is a three-dimensional network polymer, which is colorless,
odorless, and non-toxic (Zhou et al., 2016). When the ambient
temperature is higher than the temperature change point, the
thermochromic film changes to dimming and plays the role of
shading and heat insulation. When the temperature is lower,
transparency is restored (Figure 1), thereby achieving
penetration of natural light and solar radiations. According to
the characteristics of thermochromic glass, the temperature
change point can be set between 16 and 50°C (Supplementary
Figure S1, Supplementary Figure S2). If the temperature change
point is set too high, there may be a situation where the glass
cannot be atomized under any working conditions, then the
thermochromic glass completely loses its characteristics of
reducing the solar heat gain of the building and cannot reduce
the cooling load from air conditioning. If the temperature change
point is set too low, there may be frequent dimming of the glass,
when the outdoor temperature is low, meaning the glass will be
fogged by the Sun, which is not conducive to introducing more
sunlight into the room in winter. Based on this, choosing an
appropriate temperature change point has great influence on the
application of thermochromic glass. The temperature change
point of glass fogging needs to be determined according to the
application environment (Cannavale et al., 2010).

Based on an energy consumption simulation and theoretical
calculations, this paper aimed to obtain the most suitable
temperature change point of this kind of thermotropic glass
and combines the theoretical calculation results with results
from a test house in Chongqing. The test results are in good
agreement with the theoretical calculations. This result is of great
significance for the wide application of thermotropic glass.

METHODOLOGY

We used Ladybug (Kharvari, 2020) and energy plus (Iqbal et al.,
2018; Kim et al., 2019) to build the model. Solar radiation is an
important factor affecting the indoor thermal environment and

FIGURE 1 | Atomization process of thermochromic glass at change temperature 35°C.
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energy consumption (Hasan et al., 2008; Negendahl and Nielsen,
2015). At the same time, the absorption of solar radiation by
the building envelope will also increase the exterior surface
temperature of the building envelope (Li et al., 2022). The
external surface temperature of the glass is expressed by the
temperature value, which indicates the thermal effect of
outdoor air temperature, solar radiation, and atmospheric
long wave radiation on the outer surface of the glass (Wu
et al., 2019).

According to the heat balance relation of the building surface
(Figure 2), we can deduce the calculation formula of the
temperature of the glass outer surface. The expression is
expressed as follows:

qI � qch + qi + qc (1)
where qI is the heat flux intensity of glass absorbing solar
radiation; qch is the heat flux intensity of glass to interior heat
transfer; qi is the radiation heat flux intensity of the outer surface;
qc is the intensity of convective heat transfer on the outer surface.
Further qI, qch, qi, qc can be expressed as:

qI � ρI (2)
qch � k(To − Ti) (3)
qi � αd(To − Tsky) (4)
qc � αc(To − Tε) (5)

where I is the solar radiation intensity, k is the heat transfer
coefficient of glass, To is the temperature of the outer surface of
the glass, Ti is the indoor temperature, αd is the radiation heat
transfer coefficient Tsky is the sky temperature, αc is the
convection heat transfer coefficient, Tε is the outdoor
temperature. According to the above formula, we can sort the
expression of the outer surface temperature of the glass as:

To � αε
k + αε

Tε + AI − k
k + αε

Ti + K (6)

Among the equation, K is a constant, A is the solar
radiation absorption rate of glass, which is a constant.
Since in the calculation, the commonly taken value is
23 W/m2K, and the heat transfer coefficient k of the glass is
generally 1.5 W/m2K, therefore, the above formula can be
further simplified as:

To � Tε + AI + K (7)

From this simple expression, we can see that there is a simple
linear relationship between the glass outdoor surface temperature,
the outdoor air temperature, and the amount of solar radiation.

According to the characteristics of the thermochromic glass,
the temperature change point can be approximately regarded as
the outer surface temperature of the glass, which is determined by
the outdoor temperature and solar radiation intensity. To fully
realize the energy-saving effect of the product, two conditions
should be met at the same time: higher outdoor temperature and
larger solar radiation. Because when the outdoor temperature is
high, but the solar radiation is very low, the energy saving effect of
glass atomization is not obvious, and reduces the permeability;
when the outdoor temperature is low and the solar radiation is
large, it is most likely to be in winter, and the glass should not be
atomized at this time. Transform the formula appropriately:

To − Tε � AI + K (8)
When the difference between the temperature of the glass

outer surface and the temperature of the outdoor air is larger, the
energy-saving effect brought by the glass atomization is better,
and it can block more solar radiation (McCormick and Suehrcke,
2018) from entering the room. Therefore, we can conclude that
the appropriate temperature change point should meet the high
outdoor temperature, sufficient solar radiation, and large
temperature difference between the outer surface of the glass
and the air temperature (Xu et al., 2012).

The thermotropic glass used in this article was fabricated by
Chongqing Hewei Technology Co., Ltd. The thermochromic
properties of thermotropic glass were monitored on a Lambda
1,050 spectrophotometer equipped with a heating unit in the
wavelength range of 300–2,500 nm. The temperature of the sunlit
room was measured by an online temperature tester.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Building Performance Evaluation and
Simulation Analysis
As mentioned above, when the temperature difference between
the outside surface of the thermochromic glass and outdoor
temperature is larger, the glass is atomized at this time, which
can effectively reduce the increase in heat caused by solar radiation,
and the effect of atomization is better. When the outer surface
temperature of the glass is lower than that of outdoor temperature,
the temperature rise caused by solar radiation is smaller. Currently,
the effect of glass atomization is poor and even has an adverse effect
in winter. Therefore, we calculated the outside surface and outdoor
temperature of the glass in distinctive climatic regions of the city with
typical climatic characteristics of hot summer and cold winter, and
determine the temperature change points suitable for different
regions by searching for their internal change rules.

In this study, the energy consumption simulation software
EnergyPlus was used to simulate the 8,760 h energy consumption
of the standard model, and the 8,760 h glass surface temperature
was obtained. At the same time, the annual climate parameters of
Chongqing used in the calculation were read to know the out-of-

FIGURE 2 | Heat balance relationship of the building envelope.
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doors air temperature at the corresponding time. The calculated value
of 8,760 h glass surface temperature and the outdoor air temperature
value of thewhole year can be obtained (Figure 3A). According to the
data of 8,760 h of glass outer surface temperature and outdoor air
temperature obtained by energy consumption simulation software, it
is impossible to find relevant laws to determine the temperature
change point before processing the data.

After sorting the temperature of the glass outer surface from
high to low, the temperature distribution shows a certain rule, as
shown in Figure 3B. In the front part of the graph, there is a large
gap between the temperature of the outer surface of the glass and
the air temperature. This section meets the three conditions for
selecting the temperature change point, that is, the temperature is
high enough, the solar radiation is strong, and the temperature of
the outer surface of the glass is higher than the air temperature.
When the glass is in this time period, the atomization can exert
the greatest energy saving effect. In the middle and later part of
the graph, the difference between the outdoor air temperature
and the outer surface temperature of the glass gradually decreases,
and the change trend of the outdoor air temperature and the outer
surface temperature of the glass tends to be the same. This time
period is not suitable for atomization during this time period
because of lower solar radiation. By performing regression
processing on the temperature curve of the outer surface of
the glass, an obvious boundary area between the front section
and the middle and rear sections can be found. The temperature
of the outer surface of the glass corresponding to this area should
be the selected suitable temperature change point.

Considering that during the use of glass, the orientation of the
glass and whether the indoor air conditioner is used may also
affect the selection of its reasonable temperature change point, we
designed two simulation conditions in an air-conditioned
environment and a natural ventilation environment. Among
them, the influence of glass orientation is also studied under
air-conditioning environment.

In the simulation, to unify the building calculation model of
each climate zone and minimize the impact of building form, we
select the standard calibration building model in ASHRAE

140–2014 classic method of test for the evaluation of building
energy analysis computer programs as the standard model of
simulation. The model is a square box with a size of 6 m × 8 m ×
2.7 m. In the air-conditioning environment, we designed four
location conditions of east, west, south, and skylight. In addition,
the location conditions of skylights are designed in a naturally
ventilated environment. The method of setting the exterior
windows in the model involved the exterior walls of the study
orientation being set as exterior windows. That is, if the east
exterior windows are studied, all exterior walls in the east
orientation are set as exterior windows, and other orientations
are set as walls, and the roof has no skylights. The principles of
other orientations are the same.

According to the data processing method and
temperature change point determination method
mentioned above. The linear regression formula of the
outer surface temperature of the skylight in Figure 4A is:
T0 � −0.0039x + 39, R2 � 0.9806. As a result, the temperature
change point is selected as 39°C. In the same way, we get
the linear regression equations of the outer surface temperature
of the skylights facing east, west, and south, which are
T0 � −0.003x + 31.95, R2 � 0.9916, T0 � −0.0031x + 32.834,
R2 � 0.948, and T0 � −0.003x + 31.466, R2 � 0.948, respectively.
The temperature change points in the east, west, and south
directions are selected as 31.95°C, 32.83°C, and 31.47°C, respectively.

The temperature distribution of skylight with large space outer
surface and outdoor air temperature in Chongqing area is shown
in Figure 5. The outer surface temperature of the skylight with
large space is linearly regressed, and the regression formula is
T0 � −0.0052x + 42.9, R2 � 0.932. So, the temperature change
point is selected as 42.9°C.

Sunlight Room Performance Test
To further verify the practicability and reliability of our
simulation results, we tested the temperature changes in the
test house in a natural ventilation environment. As shown in
Figure 6, we designed two Sun rooms with a size of 3 m ×
3 m×2.7 m for testing. The Sun room-1 on the left in Figure 6 is

FIGURE 3 | The raw data of the outdoor air temperature and the outer surface temperature of the glass for 8,760 h (A) and the data sorted by the descending order
of the glass surface temperature (B).
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installed with ordinary Low-E glass, and the thermochromic glass is
installed in the Sun room-2 on the right. Based on theoretical
calculation, the thermochromic glass with a temperature change
point of 42.9°C is tested without air conditioning.

We collected data on temperature changes in the two rooms
over 3 days of summer and winter, as shown in Figure 7. Due to
the high intensity of solar radiation in summer, the
thermochromic glass on the roof of room-2 sunlight house
began to atomize from 11:00 a.m. and gradually reached the full
atomization state, thereby isolating solar radiation and slowing
the increase in indoor temperature. According to the data
analysis and as shown in Figure 7A, compared with room-1,
the indoor temperature of room-2 drops by up to 5.07°C.
Moreover, over a 72-h period, the thermochromic glass can
reduce the indoor temperature of room-2 by an average of
1.35°C, and over the period from 8 o’clock to 17 o’clock, the
thermochromic glass can reduce the indoor temperature by
an average of 3.06°C. In winter, as shown in Figure 7B,
the solar radiance intensity is weak, the thermochromic
glass on the roof of room-2 sunlight room does not reach

FIGURE 4 | Temperature distribution of skylight (A), east (B), west (C), and south windows (D) outer surface and outdoor air temperature in Chongqing area. The
blue dotted line is the linear regression curve of the outer surface temperature of the skylight.

FIGURE 5 | Temperature distribution of skylight outer surface and
outdoor air temperature in Chongqing area in natural ventilation condition.
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the temperature change point, and the indoor air
temperature of the two sunlight rooms is the same.
However, after the Sun sets, the indoor air temperature of the
sunlight room with the thermochromic glass is higher than that of
the ordinary glass. This test proves that the temperature change
point obtained by the method in this study is suitable for various
conditions in the actual use of thermochromic glass. Furthermore,
it was proven that the thermochromic glass with a suitable
temperature change point, especially in summer, has a
significant effect of hindering solar radiation.

CONCLUSION

This paper investigates the atomization temperature change
point of thermochromic glass in hot summer and cold winter
zones based on energy consumption simulations and

theoretical calculations. Under the climatic conditions of
the summer hot and winter cold areas in Chongqing, with
the premise of landscape permeability, based on the heat
balance relationship of the transparent building envelope
and the temperature atomization point of the
thermochromic glass were simulated in the presence or
absence of air conditioning. The thermal effects of outdoor
air temperature, solar radiation, and atmospheric long-wave
radiation on the external surface of the glass were considered
in the energy simulation and theoretical calculation.
Systematic investigations demonstrate that the suitable
temperature change point of thermochromic glass under
air-conditioned conditions is 39°C, while the value is 42.9°C
under non-air-conditioned conditions. This simulation result
is exactly consistent with the application environment. In
comparison to Low-E glass, thermochromic glass with a
temperature change point of 42.9°C can reduce the temperature

FIGURE 6 | Comparison of thermochromic glass and ordinary Low-E glass sunlight room.

FIGURE 7 | Comparison of temperature between thermal dimming glass and Low-E glass sunlight room in summer (A) and winter (B).
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of the sunlit roomby up to 5.07°C, showing a significant contribution
to energy consumption.
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Synthesis and Characterisation of
Mg2+ and Al3+ Co-Doped CoCr2O4
Inorganic Pigments With High
Near-Infrared Reflectance
Xueling Wei1, Xiangyu Zou1, Zhifeng Deng1, Weiwei Bao1*, Taotao Ai1 and Qi Zhang2*

1School of Materials Science and Engineering, Shaanxi University of Technology (SNUT), Hanzhong, China, 2School of
Environmental and Chemistry Engineering, Kunming Metallurgy College, Kunming, China

A new class of near-infrared (NIR) reflectance pigments based on Co1−xMgxCr2−yAlyO4 (x =
0–1 and y = 0–2) was synthesised using the Pechini-type sol-gel process. The developed
powders were characterised by thermogravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry,
X-ray diffraction (XRD), ultraviolet–visible near-infrared diffuse reflectance spectroscopy,
and colour Commission Internationale del’Eclairage (CIE) 1976 (L*a*b*) colour scales. The
XRD patterns revealed characteristic peaks of the spinel structure with good crystallinity.
Substituting Mg2+ for Co2+ ions in the tetrahedral positions and Al3+ for Cr3+ ions in the
octahedral positions of CoCr2O4 reduces the cost and changes the colour of the pigment
(green to yellow and then blue). Moreover, the synthesised pigments exhibited high NIR
solar reflectance in the 780–2,500 nm wavelength range. The thermal and chemical
stability of the pigments was also studied. Our findings demonstrate the potential for
applying these pigments in cool colourants.

Keywords: near-infrared reflectance, sol-gel method, Mg2+ and Al 3+ co-doped, cool pigments, solar reflectance

HIGHLIGHTS

(1) A new class of near-infrared reflectance pigments based on Co1-xMgxCr2-yAlyO4 (x=0-1 and
y=0-2) were synthesised via Pechini-type sol-gel method.

(2) The colours of the pigment samples can be tuned from green to yellow and then blue.
(3) Decreasing the Co and Cr contents reduces the cost and environmental damages.
(4) Pigment properties make it a potential candidate for use as cool pigments.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, near-infrared (NIR) reflective pigments have received considerable attention in
construction, plastic, ink, and military industries. NIR reflective pigments are complex metal oxides
with high reflectance for NIR radiation (Song et al., 2019; Ali et al., 2018; Rossi et al., 2020; Jing et al.,
2018; Zhou et al., 2020). The everyday use of solar reflective roofingmaterials has been proven to save
energy, alleviate urban heat islands, and curb global warming (Ferrari et al., 2015; Zou and Zhang,
2020; Yang et al., 2017). Most of the literature on NIR reflective pigments are available as patents
(Swiler et al., 2003; Blonski et al., 2001), demonstrating their vast applications. Many of these
inorganic pigments consist of hazardous heavy metals such as cobalt (Co), lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd),
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and chromium (Cr), which are restricted under present
environmental regulations. Several of these methods are
expensive (Hedayati et al., 2015; Schildhammer et al., 2017;
Yuan et al., 2018). Recently, many rare-earth-based NIR
reflective pigments have been suggested as substitutes for
traditional pigments, owing to their low toxicity (Raj et al.,
2019; Han et al., 2014). Aju Thara et al. (2017); Zhao et al.
(2015) prepared a series of NIR pigments based on yttrium
molybdate (Y2Mo3O12) and yttrium cerate, and illustrated the
NIR reflectance and colouring mechanism. However, rare-earth
compounds are expensive because they are difficult to mine.

Numerous methods have been employed to synthesise simple
oxide or oxide-based systems. Most conventional methods involve
solid-state reactions (Zhang et al., 2018), co-precipitation (Frolova
et al., 2017), hydrothermal (McMahon et al., 2019; Elakkiya and
Sumathi, 2020), evaporative drying (Droguet et al., 2021), and sol-gel
(polymeric precursor method) (Lima et al., 2020). The sol-gel
method should be emphasised as it has numerous desirable
characteristics, such as using affordable reagents and reducing
costs, and requiring low temperature for oxide synthesis. In
addition, the method has excellent chemical homogeneity at the
molecular level of all components and has easy stoichiometric
control in complex systems (Gonzaga et al., 2020).

Spinel pigments, which are represented chemically as AB2O4,
have generated an increasing interest. These pigments exhibit a
myriad of colours and tonalities owing to their ability to
accommodate different cations (Bao et al., 2016). For example,
cobalt chromite (CoCr2O4) is an essential commercial material
and is extensively used as a catalyst, magnetic compound, and
pigment owing to its superior properties. Because cobalt and
chromium are generally rare and harmful, incorporating less
toxic and expensive metals into the CoCr2O4 minimises the cost
of production and impact on the environment. Therefore, in this
study, Mg2+ substitution for Co2+ and Al3+ substitution for Cr3+

in CoCr2O4 was facilitated using the Pechini-type sol-gel process.
The effects of these enrichments on the crystal structures, optical
properties, and thermal and chemical stabilities of as-synthesised
pigments were thoroughly investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and Methods
Magnesium nitrate (Mg(NO3)2·6H2O), cobalt nitrate
(Co(NO3)2·6H2O), citric acid (CA, C6H8O7), chromium nitrate
(Cr(NO3)3·9H2O), aluminium nitrate (Al(NO3)3·9H2O), and
ethylene glycol (EG, C2H6O2) were the starting materials. All
chemicals utilised were analytical grade, acquired from Beijing
Chemical Reagent Corporation, and used as received without
further purification. All pigment samples of Co1−xMgxCr2−yAlyO4

(x = 0–1 and y = 0–2) were synthesised using the Pechini-type sol-
gel method.

First, CA was dissolved in distilled water and stirred
continuously at 80°C. Subsequently, nitrates of cobalt,
chromium, magnesium, and aluminium were added
stoichiometrically into the acid solution. The molar ratio of
the CA/metal was 3:1. After dissolution, EG was added at a

CA/EG ratio of 3:2. All solutions were mixed using a magnetic
stirrer. The resultant solution was then heated on a hot plate at
approximately 80°C for approximately 1 h to produce
polymerisation gel through a polymerisation reaction.
Subsequently, the beaker was kept in a thermostat drier at
120°C for 12 h. The preliminary heat treatment (350°C) of the
gel was performed in air for 2 h. Gas liberation by combustion
during heat treatment partially degraded the organic structure
and its expansion, forming a brittle black powder precursor.
Finally, the obtained powder of the precursor was ground into a
fine powder and then calcined at 900°C at a heating rate of 10°C/
min for 6 h to remove residual organic materials, and powder
samples were synthesised.

Characterisation Techniques
Thermogravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry (TG-
DSC) were performed using a STAR E TGA/DSC1 instrument to
analyse the powder precursor and synthesised pigments. The
powdered samples were heated under nitrogen in the temperature
range 50–900°C at a rate of 20°C/min. Approximately 10 mg of
the sample was loaded into aluminium crucibles for testing.
Tabular α-Al2O3 was used as the reference for weight loss.

A Rigaku Ultima Ⅳ X-ray diffractometer equipped with Ni-
filtered Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15406 nm, 40 kV, and 40mA) was
used to examine the crystal structures of the synthesised samples at
25°C. Step scanning over an angular range of 2θ (10°–80°) with a step
size of 0.02°and a counting time of 5 s at each step were used for data
collection.

The diffuse reflectance of the samples was measured with a 5-
nm step size in the range 380–2,500 nm using a Lambda 950
UV–vis NIR spectrophotometer with an integrating sphere
attachment, calibrated by a white standard (D65 illumination
such as daylight).

The colour Commission Internationale del’Eclairage
chromaticity analysis software (Perkin Elmer) was used to
estimate the pigment colour parameters from the reflection
data of visible light. The CIE 1976 L*a*b*colourimetry method
was employed following the recommendations of the CIE. In this
system, the L* value signifies the lightness or darkness of the
colour (L* is equal to 0 and 100 for black and white, respectively).
The values of a* (green (−) → red (+) axis) and b* (blue (−) →
yellow (+) axis) indicate the colour hue. The parameter C*
(chroma) represents the colour saturation and is defined in
Eq. (1) (Sukmarani et al., 2020; Gong et al., 2021).

Cp � (ap2 + bp2)1/2, (1)
The measurement standard JG/T 235-2014 was used to guide

the calculations for the NIR solar reflectance (R*) in the
wavelength range 780–2,500 nm. The function R* was
determined using Eq. (2), as follows:

Rp � ∫2500

780
r(λ)i(λ)d(λ)

∫2500

780
i(λ)d(λ)

, (2)

where i(λ) is the solar special irradiance (W m−2 nm−1), and r(λ)
corresponds to the spectral reflectance achieved experimentally
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(W m−2). The NIR solar reflectance value quantifies the
unabsorbed solar radiation on the surface of a substance and
signifies the build-up of heat in structures upon exposure to the
Sun (Hedayati et al., 2015).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thermal Analysis
Figure 1A shows the thermal analysis (TG-DSC) results for the
synthesised pigment. The TG curve depicts three different stages
with a total weight loss of 43%, which can be observed from the
TG curve. For instance, increasing the temperature (50°C–300°C),
decreased the weight of the CoCr2O4 precursor by 13%. Weight
loss is associated with the removal of residual water,
unpolymerised CA, and EG from the precursor. The weight
loss increased by more than 25% at 300°C–600°C.

An exothermic peak in the DSC curve was observed at
approximately 500°C–600°C, indicating the evolution of H2O,
COx, and NOx via the combustion of the nitrates and organic
impurities (Liu et al., 2015). Furthermore, a highly exothermic
peak in the DSC curve was observed at 700°C–800°C, which was
attributed to the precursor decomposition into CoCr2O4 particles.
The mass loss was less than 5% at temperatures higher than 600°C,
implying the realisation of final CoCr2O4 pigments.

Powder X-Ray Diffraction Analysis
Figure 1B shows the XRD patterns of the as-synthesised
Co1−xMgxCr2O4 (x = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00)
precursors after grinding and calcining at 900°C for 6 h. The

analysis revealed peaks of the cubic spinel structure, which were
observed for all samples. The space groups, Fd3m, of CoCr2O4

and MgCr2O4 were distinguished based on JCPDS 22-1084 and
65-3106, respectively. In addition, the XRD patterns did not
exhibit non-spinel impurity phases.

Figure 1C illustrates the XRD patterns of
Co0.25Mg0.75Cr2−yAlyO4 (y = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0). All the
diffraction peaks were associated with the cubic spinel crystal
structure of CoCr2O4, and the structure was not altered by co-
doping with Mg2+ and Al3+. The addition of Al3+ ions slightly
shifted the XRD peaks towards higher diffraction angles than the
parent oxide. A variation in the cell volume may have caused the
observed 2θ shift. Typically, an increase in the Al3+ concentration
decreases the cell volume because a smaller Al3+ (0.051 nm)
displaces the larger Cr3+ (0.061 nm) ions (Liu et al., 2015; Wu
et al., 2018). Supplementary Tables S1, S2 show that there is no
obvious change in cell volume with the increase in Mg
concentration in CoCr2O4, which is mainly due to the similar
ionic radii of Mg2+ and Co2+. With the increase in Al
concentration, the cell volume decreases regularly, indicating
that the replacement of Cr by Al is successful. The pigment
morphology was characterised by SEM (Supplementary Figure
S1), and the average grain size was less than 5 μm. Elemental
mapping analysis (Supplementary Figure S2) further revealed
that Cr, Co, O, Mg, and Al elements exhibited a uniform
distribution.

Optical Properties of Magnesium Doping
Figure 1D demonstrates the UV–vis absorption spectra of the
powdered Co1−xMgxCr2O4 (x = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.00)

FIGURE 1 | (A) TG-DSC curves of CoCr2O4 pigment precursor (B) XRD diffraction patterns of Co1−xMgxCr2O4 (x = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00) pigments (C) XRD
diffraction patterns of Co0.25Mg0.75Cr2−yAlyO4 (y = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) pigments (D) UV–vis absorption spectra of Co1−xMgxCr2O4 (x = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00)
powdered pigments (E)photographs of Co1−xMgxCr2O4 (x = 0.00–1.00) and Co0.25Mg0.75Cr2−yAlyO4 (y = 0.0–2.0) pigments.
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samples. An intense triple band at approximately 570, 610, and
660 nm was observed for the CoCr2O4 sample spectrum. The
absorption peaks steadily weakened with increasing and
decreasing concentrations of Mg and Co, respectively.
According to the Tanabe–Sugano energy level diagrams, the 4F
ground-state term separates into three terms, 4A2,

4T2, and
4T1(F)

in the tetrahedral coordination of Co2+ ions with the d7

configuration, while the 4P excited-state term transforms into
4T1(P). Thus, the three possible spin transitions are ]1: 4A2(F)→
4T2(F), ]2: 4A2(F)→ 4T1(F), and ]3: 4A2(F)→ 4T1(P). The first and
second bands lie within the IR region, whereas the third band lies
in the visible region. The broadband can be ascribed to the ]3
transition (4A2(F)→ 4T1(P) transition) of Co2+ ions, which
decomposes into three bands because of L-S Russell–Saunders
coupling (Hedayati et al., 2015; Lourenco et al., 2016). Therefore,
this broad triple band within 500 and 700 nm results in blue
pigmentation of compounds containing Co2+.

The chromatic properties of the synthesised
Co1−xMgxCr2O4 pigments were assessed using their CIE
1976 L*a*b*colour coordinates (Supplementary Table S3).
The addition of Mg2+ lightened the colour of the samples,
as evidenced by the increasing L* from 52.92 to 77.56. In
contrast, increasing Mg2+ substitution results in the loss of the
green pigment hue, as is apparent from the change in the

colour coordinate a* from −38.80 to −7.32. Moreover, the b*
values increased from −15.43 to 9.14, indicating intensification
of the yellow colour in the pigments. The C* values,
representing the richness of the colour hue, decreased
significantly from 41.76 to 11.71. The observed hue angles
of the pigments are found to be in the green region of the
cylindrical colour space. Figure 1E shows the photographs of
the synthesised powdered pigment samples.

Figure 2A shows the NIR reflectance spectra of the
Co1−xMgxCr2O4 pigments. The base compound, CoCr2O4, has an
NIR solar reflectance (R*) of 55.1%. Simultaneously, substituting
Co2+ ions with Mg2+ ions decreased the NIR reflectance of the
pigments from 55.1 (x = 0.00) to 52.8% (x = 0.50). Further doping of
Mg2+ with Co2+ increased the NIR reflectance to 60.3% (x = 1.00).
Supplementary Table S3 presents detailed information on the NIR
solar reflectance of the powdered pigments. The NIR reflectance of a
typical pigment sample Co0.25Mg0.75Cr2O4 (R* = 56.3%) was
significantly higher than that of the Y2BaCuO5 green pigment
reported elsewhere (R* = 50%) (Shankland et al., 1974; Jose et al.,
2014). The designed class of pigments displayed high reflectance in
the NIR region, suggesting that these formulations could be
considered cooling pigments. In addition, with the increase in
Mg doping amount, the as-prepared pigments showed a red shift
in the band gap transition.

FIGURE 2 | (A)NIR reflectance of Co1−xMgxCr2O4 (x = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00) powdered samples (B)UV–vis absorption spectra of Co0.25Mg0.75Cr2−yAlyO4 (y
= 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) powdered pigments (C) NIR reflectance of Co0.25Mg0.75Cr2−yAlyO4 (y = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0) powdered samples (D)TG-DSC analysis of
powdered Co0.25Mg0.75Al2O4 pigment sample.
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Optical Properties of Aluminium Doping
Figure 2B illustrates the UV–vis absorption spectra of the
developed Co0.25Mg0.75Cr2−yAlyO4 (y = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and
2.0) samples. A prominent blue shift of the triple band occurred
when the Al3+ content was increased from 0 to 2. The energy level
of the excitation state for Co2+ and the position of the absorption
band are dependent on the Co2+ ion surroundings. The gradual
substitution of Al3+ for Cr3+ indicates a substantial change in the
volume of the octahedral site. Subsequently, oxygen ligands
experience less attraction from octahedrally coordinated ions
because of the lower atomic mass of aluminium than that of
chromium. Therefore, the exposure of the oxygen ligands is more
to Mg2+and Co2+, enhancing the splitting of the d-orbital energy
levels and the blue shift of the absorption band (Figure 2B)
(Hedayati et al., 2015; Shankland et al., 1974).

The chromatic properties of the synthesised
Co0.25Mg0.75Cr2−yAlyO4 pigments were obtained from their CIE
1976 L*a*b* colour coordinates (Supplementary Table S4).
Substituting Al3+ for Cr3+ in Co0.25Mg0.75Cr2O4 spinel increased
a* and decreased b*, weakening the intensity of the green colour in
the pigments while enhancing the blue pigmentation. Substituting
Al3+ with Cr3+ ions in the spinel structure decreased L* from 64.82 to
53.87, darkening the samples. Consequently, C*, which represents
the richness of the colour hue, decreased from 34.93 to 24.33.
However, the L* and C* values changed slightly when Al3+ was
completely substituted with Cr3+ ions in the spinel structure. With
the increasement of Al doping, the hue angles of pigmentmove from
green to blue region of the cylindrical colour space. Figure 1E shows
photographs of the synthesised powdered pigment samples.

Figure 2C shows the NIR reflectance spectra of the powdered
samples. The NIR solar reflectance of the samples decreased from
56.3 (y = 0.0) to 51.9 (y = 1.5) with the substitution of Al3+ for
Cr3+. Supplementary Table S4 lists the NIR solar reflectance of
the powdered pigments. The reflectance reached a maximum (R*
= 61.7%) for y = 2.0, which was higher than that of aluminium-
doped cobalt chromite pigments of similar colour, as reported
elsewhere (R* = 52%) (Hedayati et al., 2015). Furthermore, with
the increase in Al doping amount, the as-obtained pigments also
exhibit a red shift in the band gap transition. These observations
demonstrate that Mg2+ and Al3+ co-doped CoCr2O4 systems are
appropriate cooling pigments.

Studies on Thermal and Chemical Stabilities
of the Pigments
The Co0.25Mg0.75Al2O4 pigments were investigated from 50 to
900 °C for their thermal stability. The results indicated that there
was a negligible weight loss and phase transition of the pigment
(Figure 2D). The chemical resistance of the pigment was
investigated using 5% HCl/H2SO4/HNO3 and NaOH (Bao
et al., 2016; Jose and Reddy, 2013). A pre-weighed pigment
powder was soaked in an acid/alkali solution for 30 min and

stirred using a magnetic stirrer. The pigment powder slurry was
filtered, washed with water, dried, and weighed again. Negligible
weight loss of the pigment was observed for all the tested acids
and alkalis. The colour coordinates of the pigments were
measured and had negligible total colour difference (△E*)
(Supplementary Table S5). These results demonstrate that the
pigments were chemically and thermally stable.

CONCLUSION

In this study, a series of NIR reflective pigments with the
general formula Co1−xMgxCr2−yAlyO4 (x = 0–1 and y = 0–2)
were synthesised using the Pechini-type sol-gel method. The
effect of Mg2+ and Al3+ enrichment on the structure and
optical and chromatic properties of the products was
investigated. XRD analyses revealed that the pigments were
well crystallised in spinel cubic structures. The pigments
exhibited a wide range of colours from green to yellow and
blue and showed clear NIR reflective performance (greater
than 51%). The pigments also showed good thermal and
chemical stability.
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Flow-State Identification of Oil-Based
Magnetic Fluid Seal Based on
Acoustic Emission Technology
Jinyu Xue1, Yancai Xiao1* and Decai Li 1,2

1School of Mechanical, Electronic and Control Engineering, Beijing Jiaotong University, Beijing, China, 2State Key Laboratory of
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At present, most research studies on the changing process of the magnetic fluid seal are
analyzed with the pressure signal of each chamber or the magnetic fluid flow photos taken
by a camera, which need to change the seal structure. Based on nondestructive acoustic
emission technology, a flow-state identification model of the oil-based magnetic fluid seal
using the grey wolf optimizer and random forest is proposed in this study. The acoustic
emission signal and pressure signal are collected at the same time under static conditions
in the two-stage pole shoes oil-based magnetic fluid seal experiment. Through power
spectrum analysis of the acoustic emission signal with the aid of pressure signal, the
changing process before seal failure is divided into three states: no magnetic fluid flow, the
first pole shoe magnetic fluid flow, and two pole shoes magnetic fluid flow together. Then,
the time- and frequency-domain features of acoustic emission signal samples are
extracted to form feature vectors as inputs, and the flow-state identification model is
established based on the grey wolf optimizer and random forest. The experimental results
show that the testing accuracy and F1 scores (the index representing the precision and
recall at the same weight) of three states are close to or higher than 90%. The effectiveness
of oil-based magnetic fluid seal flow-state identification model based on non-destructive
acoustic emission technology is proved.

Keywords: acoustic emission, oil-based magnetic fluid seal, flow-state identification, random forest, grey wolf
optimizer

INTRODUCTION

The magnetic fluid seal is a new seal technology controlled by a magnetic field. Magnetic fluid is
injected in the gap of a magnetic circuit comprising a permanent magnet, pole shoes, and rotating
shaft to form several magnetic fluid “O” rings. It has the advantages of zero leakage, long service life,
and high reliability compared with other seal technologies. So, it has an important application value
in aerospace, military, and other fields (Li and Hao, 2018). Its good seal performance is the premise
for these fields’ normal functioning.

The pressure signal has often been used to characterize magnetic fluid seal performance at
present. Chen (2019) judged each magnetic fluid “O” ring’ seal performance by the pressure signal of
the cavity between the two pole shoes. Wang (2019) designed a new seal structure with two seal units.
The pressure detection devices distributed between them can monitor magnetic fluid sealing liquid
medium’s performance online and realize seal failure warning. The holes must be drilled on the seal
element to connect the pressure detection devices. The more holes are drilled, the more leakage
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points exist, which is more unfavorable to the seal effect.
According to the flow simulation model established by Chen
(2019) when studying the mechanism of magnetic fluid seal, its
seal performance is closely related to the flow state of magnetic
fluid. When conducting experiments under static conditions, he
unfolded the rotating structure along the circumference, pressed
the front and rear end faces with transparent materials to achieve
seal, and photographed magnetic fluid flow with a macro camera.
Wang (2019) used a transparent shell, changed pole teeth’s
location and shape to achieve seal, and captured the magnetic
fluid’s interface changes with a camera. Kurfess and Müller
(1990) transformed the rotating shaft into a hollow glass rod.
The plane mirror extended into it and reflected the magnetic
fluid’s flow change, which can be observed by a microscope. The
way of camera shooting or microscope observation needs to
change the seal structure and replace it with transparent
materials, which is not universal.

The abovementioned research studies are all carried out on the
experimental platform. In practical applications, magnetic fluids
are mostly wrapped by opaque devices. They are not allowed to be
disassembled at will after assembly. Therefore, new
nondestructive testing technology is needed to monitor the
flow state of magnetic fluid in the seal gap.

Liquid film seal is a non-contact mechanical seal based on the
hydrodynamic lubrication theory. A micron groove with certain
geometry is set on the end face of the seal ring. A full-liquid film
is formed based on the dynamic pressure effect between end faces
during the seal operation.Maintaining the liquid film’s stable existence
is the key to ensuring good liquid film seal performance (Li, 2017).

Sun et al. (2018) pointed out that acoustic emission technology
applied to liquid film seal monitoring is a new development
direction in the seal field. The friction between the moving and
stationary ring as a secondary sound source can be detected by an
acoustic emission sensor. Relevant studies include the monitoring
of the seal opening process and liquid film thickness (Li et al., 2014;
Jiang, 2015; Zhang, 2015; Ge et al., 2016; Li, 2016; Zhang, 2016).
Jiang (2015) distinguished the three friction states (dry friction,
mixed friction, and fluid friction) in the seal opening process, then
collected the acoustic emission signal and performed wavelet
packet analysis, extracted time-frequency domain eigenvalues,
and took them as input to train the Elman network model to
identify the different friction states. Li (2016) pointed out that
different film thicknesses will lead to different degrees of friction
between dynamic and static rings, so the acoustic emission signal
can be connectedwith the film thickness. Li et al. (2014) divided the
film thickness into three states (thin, medium, and thick), found
the corresponding acoustic emission signals and performed
empirical mode decomposition (EMD), and then proposed a
dual back propagation (BP) neural network to identify the
different states. In a word, most of the current research studies
collect the acoustic emission signals as samples and use machine
learning methods to identify different states of the liquid film seal.

In the process of magnetic fluid flow, there is viscous friction of
fluid and friction between the fluid and solid walls such as
rotating shaft and pole shoes. Therefore, acoustic emission
technology is used to monitor the flow state of the oil-based
magnetic fluid in the seal gap in this study based on the similarity

between the magnetic fluid seal and liquid film seal. The time-
and frequency-domain features are extracted from the acoustic
emission signal samples, and the random forest model based on
the grey wolf optimizer is trained to identify the different states
before seal failure. The effectiveness of this monitoring method is
verified by the results.

COLLECTION OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION
SIGNAL SAMPLES

In order to explore the information of the oil-based magnetic fluid
flow for rotating shaft seals, an experiment of sealing gas with oil-
basedmagnetic fluid under static conditions is designed. The acoustic
emission and pressure signals are collected at the same time in this
experiment. With the aid of pressure signals, the acoustic emission
signal samples of different states are collected.

Introduction of the Experiment Devices
The experimental devices include an acoustic emission sensor, 2/
4/6 preamplifier, pressure transmitter, data acquisition
instrument, 24 V DC power supply, air compressor, pressure
relief valve, and so on. The connection diagram of these devices is
shown in Figure 1.

The rotating shaft seal element has two-stage pole shoes. The
oil-based magnetic fluid’s theoretical maximum pressure is
323.08 kPa under static conditions. The propagation distance
is an important factor affecting the attenuation degree of the
acoustic emission signal. The distance from the magnetic fluid to
shell is about 25 mm in this structure. The cylindrical magnets are
arranged closely along the circumference to provide a magnetic
field, and there is a gap between the two adjacent cylindrical
magnets. Therefore, the pressure transmitter 2 can detect the gas
leaked after the first-stage pole shoe (close to the seal cavity) seal
failure, and the pressure measured reflects the first-stage seal
state. The oil-based magnetic fluid seal state of the two-stage pole
shoe is reflected by pressure transmitter 1. The cycle of pressure
data acquisition is 0.04 s. The PICO acoustic emission sensor
produced by the American Physical Acoustics Company (PAC) is
used for acoustic emission signal acquisition. A coupling agent is
coated on the contact between the sensor and shell to reduce
signal loss and fix the acoustic emission sensor between the two
pole shoes with transparent glue. Acoustic emission signals are
collected and stored by AE-win software after being amplified by
a 2/4/6 preamplifier. The software can record a short-time
acoustic emission wave at regular cycles with a specified
sampling rate and a specified number of sampling points. The
data contained in each short-time wave can be saved as a text
document, and each text document will be regarded as a sample
for subsequent state recognition research. As shown in Figure 2,
the recording cycle of the short-time wave is set as Tw � 1.3ms,
the sampling rate is fs � 2MHz, and sampling points N � 1024.

Process of the Experiment
1) Clean the disassembled parts with kerosene and then make

them dry. Inject 1mL oil-based magnetic fluid into the pole
shoes. Reassemble the seal devices and rotate the rotating
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shaft to make oil-based magnetic fluid distribution more
uniform.

2) Connect the pipeline and paste the sensor as shown in
Figure 1.

3) Turn on the power supply and inflate the air pump of the air
compressor to 700 kPa (greater than the theoretical maximum
pressure of the seal element).

4) Click the acoustic emission and pressure signal acquisition
software at the same time to start data acquisition. Start the air
pump. Adjust the pressure relief valve knob clockwise
manually and pressurize slowly until the seal fails.

5) Adjust the knob counterclockwise to close the pressure relief
valve and stop inflation. Stop collecting the signals and save
the data.

6) Turn off the power and disassemble devices. Adjust the
pressure relief valve knob clockwise to discharge the
remaining gas in the air pump.

7) Disassemble the seal element and clean it for the next
experiment.

Analysis of Experiment Results
The pressure variation is shown in Figure 3. Phase I does not
supply air to the seal cavity, and there is no magnetic fluid flow
in this time period. Therefore, there is only noise signal. Phase II
begins to pressurize the seal cavity. When the pressure of the
seal cavity is greater than the first pole tooth magnetic fluid’s
maximum pressure, the magnetic fluid begins to flow.
Therefore, there is only noise signal in the front part of this
phase, and the latter part is the mixture of noise and the first
pole shoe magnetic fluid flow signals. But, the exact time of
magnetic fluid beginning to flow cannot be judged only by the
pressure curve. The stepped pressure rise in phase III represents
the first pole shoe seal failure. Then, it basically remains
horizontal, indicating the first pole shoe magnetic fluid has a

FIGURE 2 | Schematic diagram of the acoustic emission signal acquisition mode.

FIGURE 1 | Connection diagram of the experimental devices.
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self-healing phenomenon and plays a seal role again. The
horizontal section has a slightly inclined downward trend
and fluctuation phenomenon, which indicates the second
pole shoe magnetic fluid flows. The pressure of both
transmitters drops in phase Ⅳ, which represents two-stage
pole shoe seal failure.

Next, the acoustic emission signal is analyzed. The directly
collected acoustic emission data often has a lot of noise
interference, which is reflected in the curve by some “burrs and
spikes”. If the noise is too large, the useful information will be covered
up. So, we use the “moving average of (2n+ 1) points” inMATLAB to
smooth and preprocess original data. The principle is to take out

2n + 1 data (yi−n, . . . , yi−1, yi, yi+1, . . . , yi+n) that centered on yi.
Also, their average is calculated to replace yi. Namely,

y′
i �

1
2n + 1

∑n

k�−nyi+k, (1)

where yi+k is the original data and y′
i is the smoothed data. In this

study, n = 25. The time-domain diagram of the acoustic emission
signal is shown in Figure 4. The smoothed curve can reflect the
overall trend of continuous signal change.

Segment the smoothed acoustic emission signal with the aid
of the pressure signal at the same time point. As shown in

FIGURE 6 | Selection of points for power spectrum analysis.

FIGURE 5 | Smoothed acoustic emission signal segmentation in the
experiment.

FIGURE 4 | Time-domain curve of the acoustic emission signal in the
experiment.

FIGURE 3 | Pressure variation in the oil-based magnetic fluid seal
experiment.
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TABLE 1 | Power spectrum analysis of the acoustic emission signal.

There is no magnetic fluid flow in 16.2 s.
All the measured signals are noise, and its frequency is concentrated in the frequency
band lower than 200 kHz.

32.16 s is the same as 16.2 s.

39.72 s is the same as 16.2 s. 185.2 s is located at the later stage of the first pole shoemagnetic fluid flow in phase II.
The peak frequency of 509.8 kHz in power spectrum reflects the information of the
first pole shoe magnetic fluid flow.

The indication of pressure transmitter 2 rises steeply for the first time, which
represents the first pole shoe seal failure. The peak frequency changes.

244.2 s is located in the first approximate horizontal section of the indication of
pressure transmitter 2.

(Continued on following page)
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Figure 5, the acoustic emission signal in phase I is constant,
indicating stable noise interference in this experiment. The
rising acoustic emission signal in phases II and III contains
the information on oil-based magnetic fluid flow. In phase Ⅳ,
the acoustic emission signal decreases after complete leakage,
which means the magnetic fluid flow becomes weaker and
weaker.

Select different pressure points at each phase, as shown in
Figure 6, and analyze the power spectrum of the acoustic
emission signal at that time.

The DC component does not carry useful information with time.
The frequency of the DC component is 0, and its power amplitude is
generally large. It is inconducive to observe the dynamic changes of
other frequency signals with small power amplitude. So, in Table 1,

TABLE 1 | (Continued) Power spectrum analysis of the acoustic emission signal.

280.5 s is also located in the first approximate horizontal section of the indication of
pressure transmitter 2. Compared with 244.2 s, the power value of 509.8 kHz
acoustic emission signal increases, which can reflect the intensity of the first pole shoe
magnetic fluid flow.

The indication of pressure transmitter 2 rises steeply for the second time. At 305.5 s,
the low-frequency components have obvious protrusions compared with previous
ones, containing the flow information of the second pole shoe magnetic fluid flow.

313.4 and 384.4 s are located in the second horizontal fluctuation section of pressure transmitter 2. Compared the power spectrum at 384.4 s with that at 313.4 s, the
frequency peaks in low- and middle-frequency band are larger, indicating that two pole shoes magnetic fluid flow is more and more intense.

At 417.2 s, the seal fails completely
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the power spectrum analysis of the acoustic emission signal after
removing the DC component is recorded.

To sumup, themedium-frequency band contains information about
the first pole shoe magnetic fluid flow, and the low-frequency band
contains the information about the secondpole shoemagneticfluidflow.
The key frequency points include 509.8, 500, and 472.7 kHz in the
medium-frequency band and 29.3 kHz in the low-frequency band.

According to the abovementioned key frequency points,
bandpass and lowpass Butterworth digital filters are designed
to filter acoustic emission signals. The specific parameters are
shown in Table 2. The amplitude and phase frequency responses
of the filters are shown in Figure 7. The time-domain original and
smoothed curves before and after filter processing are shown in
Figure 8.

The signal of the first pole shoe magnetic fluid flow is retained
after bandpass filtering (Figure 8D), whose overall trend is
consistent with the original (Figure 8B), indicating that it
accounts for a large proportion of this experiment. The curve
after bandpass filtering shows an upward trend from about 70 s,
which means the first pole shoe magnetic fluid begins to flow. The
signal’s root mean square (RMS) is not 0 before that because of
existing noises. The signal of the second pole shoe magnetic fluid
flow andmain noises are retained after lowpass filtering (Figure 8F).
The curve shows obvious protrusion in 298–416 s, which indicates
the second pole shoe magnetic fluid flow at this time. At other times,
the curve is approximately horizontal, and the RMS is not 0 because
of the stable noises. This curve is quite different from the original
one. It means that the proportion of the second pole shoe magnetic

fluid flow signal is small in this experiment. Furthermore, the initial
distribution of magnetic fluid is uneven.

Therefore, the specific time of two pole shoes magnetic fluid flow
can be obtained after power spectral analysis and filtering. The
filtered acoustic emission signal’s RMS can reflect the intensity of the
magnetic fluid flow. The initial distribution of magnetic fluid under
two pole shoes can be inferred from the above mentioned two pole
shoes. So, the oil-based magnetic fluid flow information reflected by
the acoustic emission signal is richer than the pressure signal.

According to the abovementioned analysis, the process before oil-
based magnetic fluid seal failure can be divided into three stages:
0–70.16 s is the first stage, and there is no magnetic fluid flow;
70.16–298.2 s is the second stage, the first pole shoe magnetic fluid
flow; and 298.2–416 s is the third stage, two pole shoesmagnetic fluid
flow together. In order to avoid the inaccuracy of acoustic emission
signal sample classification by artificially selecting time points, take 8s
before and after the abovementioned time points as the transition
period. Therefore, the acoustic emission signal samples collected in
0–62.16 s correspond to the first stage, 78.16–290.2 s correspond to
the second stage, and 306.2–408s correspond to the third stage. It will
take a long time and low efficiency if all of the acoustic emission data
are read and processed. So, we read a sample every 0.04 s using
MATLAB in order to correspond well with the pressure data. A total
of 9,330 samples are obtained. Among them, there are 1,543 samples
in the first stage, 5,261 samples in the second stage, and 2,526 samples
in the third stage. The training set and testing set are divided
according to the ratio of 2:1, so there are 6,220 training set
samples and 3,110 testing set samples.

FLOW-STATE IDENTIFICATION OF
OIL-BASED MAGNETIC FLUID SEAL
BASED ON RANDOM FOREST
Feature Extraction
An acoustic emission signal sample X � [x1, x2, . . . , xN] is a
discrete time series with finite length, and P(fi) is the signal’s

FIGURE 7 | Amplitude and phase-frequency response of filters. (A) Bandpass filter.(B) Lowpass filter.

TABLE 2 | Designed Butterworth digital filter.

Design index Bandpass filter Lowpass filter

Passband cut-off frequencies 460 kHz; 540 kHz 100 kHz
Stopband cut-off frequencies 400 kHz; 600 kHz 200 kHz
Maximum attenuation of passband 3dB 3dB
Minimum attenuation of stopband 40dB 40dB
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power value at frequency fi. The common time- and frequency-
domain eigenvalues are shown in Tables 3, 4. Those eigenvalues
obtained from acoustic emission signal samples form a 21-
dimensional eigenvector as input of the subsequent
identification model.

Random Forest Identification Model Based
on Grey Wolf Optimizer
Random forest is a supervised learning algorithm that integrates
the results of multiple classification and regression trees (CART),
as shown in Figure 9. Its specific process is as follows.

FIGURE 8 |Comparison of original and smoothed acoustic emission signal before and after filtering. (A)Original signal. (B) Smoothed signal. (C)Original signal after
bandpass filtering. (D) Smoothed signal after bandpass filtering. (E) Original signal after lowpass filtering. (F) Smoothed signal after lowpass filtering.
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1) Construct sub-training samples. Repeat random sampling
with putting back (bootstrap sampling) from the original
samples to construct sub-training samples.

2) Construct the sub-input eigenvalues set. Randomly sample
mtry eigenvalues without putting back from m(mtry<m)
originals to construct the sub eigenvalues set as the input of
the base classifier.

3) Train CART base classifier. CART is a binary tree as shown in
Figure 9. Select the classification eigenvalue at the parent node
and classify the samples according to set rules. The leaf node
represents the classification result. Since the input eigenvalues in
this study are continuous, it is necessary to discretize them by
dichotomy. The specific process is shown in Figure 10.
ti(i ∈ [1, l · (n − 1)]) is the selected classification point
according to the Gini coefficient, which can reflect the purity
of samples in child nodes. The smaller the Gini coefficient, the
higher the purity of samples. TheGini coefficient of ti is defined as

Giniindex(Di,ti) � pL
⎡⎢⎢⎣1 −∑J

j�1p(k)2⎤⎥⎥⎦ + pR
⎡⎢⎢⎣1 −∑J

j�1p(k)2⎤⎥⎥⎦, (2)

where pL and pR represent the proportion of samples in the left and
right child nodes, respectively. p(k) represents the proportion of
samples belonging to category j in child nodes. The total number of
categories is J. Select the corresponding eigenvalueM of ti with the
smallest Gini coefficient as the classification eigenvalue of the parent
node. The left and right child nodes, respectively, contain samples
with M≤ ti and M> ti. In this way, the samples are classified. The
training is completed until the sample purity in the child node
reaches the maximum or all eigenvalues have been used.

4) Construct a random forest model. Repeat steps (1) (2) (3) and
ntree CARTs are generated in parallel to construct a random
forest.

5) Output final classification results. In a CART, each path from
the root node to a leaf node represents a rule. When testing,
the input eigenvalues of the testing sample uniquely determine
a path. The category of most samples in this leaf node is the
prediction result of the testing sample. The final classification
result is determined by the output of ntree CARTs according
to the maximum number of votes.

TABLE 4 | Calculation formulas of common frequency-domain eigenvalues.

Dimensional index Center of gravity frequency
fc �

∑N/2

i�0 [fi · P(fi)]
∑N/2

i�0 P(fi)
Mean square frequency

fMS � ∑N/2

i�0 [f2i · P(fi)]
∑N/2

i�0 P(fi)
Root mean square frequency

fRMS �

													
∑N/2

i�0 [f2i · P(fi)]
∑N/2

i�0 P(fi)

√√

Frequency variance
fV � ∑N/2

i�0 [(fi − fc)2 · P(fi)]
∑N/2

i�0 P(fi)
Frequency standard deviation

fS �

																			
∑N/2

i�0 [(fi − fc)2 · P(fi)]
∑N/2

i�0 P(fi)

√√

Dimensionless index Spectral peak stability index

S �
													
∑N/2

i�0 [f2i · P(fi)]
∑N/2

i�0 P(fi)

√√

/
													
∑N/2

i�0 [f4i · P(fi)]
∑N/2

i�0 [f2i · P(fi)]

√√

TABLE 3 | Calculation formulas of common time-domain eigenvalues.

Dimensional index Maximum xmax � max(x1 , x2 , . . . , xN) Minimum xmin � min(x1 , x2 , . . . , xN)
Mean μ � 1

N∑N
n�1xn Peak to peak xpp � xmax − xmin

Peak xpk � max|xn| Variance V � 1
N−1∑N

n�1|xn − μ|2
Standard deviation

σ �
															
1

N − 1
∑N
n�1

|xn − μ|2
√√ Root mean square

xRMS �

									
1
N
∑N
n�1

|xn|2
√√

Average amplitude
xavg � 1

N
∑N
n�1

|xn|

Dimensionless index Kurtosis xkurt � E(x−μ)4
σ4

Skewness xskew � E(x−μ)3
σ3

Peak factor xCF � xpk
xRMS

Waveform factor xSF � xRMS
xavg

Pulse factor xIF � xpk
xavg

Clearance factor xMF � xpk

(1
N

∑N
n�1

			|xn|
√ )2
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ntree and mtry are important to the random forest model’s
final classification results (Tan et al., 2022). A grey wolf optimizer
(GWO) is used to find the superparameter combination in
this study.

GWO is a new swarm intelligence optimization
algorithm, which simulates the strict social hierarchy and

collective hunting behavior of the grey wolf group. α, β, δ,ω
are four different levels of grey wolves who are distinguished
by the fitness values of individuals. The optimal solution is
taken as α, the second and third are β and δ, and the
remaining are ω.

The formulas imitating the behavior of wolves surrounding
prey are as follows.

D � ∣∣∣∣C · Xp(t) − X(t)∣∣∣∣, (3)
X(t + 1) � Xp(t) − A · D , (4)

where A and C are coefficient vectors; Xp and X are the
position vector of prey and grey wolf, respectively; t is
the current number of iterations; D is the distance
between the wolves and prey. A and C are calculated
as follows:

A � 2a · r1 − a , (5)
C � 2 · r2, (6)

where a decreases linearly from 2 to 0 with iteration and r1
and r2 are random numbers distributed in the interval [0,1] so
that grey wolves can move to any position within a certain
range around the prey. The encirclement is realized as a

FIGURE 10 | Flow diagram of discretized continuous eigenvalues by
dichotomy.

FIGURE 9 | Flow diagram of the random forest model.
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decreases to 0. So the value range of A is [-a, a]. When |A | < 1,
the wolf will be close to attacking the prey. When |A |> 1, the
wolf will be far away to explore. C is the random location
weight representing the wolves’ influence on the prey. Its

value range is [0,2]. A and C can avoid the algorithm falling
into local optimization.

In GWO, α, β, and δ guide ω to hunt. The location update
formula of wolves is as follows:

FIGURE 11 | Confusion matrixes of 10 times’ training results.
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⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Dα � |C1 · Xα − X(t)|
Dβ �

∣∣∣∣C2 · Xβ − X(t)∣∣∣∣
Dδ � |C3 · Xδ − X(t)|

, (7)

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
X1 � Xα − A1 · Dα

X2 � Xβ − A2 · Dβ

X3 � Xδ − A3 · Dδ

, (8)

X(t + 1) � X1 + X2 + X3

3
, (9)

where Dα, Dβ,Dδ , respectively, represent the distances from
α, β, δ to other individuals; Xα,Xβ,Xδ , respectively, represent
the current location of α, β, δ; X(t) is the current location of
the grey wolf. Formula (8) defines step and direction for ωmove
on to α, β, δ. Formula (9) defines ω’s final position.

In this study, the acoustic emission signal sample’s time- and
frequency-domain eigenvalues are extracted as the input to train
GWO_RF model identifying the oil-based magnetic fluid flow
state before seal failure.

Identification Result
Train the random forest model by the function classRF_train () in
MATLABR2018b. Apply GWO to optimize two super parameters of
ntree and mtry. The number of grey wolf population and iterations
are both 10. Optimize ntree in [1,100] and mtry in [1,21]. Take the
classification accuracy of the testing set as the fitness. The confusion
matrixes of 10 times training results are shown in Figure 11.

In the confusion matrix, the row corresponds to the prediction
class, the column corresponds to the real class, the diagonal unit
corresponds to correct classification, and the non-diagonal unit
corresponds to wrong classification. The number and the
percentage are displayed in each cell. The rightmost column of
the chart shows the correct andwrong classification in the prediction
results, which are called precision and error detection rates,
respectively. The row at the bottom of the chart shows the ones
in the real category, which are called recall rate and false-negative
rate. The cell at the bottom right of the chart shows overall accuracy.
The confusion between “the first pole shoe magnetic fluid flow” and
“two-pole shoes magnetic fluid flow” is serious.

Only the accuracy value is not suitable for evaluating themodels
with large quantity deviation in different categories of samples. In
theory, the higher the precision and recall rate, the better. But they
are often inconsistent. The F score is often used to consider them
comprehensively. Its calculation formula is as follows:

F � (a2 + 1)pPpR
a2p(P + R) , (10)

where P: precision, R: recall, a: weight factor.When a � 1, it changes
to the most common evaluation index F1 score, representing the
weight of precision and recall are the same. Its calculation formula is

F1 � 2pPpR
P + R

. (11)

Table 5 summarizes the GWO_RF model’s 10 training results. The
last line is the average of them. It can be found that F1 scores of three oil-
basedmagnetic fluid flow states before seal failure are close to or greater
than 90%, among which, the F1 score of “two pole shoe magnetic fluid
flow” is relatively low. The F1 scores obtained from each training areT
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similar although the optimization results have great randomness. Of
course, GWO takes a long time to optimize the parameters.

CONCLUSION

In this study, nondestructive acoustic emission testing technology
is proposed to monitor the oil-based magnetic fluid flow state
before the seal failure so as to speculate the seal performance. The
experiment is designed to collect the acoustic emission and
pressure signals at the same time. The acoustic emission signal
is analyzed and filtered assisted by the pressure signal. The
process before the oil-based magnetic fluid seal failure is
divided into three stages: no magnetic fluid flow, the first pole
shoe magnetic fluid flow, and two pole shoe magnetic fluid flow
together, and the acoustic emission signal samples are classified.
Extract the time- and frequency-domain eigenvalues forming a
21-dimensional eigenvector as the input and train the random
forest model based on grey wolf optimizer to optimize the ntree
and mtry. The testing accuracy and F1 scores of the three states
are close to or higher than 90%, indicating the feasibility of
acoustic emission technology and the effectiveness of spectrum
analysis and filtering for the acoustic emission signal to
distinguish three flow states. In future studies, we can redesign
the structure of the seal element, which can measure the pressure
change between each two pole teeth. So we can analyze the
acoustic emission signal more accurately with the help of
more detailed pressure signals. Also, we can compare acoustic
emission signals with the changing of parameters such as shaft
rotation speed and temperature under dynamic conditions.
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